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SITE-SPECIFIC REACTIVITY OF HYDROGEN ON Ge(I11):c(2X8): DIRECT OBSERVATION BY
STM AND PSEUDOPOTENTIAL CALCULATIONS OF REACTION-INDUCED REST-ATOM TO
ADATOM CHARGE EXCHANGE.
T. Klitsner and J.S. Nelson, Sandia National Labs, Albuquerque, NM 87185-5800.
Charge transfer induced by chemical reactions has previously been used to tailor the site-specific
reactivity of various organic molecules. In this work we show that such reaction-induced localized charge
transfer can also occur on semiconductor surfaces, which raises the possibility of using this as a new technique
for producing tailored structures on these substrates. The equilibrium Ge(l 11):c2x8 surface has fairly complete
charge transfer from adatom to rest-atom sites, and so is a good substrate on which to look for these effects. In
this work we use dual polarity scanning tunneling microscope (STM) images to study the configuration of both
occupied and unoccupied electronic states before and after hydrogen ion bomabardment and annealing of the
Ge(111 ):c2x8 surface. We also perform first principles self-consistent pseudopotential calculations on the
unreacted and hydrogen-reacted surface. Before reaction with hydrogen, the STM images and the calculated
charge densities show the unoccupied stAtes localized on adatom sites, and the occupied states localized
primarily around rest-atom sites. After hydrogen ion bombardment and annealing, the STM images show a
reaction occurs preferentially at the rest-atom site and is accompanied by a dramatic charge transfer from this
site to the neighboring adatom sites. Our calculations also show this hydrogen-induced charge transfer, in
excellent agreement with the STM images. Specifically, the calculations show that after reaction with hydrogen,
the occupied surface-state charge density has transferred from on top of the rest-atom, and is now primarily
localized between the adatom and the underlying five-fold coordinated second-layer atom.

76
PdP2-1
/

Reflection Mass Spectrometry (REMS) Measurements of the
Reactivities of GaAs, AlAs and InAs Surfaces During Molecular Beam
Epitaxy.
T. M. Brennan. J.Y. Tsao and B.E. Haminons
Sandia National Labs. Albuquerque. New Mexico 87185-5800

Our current understanding of the growth of binary compounds by
Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is limited by the lack of growth
compatible, real-time in-situ diagnostics. For example, the kinetic
parameters that characterize the surface processes occurring during
MBE growth are not currently well understood. We are developing a
means of measuring those parameters in real MBE growth situations
which can contribute significantly to our ability to understand and control
the actual growth mechanisms.
Using Reflection Mass Spectrometry (REMS) we have measured the
reactive sticking coefficients of As 4 on the group III rich surface of GaAs,
and for the first time on the group III rich surfaces of AlAs and InAs. We
find the As4 sticking coefficient is 0.5 for all the systems measured near
their optimum growth temperatures, but is temperature dependent
approaching 1.0 at lower, suboptimal temperatures. The increase in the
As4 sticking coefficient is accompanied by various deviations from the
metal rich (4x2) surface reconstruction commonly observed at the higher
temperatures.
We also observed, for the first time, a dependence to the reactivity
to the surface to As4 on surface microstructure, i.e. on the roughness or
smoothness of the surface. This dependence manifests itself as slight
fluctuations in the As 4 incorporation rate that are periodic with the
bilayer-by-bilayer growth cycle. The As 4 sticking coefficient is slightly
lower on smooth surfaces and slightly higher on rough surfaces.
These "REMS" oscillations, together with our measurements of
group V sticking coefficients, can provide very accurate real-time
characterization of V/III flux ratios and group III growth rates
independent of other techniques. Routine use of reflection mass spectrometry therefore offers the possibility of on-line feedback and control of
the MBE process.

Thomas M. Brennan
Sandia National Laboratories
P.O. Box 5800. Dvsiaon 1144
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87107-5800
(505) 846-8192 phone
(505)844-3211 fax
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Layer-By-Layer Sputtering and Epitaxy of Si(100).
P. BEDROSSIAN, J. E. HOUSTON, J. Y. TSAO, E. CHASON, and
S. T. PICRAUX, Sandia National Laboratory. Albuquerque. NM.
We report the observation of pronounced RHEED oscillations
under sequential and simultaneous epitaxy and 200-250eV Xe
bombardment of Si(100). Analysis of the relative phase
relationships of growth- and ion-induced oscillations shows
that ion bombardment can reverse the surface roughening
resulting from previous epitaxy and can cancel the
oscillations resulting from simultaneous epitaxy.

These

observations indicate that the ion-induced oscillations arise
from simple layer-by layer removal of silicon.

We will

discuss these results in terms of models of possible ion
processes, and the results of experiments on ion-assisted
growth.

Peter J. Bedrossian
Division 1114
Sandia Nat. Laboratory
Albuquerque, NM

87185
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NONLINEAR OPTICAL STUDIES OF ELECTRONIC
EXCITATIONS AND THERMALIZATION ON A METAL SURFACE

L. E. Urbach, J. M. Hicks, K. P. Percival, E. W. Plummer, and H. L. Dai
Departments of Chemistry and Physics, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104

ABSTRACT
Resonant enhancement of second harmonic generation (SHG) due to a transition between
two surface states on Ag(110) is observed. An increase in the nonlinear susceptibility,
attributed to the coupling of the fundamental light with this transition, is proven by the
energy dependence of the second harmonic signal and by the observed selection rules
dictated by the symmetry of the surface states. The signal resonantly enhanced by the
transition between surface states at 1.74eV exhibits a strong dependence on temperature
and adsorbate coverage, in sharp contrast to the nonresonant signal.
On the same Ag(l 10) surface, a strong enhancement in SHG was also observed at the
interband transition energy of 3.9eV in resonance with the second harmonic frequency. The
SHG enhancement arises from increased nonlinear susceptibility and, primarily, the change
in dielectric constants in this energy region. A strong temperature dependence in the SHO
intensity was also observed here. This temperature dependence was used as a surface
temperature calibration for probing the transient temperature jump induced by pulsed laser
excitation of the silver surface. This SHO technique is surface sensitive, nonintrusive
and has time resolution limited only by the probe laser pulsewidth. For the Ag(l 10)
surface, a > l01 K/sec heating rate induced by a nanosecond IR excitation pulse was
monitored. The much stronger temperature dependence observed in the STIG resonantly
enhanced by the surface state transition can in principle be used for surface temperature
measurements. This kind of surface temperature measurement method can be generally
applied to metals, semiconductors and solids that have temperature dependent electronic
transitions.
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LASER INDUCED POLYMERIZATION OF
MONOLAYER FORMALDEHYDE ON SILVER

L. Fleck, W. Fehery, Z. C. Ying. and HJ--1j
Department of Chemistry, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104-6323

ABSTRACT
Formaldehyde (H2CO), physisorbed at 90K with near saturation coverage, were found to
polymerize on a Ag(1 11) surface under UV irradiation. This polymerization is initiated by
radicals generated in photoexcitation induced dissociation, H2CO
. H2CO*
H + HCO.
H is identified by EELS detection of the Ag-H vibration at low formaldehyde coverage, at
which dissociation of formaldehyde occurred but no polymerization was observed. The
polymer was determined to be -(CH2-O)-. from comparison of the EELS spectrum with
previously measured IR absorption spectrum of the polymer. Strong wavelength dependence
in the dissociation and polymerization yields proved that the initiation of those
processes is nonthermal and is most likely caused by resonant excitation of formaldehyde
to its first electronic excited state.
-

Physisorbed formaldehyde were found to desorb at 120 K while the polymer pyrolyses on
silver at about 210 K. Due to the higher chemical resistivity of the polymer, It Is
feasible to use light to induce polymerization on selected areas on the surface and
protect these areas from surface treatments. Surface processing on submicrin scale may
thus be achieved this way.
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SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1991

9:45 am-11:15 am
MB, INITIATION AND GROWTH OF SURFACE
LAYERS
Daniel J. Ehnlich, MIT Lincoln Laboratory, Presider

Anaeazl Lobby
6:00 pm--9:00 pm

Registration/

Informal Reception

9:45 am (Invited)
MBI Adsorbed layers in the process of chemical
vapor deposition, Jun-ichi Nishizawa, Semiconductor
Research Institute, Japan. Photo-irradiation effect on the
adsorption species and the surface reaction of GaAs
growth were studied by using mass spectroscopy and by
using our original epitaxial method .............
18

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1991
7:00 em-11:00 amRegistration/Speaker Check-in
Anasazi North

10:15 am
MB2 Elucidation of the mechanism of the initial
stages of Si( 11)-7 x 7 oxidation using scanning tunneling microscopy, Ph. Avouris, I.-W. Lyo, F. Bozso, B. Schubert, R. Hoffmann, IBM Research Division. We present
scanning tunneling microscopy results, photoemission resuits, and theoretical calculations that allow us to elucidate the mechanism of the initial stages of Si(1 11)-7 x 7
oxidation ..............................
22

7:00 sm-8:00 amBrealfast Served
Anasazi South
8:00 am-8:10 am

Opening Remarks, Richard B. Hall,
Exxon esearch and Engineering,
Conference Chair

Anasazi South
8:10 am-9:30 am
MA, BEAM-ASSISTED FILM GROWTH
Frances A. Houle, IBM Almaden Research Center,
Presider

10:35 am
MB3 Oxide layer growth on gallium arsenide using a
high kinetic energy atomic oxygen beam, M. A.
Hoffbauer, J. B. Cross, J. 0. Farr, V. M. Bermudez, Los
Alamos National Laboratory. Oxide layers approximately
400 A thick have been formed on (110) and (1O0)GaAs
wafers by exposure to an -2.8 eV atomic 0 beam and
have been characterized by using x-ray photoemission
spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy .........
26

8:10 am (Invited)
MAI Electron- and photon-beam-induced thin-film
growth, Ferenc Bozso, IBM Research Division. Low-ternperature thin-film deposition with control over composition
and thickness by using low-energy electron or UV photon
beams to induce reactions in adsorbed molecular layers
is reported .............................
2

10:55 am
MB4 Electronically induced modifications of aSi:H(P) films by scanning tunneling microscopy, E.
Hartmann, F. Koch, R. J. Behm, University of Munich,
Federal Republic of Germany. We report on how to make
local electronic modifications of phosphorus-doped, hydrogenated amorphous silicon films [a-Si:H(P) on a nanometer scale using a scanning tunneling microscope ...
29

8:40 am (Invited)
MA2 Low-energy ion-surface interactions during
vapor-phase film growth for manipulating microchemlatry and microstructure at the aiomic level, .1. E.
Greene, University of Illinois. Low-energy (5200 eV) ion irradiation from the vapor phase during crystal growth can
be used to provide new chemical reaction pathways and
to controllably modify film-growth kinetics ........
.6

11:15 am-7:30 pm ...............

9:10 am
MA3 Coherent strain changes In Si-Ge alloys grown
by Ion-assisted molecular-beam epitaxy, H. A. Atwater, C. J. Tsai, T. Vreeland, California Institute of Technology. Concurrent low-energy ion bombardment during
epilaxy o coherent Si-Ge allay layers results in large
changes in layer strain. Implications for ion-surface interactions are discussed.....................
13

Afternoon Free

Anasazi Lobby
6:45 pm-9:O0 pm

Anesazi North
9:30 am-O:45 amCoffee Break

iv

Registration/Speaker Check-in

Anazl South

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12,1991

7:30 pro-9:30 pm
MC, PHOTON- AND HOT-ELECTRON-INDUCED
SURFACE REACTIONS
Michael Stuke, Max Planck Institute, Federal Republic of
Germany, Presider

Anasazi Lobby
7:00 am-11:00 am

Registration/Speaker Check-in

7:30 pm (Invited)
MCI Photochemistry at metal surfaces, J. M.White.
University of Texas, Austin. Bond cleavage processes,
driven by ultraviolet photons, have been investigated for a
number of transition metal-small molecule systems with
attention to mechanisms .................
32

Anasazi North

8:00 pm (Invited)
MC2
low-energy electrons
adsorbedInteraction
molecules:ofmechanisms
of energy with
transfer
nd msoction:LmoncanchesofUniverity o fer
and dissociation,

8:00 am-9:30 am
T:Ot BEAM-ASSISTED
AM-ASTE
am
TuA,
ETCHING
Stuart
J.
C.
Irvine,
Rockwell
International Corporation,
Presider

Sherbrooke, Canada. The mechanisms by which low-energy electrons transfer energy to molecular adsorbates
are discussed with emphasis on the formation of transient
negative ions decaying into dissociative attachment. .35

8:00
e(inted reactions of semiconductor
TuAIamLaser-induced
surfaces with chlorine, Qi-Zong Qin, Yu-Un U, Ping-He

8:30 pm
MC3 Bond orbital model of two-hole laser-induced
desorption from GaP(110), Richard F. Haglund, Jr., Ken
Hattori, Noriaki Itoh, Yasuo Nakai, Vanderbilt University.
We use a bond orbital model of laser-induced bond breakIng Incompound semiconductors to describe recent experimental results in subband gap laser-induced
desorption and ablation from GaP(1 10) through two-hole
39
........................
localization........

Lu, Zhuang-Jian Zhang, Zhong-Kao Jin, Qi-Ke Zheng,
Fudan University, China. Laser-induced chemical reactions of semiconductor surfaces with halogen and halogen compounds have recently attracted attention
because of their potential application to the fabrication of
microelectronic devices. This paper will present our recent studies of laser-induced reactions of Ge(1 11),
Si(111), GaAs(1 00), and InP(1 00) surfaces with Cl molecules under 355-, 560-, and 1064-nm laser irradiations. 52

8:50 pm
MC4 Photoemisson from Si(111) surfaces covered
with thick overlayers of CaF2, B. Quiniou, W. Schwarz,
Z. Wu, R. M. Osgood, Jr., Q. Yang, J. Phillips, Columbia
University. We report the observation of significant UVphotoemissive current through thick insulator layers:
-8000 A on semiconductors. The implications for light-induced surface chemistry on insulators are discussed. .43

8:30 am
TuA2 Mechanism of chemical etching of doped
GaAs by C12, F.A. Houle, IBM Almaden Research Center. Molecular-beam mass spectroscopy has been used
to investigate the chemistry of thermal etching of GaAs.
The relative importance of thermochemical and kinetic
55
driving forces will be discussed ...............
8:50 am

9:10 pm
MCS Silicon atomic layer growth by laser beam
Si2H6 adsorbates Interactions, Y. Nagasawa, T. Tanaka, S. Miyazaki, M.Hirose, Hiroshima University,
Japan. S12He adsorbed on a cooled Si substrate was resonantly decomposed by ArF excimer laser and C02 laser
Irradiations to achieve silicon atomic layer growth. .4.

TuA3 UV laser-induced Interaction of C12 with
GaAs(110), G. Haase, V. Liberman, M. C. Shih, R. M.Osgood, Jr., Columbia University. An electron photoemission-initiated mechanism is proposed to explain AsCI3
formation and time-of-flight distributions of ejected chlorine species on UV-laser illumination of chlorine-covered
8
.. ...
85 K GaAs(1 10).................

7:00 am-8:00 am

Breakfast Served

Anasazi South

Ldon Sanche, University of

9:10 am
TuA4 Pulsed UV induced etching of silicon: a timeof-flight study, Carlotta Paulsen-Boaz, Thor Rhodin, Cornell University. Mechanisms of pulsed UV laser-induced
chlorination of silicon (111) were studied as a function of
laser influence and sample doping using primarily time-offlight mass spectroscopy. Electronic mechanisms are
clearly observable only at very low power levels (<150
mJ/cm 2/pulse) ..........................
62

v

Anasazi North

Anasazi South

9:30 am-9:45 amCoffee Break

7:00 pm-9:00 pm
TuPdP, Postdeadline Session
Thomas Mayer, Sandia National Laboratory, Presider

Anasazi South
9:45 am-11:25 am
TuB, LASER-INDUCED DESORPTION AND
REACTION
Richard B. Hall, Exxon Research and Engineering,
Presider
9.45 am
9:45 a
seral

9:00 pm-10:00 pm
TuC, PROCESSING AND APPLICATIONS
Richard M. Osgood, Columbia University, Presider
9:00 pm (Invited)
TuCl Laser-induced deposition of amorphous silicon: relations between chemical processing and
performance, Peter Hess, University of Heidelberg, FedRepublic of Germany. The relations between gas

desorption of NO from Si(111), L. J. Richter, S. A. Buntin, D. S. King, R. R. Cavanagh, National Institute of Standards and Technology. The substrate photoexcitation
responsible for laser-induced desorption of NO changes
with NO coverage, resulting in strongly coverage-dependent state population distributions for the desorbed molecubs ............................
68

ture, and properties will be discussed for aSi:H deposited
86
by Ir and UV lasers. .......................
..................
9:30 pm (Invited)
TuC2 ew laser-induced chemical reactions with integrated circuits, Geoffroy Auvert, Centre National
d'Etudes des T6/dcommunications, France. The interac-

10:05 am
10
Adso
o aleads
TuB2 Adsorption and desorption kinetics for
SI(C2Hs)2H2 on Si(111) 7 x 7, P. A. Coon, M.L Wise, S.
M. George, Stanford University. Diethylsilane is a promisIng candidate for silicon atomic layer epitaxy. Adsorption
and desorption kinetics for diethylsilane on Si(1 11) 7 x 7
were studied by using laser-induced desorption techniques...............................
72

tion of a focused cw laser beam with integrated circuits
to various chemical reactions, depending on the nature of the irradiated interface or the surrounding atmosphere. The main possibilities of such an interaction,
which is widely used for micrometer-size features, are
cutting interconnections, etching of insulator layers, and

TuBI

State-specific studies of the laser-induced

phase and surface chemistry, growth rate and film struc-

10:25 am
TuB3 Absorption of 1.17 eV photons by A1203
(11 W M. A. Schildbach, A. V. Hamza, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. Multiphoton absorption of
1.17 eV photons by AI203(1120) is evidenced by the in-

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1991
Anasazi Lobby

duced desorption of aluminum atoms with <Ek> - 7.9 ±

0.4 eV and the presence of surface states in the band
gap .................................
76

7:00 am-11:00 am

10:45 am
TuB4 Photon-induced desorption of adsorbed water
clusters, Joachim Dirks, Wolfgang Drachsel, Jochen H.
Block, Frltz-Haber-lnstitute of the Max-Planck-Gesell-

Anasazi North
7:00 am-8:00 am

schaft, Federal Republic of Germany. We use synchrotron radiation to study the photon-induced desorption of
water dusters from water mutilayers in the presence of a
high electric field.........................
80

Registration/Speaker Check-in

Breakfast Served

8:00 am--9:40 am

WA, Structure and Deposition of Metal Overlayers
11:25 am-7:00 pm

Afternoon Free

Thor Rhodin, Cornell University, Presider

8:00 am (Invited)
WA1 STM studies on the growth and structure of
thin metallic films on metal substrates, R.J. Behm,

Anasazi Lobby
6:30 pm-9:00 pm

Universitat Minchen, Federal Republic of Germany. STM
measurements are shown to give detailed Information on
the periodic defect structure of epitaxialy grown metal
films and on the kinetics and thermodynamics of their
growth ...............................
94

Registration/Speaker Check-in

vi

8:30 am
WA2 Photochemical production of metallic gallium
on cleaved GaAs surfaces: time-resolved measurements using laser and synchrotron radiation, S. S.
Goldenberg, J. P. Long, M. N. Kabler, Naval Research
Laboratory. The growth of metallic Ga Islands, induced by
1-mJ/cm2 laser pulses on cleaved GaAs, is documented
by photoemission spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy ..........................
98

10:40 am
WB3 Vibrational spectroscopy of competitive adsorption at a liquid-solid interface using IR-visible
sum-frequency generation, J. Miragliotta, R. S.
Polizzotti, P. Rabinowitz. R. B. Hall, Exxon Research and
Engineering Company. Molecular adsorption at a hydroxylated ZrO2 surface in contact with a binary liquid is reported. Results include equilibrium adsorption isotherms
for a variety of solutions . ...............
118

8:50 am (Invited)
WA3 Surface chemistry of the selective-area deposition of metals, Marcel Widmer, Patrik Hoffmann,
Baudouin Lecohler, Herbert Solka, Jean-Michel
Phdlppoz, Hubert van den Bergh, Ecole Polytechnique
Fkldralede Lausanne, Switzerland. Recent results obtained when using three different experimental approaches to fast in situ surface metallization are
presented.102

11:00 am
WB4 Etching of SiO 2 film by synchrotron radiation
In hydrogen and its application to low-temperature
surface cleaning, Yasuo Nara, Yashihiro Sugiat, Noriaki
Nakayama, Takashi Ito, Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd., Japan.
Si02 film is etched by using synchrotron radiation in a hydrogen atmosphere at 500 C and Is applied to low-temperature surface cleaning prior to epitaxial growth. . 122
11:20 am-4:30 pm
Aftemoon Free

9:20 am
WA4 Metal-semiconductor contacts: surface morphology and ballistic electron emission microscopy,
R. Ludeke, M. Prietsch, A. Samavar, IBM T. J. Watson
Research Center. Schottky barriers on deaved GaP(1 10)
are Investigated by using ballistic electron emission microscopy. The surface morphology of the metal is the determinlng factor for Image contrast ...........
.104

Anasazi Lobby
4:00 pm-8:00 pm

Anasazi North
4:30 pm-4:30 pm
WC, POSTER SESSION
Steven M. George, Stanford University, Presider
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The small dimensions of novel electronic and optoelectronic device structures
and their abruptly and unconventionally changing material compositions require
high levels of spatial and kinetic control of the surface chemical reactions which
are involved in the materials' growth or modification. These requirements exclude
high temperature processes based on thermally activated chemical reactions. Directed energetic beams (electrons, photons, ions), however, can induce reactions
at low temperatures, as well as provide for spatial ard kinetic control in microfabrication processes. Electrons and photons of sufficient energy can cause fragmentation and desorption of adsorbed molecules or fragments of them, by
inducing electronic excitations to dissociative statesl. The surface species after
such excitations are mostly of highly reactive radical character, which readily react with the substrate and with other radical or molecular species in the adsorbed
layer. The formation of such reactive surface species in a controlled way can
provides a basis for non-thermal selective area ilm growth.
Here we use ultraviolet and X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (UPS and XPS)
to study the adsorption and photon/electron-beam induced reactions of oxygen
and disilane on Si(l Il)-7x7 substrate at 100 K. Since in this study the photon
an(i electron-beams had similar effects, we limit the discussion to photo-induced
reactions. The photon source used in this study was a 30 W deuterium lamp
(with a LJV spectral distribution down to 115 nm) mounted inside the vacuum
system.
In Fig. la and lb we show UPS spectra of oxygen and disilane adsorbed
Si(I I I)-7x7 surfaces before and after LV-exposure at lOOK. In Fig. la spectrum
(2) shows that at 100 K oxygen adsorbs to a large extent in a negatively charged
(02) molecular precursor state 2Q. Spectrum (3) shows that following 600 sec
IJV-exposure the oxygen is completely dissociated. In Fig. Ib curve (2) shows
that at 100 K disilane adsorbs mainly in molecular form, while curve (3) and (4)
show that upon ULV-cxposure disilane, a, well, undergoes dissociation'.
Following the results which demonstrate the photo-induced dissociation of
molecularly adsorbed species at n monolayer level, we show that in case of continuous flux of molecules and UV-exposure the photo-assisted reactions go beyond the monolayer level. In Fig. lb, curve (5) is obtained after an originally
oxidize(] silicon surface was exposed at 100 K to IxlO torr Si2H 6 and UV-beam.
The LIPS spectrum corresponds to that of an amorphous hydrogenated silicon
Film, which grows under the above conditions at a rate of -. 02 monolayer/sec as
determined by the attenuation of the O(1s) XPS .signal from the underlying oxide
film. Upon rapid thermal annealing, the amorphous hydrogenated silicon converts into epitaxial film.
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Fig. Ia. He II (hl= 40.8 eV) UPS spectra of (I) clean Si(l I1)-7x7, (2) after
0.4L 02 exposure at 100 K, (3) after 600 sec UV exposure of the oxigenadsorbed surface at 100 K.
Fig. lb. He 11 (hY=40.8 eV) UPS spectra of (I) clean Si(l I1)-7x7, (2) after
2L Si2H6 exposure at 100 K, (3) and (4) after 100 sec and 600 sec
UV-exposure of the disilane adsorbed surface at 100 K, (5) after 1200 sec
Ixl0 -7 torr Si2H 6 and UV exposure at 100 K.
Fig. 2 shows oxygen uptake at 100 K in 5x10 1 torr 02 on a clean Si(l I I)-7x7
and on a boron doped B:Si(l I )-,/Y3xfx3- surface in dark and under
UV-exposure. The dashed curve shows that at 100 K in dark the clean
Si(lIl)-7x7 surface adsorbs oxygen with high sticking probability up to a
monolayer coverage, after which the adsorption virtually stops. Under
UV-exposure, however, the oxygen uptake continues beyond the monolayer level
at a considerable rate. The right panel of Fig. 2 shows UPS spectra after oxygen
exposure in dark and under UV-illumination. The apparent band gap opening in
the latter shows the effect of UV-enhanced oxidation extending beyond the surJ surface,
face silicon layer. The oxygen uptake curve of the B:Si(l Il)-jx
and under
dark
in
both
however, shows a much slower oxidation rate
UV-exposure. In such a surface a delta-doped boron layer is formed in the third
atomic plane which, via charge-transfer, results in emptying the dangling-bond
surface states5. It has been proposed that the sticking of oxygen is dominated by
electron transfer from surface states in a harpooning process". On a B-doped
surface with diminished dangling-bond occupancy, the harpooning to form 02 is
suppressed and the adsorption, as well as both thermal and photochemical silicon
oxidation are greatly reduced.
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Fig. 2. Left panel: oxygen uptake at 100 K in 5x 10 1torr 02, monitored by
UPS intensity at 7.5 eV binding energy. Dashed curve: clean Si(1I I)-7x7
surface in dark. Upper solid curves: UV- exposed Si(l I l)-7x7. Bottom solid
curve: B:Si(l Il)-,/i x J in dark and UV-exposed from time marked by
arrows.
Right panel: HeI 11 (hW=40.8 eV UPS spectra of oxygen-exposed Si(l I l)-7x7
after treatments as in left panel.
Following the study of UV-induced oxidation and hydrogenated silicon film
growth from single component adsorbed molecular layers, we turn to reactions in
a co-adisorbed oxygen-disilane layer andl to oxide Film growth. In an ambient
lxlO ' torr SI2H6 and 2x10 6, torr 02 under UV-exposure, an oxide film growth
of -0.02 monolayer/sec was observed at 100 K. Upon rapid thermal annealing
to 1200 K, the UPS and XPS spectra of this Film showed the characteristics of
SiO 2.

The mechanism of the photo-induced reactions in thc co-adsorbed layer is too
complicated to solve at present because of the great variety of possible photogenerated surface species. Here we focus only on one of them, i.e. on Oi. In Fig.
, curve (2) showed oxygen adsorption in formof 02 molecular precursor. A high

reactivity, and therefore a possible role of such photo-generated oxygen species in
UV-induced SiO 2 Film growth is indicatcd by it-, instantaneous reaction with

disilane at 100 K, as it was observed by IPS.
cisilane of other adsorbed
a number
Finally, we note that besides oxygen and
have exhibited UV- or electron3 and
molecules, such as NH 3. NO, PHcurH,,
beam-induced dissociation on silicon surfaces under similar conditions and silicon
nitride, oxinitride and highly-doped silicon films have been grown at cryogenic
temperatures.
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1. Introduction
Low-energy (S 200 eV) ion irradiation during crystal growth from the
vapor phase can be used to provide new chemical reaction pathways, modify
film-growth kinetics, and, hence, controllably alter the physical properties
of films deposited by a variety of techniques. The latter includes sputter
deposition, ion plating, plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition (PA-CVD),
primary-ion deposition (PID), and molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) using accelerated beam sources.
Ion/surface interaction effects such as ion-induced
chemistry,
trapping,
recoil
implantation,
preferential
sputtering,
collisional mixing, enhanced diffusion, and alteration in segregation
behavior are used to interpret and model experimental results concerning the
effects of low-energy particle bombardment on nucleation and growth kinetics, elemental incorporation probabilities, compositional depth distributions, and the growth of metastable phases. Review articles on various
aspects of ion irradiation during film growth including effects on nucleation and growth kinetics [1-4], microstructural evolution [4), preferred
orientation and stress [2], elemental incorporation probabilities [1-3],
dopant incorporation and depth distributions [5], and the synthesis of
metastable semiconducting alloys [1-3,61 are available. Monte Carlo and
molecular dynamics growth simulations have also been reviewed [4]. In this
extended abstract, some of the key features of low-energy ion/surface
interactions are outlined and new results are described.

2. Nucleation Kinetics
Low-energy ion bombardment of the substrate and growing film can lead,
in addition to sputter cleaning,[7] to fundamental changes in nucleation
kinetics. Examples of Irradiation-induced effects include the production of
defects in the substrate surface which can act as preferred adsorption sites
(e.g., refs. 8,9), trapping or implanting of incident species in the nearsurface region (e.g., ref. 10), the dissociation of small clusters during
the early stages of growth (e.g., ref. 11), enhanced adatom diffusion (see
discussion in ref. 11), and local electric fields due to charging.
The
effects which dominate in a given experiment depend upon the film/substrate
combination, the energy E ., flux Ji, and mass mi of the incident particles,
and the growth temperature T .
Hasan et al. 1111 interpreted transmission electron microscopy (REM)
observations of apparent "enhanced" adatom diffusion during PID of In on
Si 3N substrates in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) as being due to the depletion of
smaal
clusters (incipient islands) by sputtering and ion-induced dissociation. As small clusters are reduced in size, they become more mobile on the
surface and can diffuse to feed larger stable islands. The suppression of
secondary nucleation in these experiments led, in turn, to significant
differences in island coalescence kinetics, and, hence, island size distributions as a function of nominal overlayer thickness.
Several workers have reported substantial decreases in the epitaxial
temperature T of MBE Si, Ge, and metal films by either ionizing a small
fraction of the evaporant flux and accelerating it to the substrate or using
a U}RV, low-energy, mass-filtered ion beam deposition system [12-15].
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Mechanisms, other than sputter cleaning [16,17], for ion-bombardment-induced
enhancement in film epitaxy can be visualized using molecular dynamic (MD)
simulations such as those by MUller (e.g., ref. 18) for metals and the
recent work of Kitabatake et al. [19,20] for Si. The use of an accelerated
incident growth flux increases the "impact mobility" [21] of adatoms resulting in an increase (of the order of a few lattice spacings in T = 0 K
simulations) in the average distance between the point of first interaction
with the substrate surface and the position where the atom is finally
adsorbed.
In addition, rearrangements occur during both the first few
hundred femtoseconds (fs) following a bombardment event and during the
subsequent relaxation period. In the case of covalently bonded semiconductors, bond bending forces play a strong role and collision sequences leading
to direct and exchange epitaxial events have been observed in simulations
initiated at high and low symmetry points in the Si(0O01)2xl surface unit
cell [19,20].
Tsao et al. [22] have recently carried out in-situ measurements of
ion-irradiation effects during epitaxial film growth. The authors videotaped
changes in reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) patterns
resulting from the addition of 500 eV Ar ion irradiation during MBE growth
of Ge(100) at 550 °C. They proposed that the primary effect of ion irradiation in their initial experiments was to break up 3-D clusters to provide a
smoother growth surface. Choi et al. [23] used RHEED to show that layer-byAr+
layer growth of InAs on Si(001) could be prolonged by simultaneous
irradiation with a flux of 4 ions per deposited atom.
Both experimental results and growth simulations show that low-energy
ion bombardment during deposition can provide local atomic rearrangement
allowing atoms to relax into lower energy sites. However, the question of
residual ion damage still needs to be addressed in more detail. The growth
of high-quality films with reduced epitaxial temperatures requires a balance
between the beneficial effects of ion irradiation such as enhanced diffusion
and minimizing residual damage by annealing out bombardment-induced defects
during deposition (see, for example, refs. 24-27).

3. Film Growth Kinetics
During growth at low substrate temperatures (T /T -< 0.3) for which
the films are generally underdense with a columnar microstructure, have
shown that the number density of voids and pores decreases dramatically with
increasing ion energy and/or ion flux [28-31]. Monte Carlo (MC) and MD
simulations of film growth under ion irradiation have also shown an ircrease
in film density towards bulk values [18,21,32]. For example, in low-temperature growth simulations, the MC films had porous columnar structures in the
absence of ion bombardment. However, accounting for ion irradiation effects
using a modified version of the TRIM computer yielded quite different growth
morphologies.
Ion incorporation, sputtering, and recoil
implantation
resulted in a film density that increased almost linearly with the ion-tovapor flux ratio Ji/J v. The calculations also predicted that there should
be an optimum ion energy E.* for densification. The optimization resulted
from the fact that at E <
the number of recoil events is small while at
E > E * an increasing fraction of the ion energy is lost deeper in the
lattice leaving vacancies which cannot be filled by arriving vapor species.
In cases for which the computer simulations were compared to experimental
data, good agreement was found [30,31].
Wbile ion irradiation is useful for increasing the density and modifying the morphology of films deposited at low temperatures, other irradiation-induced effects occur simultaneously. For example, as the ion energy
and ion flux are increased, atomic displacements produced in the collision
cascades result in at! increasing number of residual interstitials and vacancies. These point defects can, in turn, lead to an increased density of
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extended defects such as dislocation loops and reduced grain sizes in
polycrystalline films grown under low-energy ion irradiation [29,33-351.
At elevated growth temperatures, low-energy ion irradiation can, in
contrast to the above low temperature results, have the opposite effect and
actually reduce residual defect densities in as-deposited films.
Direct
evidence has recently been published by Hultman et al. [25,26] who used TEM
analyses to investigate the dislocation structure in epitaxial TiN films
grown on MgO(100) substrates at T
between 550 and 850 °C by reactive
magnetron sputtering in pure nitrogen discharges.
(T in this case is =
525-550 °C). The primary defects in the TiN films wereedislocation loops on
(111) planes. The dislocation number density nd in epitaxial TiN layers
decreased by many orders of magnitude with increasing V
at constant T
until a minimum defect density was obtained at a specific voltage V *. For
V
> Vs*, nd
increased
rapidly
and
eventually
the
films
became
polycrystalline. Ji/J in these experiments ranged from = i to 1.4 and the
energy per incident accelerated N atom was = V /2. Films grown at T > 750
0
C and V
= V * were essentially free o? dislocation loops.s XTEM
micrographs of mutilayer films in which sequential layers were grown with
different values of V showed that ion bombardment efiects were reversible
s
[25).
Ion irradiation in the above experiments played at least two major
roles.
For the lower biases, the primary effect was to enhance adatom
mobilities thereby accelerating the rate at which defects (both growth-related and ion-irradiation-induced) were annealed out during deposition. At
higher bias voltages (V
> V *), the increased projected range of the
impinging ions resulted in a Slarger fraction of the irradiation-induced
defects being trapped in the growing film.
Eventually, nd became high
enough that renucleation occurred during growth and polycrystalline films
were obtained.

4. Elemental Incorporation Probabilities
Low-energy ion irradiation is often used during vapor-phase film growth
to controllably alter the composition of as-deposited layers.
Examples
include preferential sputtering from the growing film during the deposition
of alloys [36-39], enhanced reactive-gas incorporation during deposition of
compounds [40-44], and increased dopant incorporation probabilities combined
with better control of dopant depth distributions during the MBE growth of
semiconductors (see discussion below).
However, ion bombardment can also
result in potentially deleterious effects such as rare-gas incorporation
[45-47,48] leading to compressive stress in sputter-deposited coatings.
Mechanisms associated with accelerated-particle/film interactions leading to
changes in incorporation probabilities range from purely physical effects
such as implantation and recoil processes to irradiation-assisted chemistry.
4.1 Incorporation of Non-Volatile Constituent Species
Ion bombardment during the deposition of alloys is commonly used to
controllably modify the film composition through preferential resputtering.
The first model for predicting the composition of alloy films deposited by
bias sputtering was proposed by Winters et al. [36] in which they explicitly
accounted for the surface area fraction of each species. Cuomo and Gambino
[37] later derived useful empirical relationships between alloy film composition and the substrate bias during glow discharge sputtering.
One of the first systematic experimental studies in this area was
carried out by Tarng and Wehner [381 using a triode Ar sputtering system
mounted in one arm of an UJIV analytical chamber equipped with facilities for
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). AES analyses showed that the composition
of as-deposited Ni
Cu alloys could be varied from x = 55 at %, the target
composition, to xl- 5 at % by changing the negative applied substrate
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potential from 0 to 100 V while maintaining the target voltage constant at
-750 V. Similarly, Zilko and Greene [39] varied the Bi concentration in
Bi alloys by changing the Ar sputtering pressure, and
single-crystal InSb
hence the induced negative potential on the growing film, during rf glowdischarge sputtering from two targets, InSb and Bi. Dual ion-beam sputter
deposition has also been employed to investigate preferential resputtering
[49]. Much less work has been done on preferential sputtering during the
tendency appears to be that
deposition of compounds. However, the
stoichiometry is favored as excess constituents are preferentially sputtered
[50,51].
4.2 Incorporation of Volatile Constituent Species
The role of ion/surface interactions in altering the composition of
compound and alloy films with volatile constituents is more complex and
often involves a combination of trapping and ion-assisted chemistry in
addition to preferential sputtering. In many cases, each of these effects is
significant in determining the film condition.
An example for which preferential sputtering dominates is the growth of
ZnO by reactive dc magnetron sputter deposition with an applied rf substrate
bias in mixed Ar/O 2 atmospheres [40]. With no substrate bias, the films were
oxygen deficient. However, the O/Zn ratio increased rapidly with increasing
= 100 V.
V
until nearly stoichiometric films were obtained at V
Cgllisionally-induced dissociative ch~misorption and trapping, i.e. low-enions contributed to the increase in
ergy implantation, of accelerated 02
oxygen concentration in the films. The dominant ion bombardment effect,
however, was preferential resputtering of Zn.
An example of ion-assisted chemistry is the use of accelerated group-V
beams for the growth of III-V compounds and alloys such as GaAs, InP,
[41,421.
In the case of InP grown from
P , and Inl Ga Asl P
GaAs
therma{ Yn and P b Ams, f-o?' Jxample, P4 /In flux ratios as high as 100 are
used. However, 1 himizu et al. [411 havT recently demonstrated that with
and P ion beams, stoichiometric
low-energy (100-200 eV) mass-separated As
GaAs and InP films could be grown using V/Ill flux ratios near unity.
Photoluminescence spectra from GaAs films grown with EAs = 100 eV and T k
500 0 C showed no indication of residual damage. The first high resistivity
GaN single crystals have been grown recently using reactive-ion MBE (Ga
chemisorbs atomic N, but not molecular N ) in which the Ga flux is provided
by an effusion cell +while the nitrogen lux is obtained from a low-energy
(typically 35 eV) N2 source.[52J The N vacancy concentration was decreased
by more than 5 orders of magnitude (as judged by Hall measurements) through
increases in the N 2 /Ga ratio by less than a factor of 8.
sputtering favored
The examples given above where preferential
stoichiometry all involved the deposition of "line compounds"; that is,
materials for which the single-phase compound field in the equilibrium phase
The effect does not appear to be as strong in
diagram is very narrow.
materials such as transition-metal nitrides which exhibit extended phase
fields with stable vacancy structures. For example, Sundgren et al. [44]
showed that TiN films with N/Ti ratios up to 1.2 could be obtained by
increasing the negative substrate bias during reactive magnetron sputter
deposition. The dominant ion irradiation effect in this case is the trapping
of excess N.
4.3 Dopant incorporation
There is growing interest in the use of accelerated dopant beams in
MBE. Most of the common dopants used in both Si and GaAs device technology
present problems during film growth by MBE due to low incorporation probabilities a and/or pronounced surfa e accumulation. Recently, Hasan et al.
153] have shown that with 200 eV In accelerated-ion doping of Si(001) films
grown at 800 OC, a is unity (an increase by > five orders of magnitude over
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that obtainable using thermal In). Doping profiles in modulation-doped
structures were abrupt to within the depth resolution of secondary-ion
a(E T )
microscopy and two-dimensional 6 doping profiles were achieved.
has been determined for E. = 50-500 eV and T = 500-1100 'C. Temperaturedependent electrical measurements and cross-sectional TEM studies carried
out by Noiil et al. [541 showed that the films exhibited no indication of
residual ion damage with maximum theoretically allowed carrier mobilities,
even at In concentrations well above equilibriu9 3 solid-solubility limits,
cm .
Similar results
and minority-carrier trap+concentrations _ 2x10
Recently, Ni et al. 1561
ion doping [55,56].
have been obtained for Sb
developed a multi-site transition-state model (including surface, bulk, and
three intermediate sites) in which dopant surface segregation, incorporation, and bulk diffusion are accounted for by solving simultaneous transition-rate equations.
While no residual ion-induced damage was observed for ion doping with
E < 200 eV and T = 800 0C, clearly at sufficiently high E. and/or low T ,
residual ion damage will be detectable. This has been demonstated by Noel
ion doping
et al. [261 using a combination of DLTS and PL to study As
500 eV and T 2 650 0 C exhibited
during Si(100) MBE. Films grown with E.
some of the best photoluminescence ever reported in ME Si with no traps
Howeve1 4 stjing ion-damage related PL signadetectable by DLTS [26,27].
cm ) were observed in all ion-doped
itres and electron trap states (2 10
films grown at 500 0 C and in films grown at Ts = 650 0 C with E i = 1000 eV.
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Coherent Strain Changes in Si-Ge Alloys Grown By
Ion-Assisted Molecular Beam Epitaxy
H.A. Atwater, C.J. Tsai and T. Vreeland
Thomas J. Watson Laboratory of Applied Physics
M.S. 128-95
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91125
Introduction
Although low energy ion bombardment has been employed in various contexts during eplitaxial growth, such as enhanced dopant incorporation[1], surface cleaning during plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition[2], and direct low energy ion beam deposition[3,4].,
key questions about the interaction of low energy ions with growing surfaces remain
unanswered. Improved understanding of ion-surface interactions during growth may yield
additional elements of control over epitaxial film structure, strain state, and composition.
Of particular interest for high quality epitaxial films is the identification of the regime il
which surface and near-surface processes, such as surface diffusion and incorporation at
growth sites, can be enhanced at low temperatures while avoiding or controlling damage
in the deposited films.
In this paper we address the question of beam-induced defect generation at an epitaxial
growth surface with measurements of the systematic modification of perpendicular strain
in coherent Ge and Si.Gel_, layers by concurrent molecular beam epitaxial growth anid
low energy ion bombardment. Layers are uniformly strained and contain no dislocatiolls.
suggesting that misfit strain is accommodated by free volume changes associated with
injection of ion bombardment-induced point defects. The dependence of layer straill
on ion energy, ion-atom flux ratio and temperature are consistent with the presence of
a uniform dispersion of point defects at high concentration. The strain produced by
ion-induced defects provides a sensitive experimental probe of the distinction betwen
ion-surface interactions and ion-bulk interactions.
Experimental Configuration
Films were grown in a custom-designed molecular beam epitaxy system with a base pressure of 1 x 10-10 Torr, which was equipped with electron beam sources for molecular beam
deposition of Si and Ge. Strain-modified films 100 nm thick were grown at constaiit rate
in the range 0.1-0.7 nm/sec on (001) Ge substrates, following growth of a 50 nm bulTer
layer of pure Ge by conventional molecular beam epitaxy. Concurrent ion bombardivill
was accomplished using a Kaufmann-type ion source noble gas ion bombardment drininig
growth at energies of 50-500 eV, and ion-atom flux ratios were typically in the range
1:10 - 1:100. Growth temperatures were in the range of 250 - 500 0 C. Films were analyzed in-situ using reflection high energy electron diffraction (RIIEED), and following
growth by double-crystal X-ray diffractometry using Fe-Kg, radiation, and cross-sectional
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Figure 1: In (a), X-ray rocking curve around (400) Bragg peak for 100 un (', filmn growu
onl (001) Ce by IAIE at T =360 0 C for an ion/atom flux ratio Jh/J, = 0.03, allI
Incident Ar+ ion beam energy Ej = 200 eV. In (1)), X-ray rocking curve aromid (-100)
Bragg peak for simillar growth conditions.
transmission electron microscop-y.
Strain Changes During Ion-Assisted Epitaxial Growth
Th'le strain state for a 100 inn thilck (,e filmi on (001) Ge grown by IANII3E is Illuistrated
b~y thie X-ray rocking curves in Figure l(a), taken around tie (100) l3ragg peak. 'lic.
filin was grown at 'I' = 360 0 C, at. a growth rat~e of 0.3 nmn/sec wvith anl ion) (ee"v' Of
Fj=200 eV and ion/atom flux ratio of Jt/Ja, = 0.0:3. 1In the rocking curve scan arouuid
(.100), a sharp Bragg peak of iuistrunwniitat ioni-limited widl is observed at angular shiflt
of A.O = -~0.44' froin thev substrate Bragg peak. Thle observations Indicate the presezice
of a coherent filmn withI perpend~icullar strain resulting in a tetragonal distort ion such that
cL=0.82%. The observed RHIED pattern at 25 keV along a [110] azimulthl indicated a
sinooth surface morp)hology withi (2x 1) reconstruction characteristic of a cleaii (001) 0,
surface. Cross-sectional transmission electron mircroscopy indlicated the 100 mInn filmu to
be free of misfit, dislocations, tdhreadinmg dislocations andl stacking fauln ts. uid icat i g t hat
strain modification did not occur as a result of Introduction of linear or platnar defects.
Figure I1(h) shows an X-ray rocking curve scan for a Si.2 Ce 8 layer growni at aI rateotd
0.25 nmn/sec wit Ii an ion energy of E, = 200 eV and ioni/atomn flux ratio of J,1/.1, =0.03.
I the rocking cuirve scani around (400), Olhe Bragg peak from tile 100 mi 1111 illuOCUP
A-= 0 withi respect to the simbst rate Bragg peak. It shiould he not ed thIiat a colierenit
ill withi tis alloy composition grown by conv'ent ional I13E exhibits a Bragg pe'ak at
A8--0.73'. wit Il ani associatedl st rain of (j
1.%
h igmtmd
I
n ino
I
I II
mnodification aenearly equal for the pueCe filmn and] Si, 2 Ceg alloy. st rongl
lf(Stl~

h;t the normially tensile st rain in the Si 2 C;e8 alloy was compensated by poinlt (lelect ,,
Introdlucedl by IANIBE growthI.
Theli variation of perpendicular strain., (_. wit li ion/atomn flunx ratio J1,/..,,. for 10 11111m
HI ik (4 Milms grown onl (e (001) by IAME
MIis shiown in Fig. 2. for filmns grownl at '
=360 0(withI
an A\r ion energy of E, = 200 eV. All a pproxinmat ely Ii icar r da t i hisli1l
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Figure 2: Variation of perpendicular strain, ca., with ion/atom flux ratio Ji/Ja, at the
surface for 100 nm thick Ge films grown on Ge (001) by IAMBE at T = 360 0 C. All films
grown with Ar ion energy of E = 200 eV.
- 0.5

exists between perpendicular strain, cj. and ion-atom flux ratio Ji/Ja in the range Jj/J=
0 - 0.05. For higher ion-atom flux ratios, no strain modification was observed. For ionatom flux ratios above 0.06, the Bragg peak from the strain-modified film broadens and
is reduced in intensity. For Ji/Ja > 0.1 , the RHEED pattern is characterized by Bragg
diffraction spots rather than rods, indicating qualitatively the development of a rough
surface morphology.
Surface and Bulk Defect Kinetics
The variation of perpendicular strain, cL, with incident ion energy, Ej, for 100 nm thick
Ge films grown on Ge substrates with ion-atom flux ratio of Ji/Ja = 0.02 at T = 360'C
is illustrated in Fig. 3. Strain increases monotonically with incident ion energy in the
energy regime E, = 70 - 300 eV. For ion energies below 70 eV under these growth
conditions, no detectable strain is observed. We believe that the present measurements of
colerent perpendicular strain as a function of energy represent possibly the most sensitive
muswurcnient to dMle of the ion energy which demarcates the regimes for displacement
of only surface atoms, and the displacement of bulk atoms as well as surface atoms.
Brice, et. al. have suggested a conceptual framework for partitioning of surface and
bulk displacements at low ion energies[5]. Interestingly, their calculations suggest that
the surface-to-bulk displacement ratio, R, varies from R = 1.6 at E = 100 eV to R = 8
at E, = 50eV for Ar+ ions incident on Ge surfaces. The close agreement between their
calculations of the demarcation energy and strain modification in the present experiments
may be fortuitous, but it illustrates that point that measurement of strain modification
by injection of point defects into the bulk may be a powerful tool for delineation of this
regi me.
To elucidate the relative roles of native point defects and trapped gas in strain modification, another set of ion-assisted epitaxy experiments was performed. Rutherford
backscattering spectrometry (RBS) was used to measure trapped gas concentration. To
enhance the sensitivity of the measurements of gas concentration by RBS, 200 eV Xe+
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Figure 3: Variation of perpendicular strain, f., with incident ion energy, E,, for 100 1111
thick Ge films grown on Ge substrates by IAMBE at T = 360 0 C. Ion-atom flux ratio at
the surface was fixed at Ji/J, = 0.02. Error bars indicate the uncertainty introduced by
possible variations in the ion-atom flux ratio, Ju/Ja.

ions were employed rather than Ar+. Briefly, for films grown using a Xe+ ion beam, the
strain was proportional to the concentration of Xe gas trapped in the film for concentrations up to approximately 0.5%. However, the change in strain with Xe concentration
appears to be too large to be explained exclusively by interstitial accommodation of noble
gas in the crystal, leading us to suggest that defect complex comprised of noble gas and
native point defects is responsible for the observed strain modification.
This work was supported by the National Science Foundation P.Y.I.A. program (D118958070) and the Materials Research Group program (DMR-8811795).
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ADSORBED LAYERS IN THE PROCESS OF CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION
Jun-ichi Nishizawa
Semiconductor Research Institute, Kawauchi, Aoba-ku, Sendai 980, Japan
Tel.: 022 (223) 7287

Introduction
In chemical vapor deposition, surface migration of adsorbed species is an important factor
which limit the minimum crystal growth temperature, since high substrate temperature
enhances the surface migration of the adsorbate. But, high temperature process produces
defects in the crystal. Concerning this problem, photoepitaxy was proposed by the author in
1961 (1). It has been applied to Si (2) and GaAs vapor phase epitaxy (3), resulting in higher
crystal quality at a lower growth temperature. Photochemical processes allow the possibility
that each elemental process can be individually controlled among the competitive processes by
using a specific wavelength.
Molecular layer epitaxy (MLE) is a crystal growth method using surface reactions of
adsorption molecules and it is able to produce thin epitaxial films as accurate as a single atomic
dimension (3). MLE of GaAs (3,4), Si (5) and AIGaAs were succeeded first in our experiments. It corresponds to the idea of atomic layer epitaxy using chemical reactants which was
proposed by T. Suntola (6). In GaAs MLE, the material gases i.e. AsH 3 , TMG (or TEG) and
dopant compound may adsorb on the specific site of the surface, when they are ntroduced
onto the surface, alternately (7). Photo-excited process was also applied in MLE (8), the
irradiation can be independently undertaken at different crystal growth steps.
Results and Discussion
Reaction mechanism of MLE had been measured by using mass spectroscopy and by
measuring the growth thickness varying the growth condition. As a result, Ga compound
which is made from TMG adsorbs on the surface, it may adsorb at monomolecular layer under
the monolayer growth condition (7). When AsH 3 is injected onto the adsorption layer, the
surface reaction of the adsorbate and AsH 3 occurs and the growth is performed.
Mass spectroscopic measurement during TMG injection were tried using some kinds of
faces of GaAs substrates. Figure 1 (a)-(c) shows the intensity change of each species during
TMG injection on (11 l)B, (100), and (1 Il)A, respectively.
In the case of (111 )B,at high temperature as 535 0 C, TMG may decompose quickly to Ga
and CH 3 , but at lower temperature as 480'C, the increase of CH 3 needs 2'-3 min. of TMG
injection. It is supposed that when TMG is injected on the bare GaAs surface of (11 I)B, TMG
decomposition is not easy to occur, but on Ga deposited (1 ll)B surface TMG decomposition
occur. The Ga deposition on that surface was identified by SEM tophograph and AES. In
MLE, we obtained the phenomenon of the self limitting growth on (I Il)B at 490 0 C, namely,
the growth thickness per cycle is constant near monomolecular thickness in a wide range of
TMG pressure. There is a possibility that the adsorbate in monomolecular growth condition
is Ga of Ga compound, but a limitting effect for Ga deposition is exist.
In the case of (100), the reaction was quite different from the case of (II I)B. TMG
adsorption is caused at the beginning of the injection, and CH 3 desorbs at the same time. In
Fig. l-(b), the intensity difference between the first time exposure of TMG and the second
time of it on (100) are shown. At the first time exposure, the surface may be bare, because
AsH 3 was injected before TMG exposure. TMG adsorption occurred at the beginning of the
injection, and it finished about 2 min. in our experimental conditions. At the same time of
TMG adsorption CH 3 desorbed. We also tried the same measurement between the second
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exposure and the third exposure, but the adsorption of TMG and the desorption of CH 3 was
not observed.
In the case of (100), adsorption of excess TMG may be stopped after the adsorption layer
is formed, and some methyl group desorbs during the formation of the adsorption layer.
These phenomena correspond to the results of self-limit growth in MLE. To identify the
species we need more experiments using XPS etc., these data will be published in another
paper.
In the case of (IlI )A, during the exposure of TMG, the consumption of TMG (it
corresponds to the intensity of amu 99) and the desorption of CH 3 and Ga compound amu 84
were observed. The intensity difference between the first exposure and the second exposure
was also estimated, but any change was not observed except the adsorption phenomenon of
TMG below 450'C. It was supposed that the reaction on (I l ])A occurred but the product
was a volatile Ga compound. This result corresponds to the results of experiment in which no
growth and no deposition of Ga occur on (11 I)A.
By the mass spectroscopic measurements, the difference of the adsorption and the
reaction among various crystal faces were clarified. The difference may correspond to the
difference of adsorbate.
The influence of the photoirradiation on the film growth by MLE was studied to prepare
the perfect crystal thin film. As the experimental results, ultraviolet light irradiation
improved the surface morphology of the film, but did not change the growth thickness. For
GaAs MLE, AsH 3 as an arsenic source and TEG (or TMG) as a gallium source were used.
These gaseous compounds were introduced alternately, but not simultaneoulsly, and the
evacuation was performed in between. The irradiation was independently undertaken at
different crystal growth steps, e.g. the duration of the irradiation was synchronized with the
time duration of AsH 3 feed, AsH 3 exhaust, TEG feed and TEG exhaust. As shown in Fig.2,
the carrier concentration of the film was decreased and the Hall mobility was increased by the
irradiation with 350 nm laser which was synchronized with AsH 3 or TEG feed. Whereas, they
did not almost change the value when the irradiation was synchronized with AsH 3 and TEG
exhaust. To consider about the improvement of the surface morphology and of the crystalinity
by synchronized irradiation with AsH 3 and TEG feed, surface migration of adsorbate may be
excited by photon energy, at least. Figure 3 shows the carrier concentration of the films
obtained by the synchronized irradiation with excimer lasers. In the case of XeCI (308 nm)
and XeF (350 nm), when the irradiation was synchronized with the AsH 3 feed and TEG feed,
the carrier concentration decreased. On the other hand, when they are synchronized with the
exhaust phase, the carrier concentration did not change. As mentioned, photodecomposition
of TMG and AsH 3 occurs by the irradiation with 193 nm laser, and that of TMG occurs by the
irradiation with 249 nm laser. It is supposed that when these wavelength lights are synchronized with AsH 3 feed and TEG feed duration, the carrier concentrations are increased by the
photodecomposition. Then, the photo-effects in the case of 193 and 249 nm wavelength
irradiation is quite different manner comparing the case of 308 and 350 nm irradiation.
Conclusion
Mass spectroscopic measurement during TMG injection were performed to investigate the
surface reaction and the adsorbate on various GaAs surfaces. There was a limitting effect for
TMG decomposition on bare GaAs surface on (III)B. In the case of (100), it was clarified
that the adsorption of excess TMG after the formation of the adsorption layer (perhaps
monomolecular layer), and some methyl group desorbs during the formation of the first
adsorption layer. On (I I )A, the reaction TMG may occur, but the product may be a volatile.
To identify the adsorbate on each surface, more experiments using XPS is neccessary.
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In photoexcited MLE, the irradiation can be synchronized with the step of the gaseous
injection sequence. The influences on the growing surface were revealed on the surface
morphology and the electrical properties of the films. Namely, it is able to estimate which
steps of the growth are effective for photoirradiation.
To consider about the improvement of the surface morphology and of the crystalinity,
especially by the irradiation with 308 and 350 nm laser which were synchronized with AsH 3
and TEG feed. The irradiation effect may be concluded as the photoexcitation of the surface
migration.
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The Elucidation of the Mechanism of the Initial Stages of
Si(l I I)-7x7 Oxidation Using Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
Ph. Avouris, I.-W. lyo alnd F. Bozso
IBM Research Division, Walson Rescarch Center
Yorktown leights, NY 10598
B. Schubert and R. ttoffmann
Department of Chemistry and Materials Science Center
Cornell UIniversity, Ithaca, NY 14853
The capability of the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy (STS) to
probe the topography and electronic structure of surfaces and adsorbate layers with
atomic resolution makes it a powerful tool in the study of surface chemistry (I). Here
we use STM, STS, ultraviolet photoernission spectroscopy (LIPS) and electronic structure calculations to study the long-standing problem involving the nature of the initial
stages of the oxidation of silicon. There have been a large number of studies on this issue utilizing a great variety of techniques. However, not only is the mechanism of
oxidation still unclear, but there is not cvern agreement on what kind of product(s) is
formed. Several different configurations have been propose(] for the oxygen-containing
sites in the early stages of tile reaction (2). They inv',lve oxygen atoms saturating the
dangling-bonds of top-layer Si atoms, oxygen atoms insertd in back-bonds but leaving
the dangling-bonds intact, or molecular form.s of oxygen attached to surface atoms or
bridging two surface Si atoms.
In Fig. I we show a topograph of the umnocupied states Of a Si( Ill )-7x7 surface after
an exposure to 0.21. of 02 at 100K. A 7x 7 unit cell is outline(l. Two new types of sites
are formed as a result of the exposure to 02: (a) sites that appear darker than normal
Si adantoms on tile 7x7 surface and are labeled ). and (h-)sites that appear brighter and
are labelcd B. There is a strong spatial selectivity in tile distribution of these sites.
Bright sites prefer corner-adatorns o\ er center-adatoms by a factor of 4 and, even more
rem :rkably, they prefer tile faulted-half of the 7 x 7 unit cell over the unfaulted half by
about a factor of 8. Dark site,, show the same trend but much smaller selectivity. From
this difference in selecti\ity and because of tlheir different behavior upon further 0 2 -exposure, we conclude that thce two siles represeni tIwo different earlh products of the
oxidalion.

As tile O 2-exposurc is iIcreased towals the monolayer, the (lark sites dom-

inate. Ihere is also a tendency for (lark sites to aggregate to form (lark islands. To help
identify these sites we have obtained atom-resolved tunneling spectra such as those
shown in Fig. 2. Spectra A. B and C are typical spectra (obtained over unreacted
restatom, corner-aatom and center-adatom sites, respectively. Spectrum D obtained
over a (lark site shows tile absence of sturface states,.
Spectrum E, over a bright site, is
adatorn-like but the Occupied an( unoccupied surface states are shifted by -0.5eV from
those of norial adatoms. Finally, spectruI F obtained over "gray" sites on tile perimeter (f dark islands is that of ain a(latom with an increased occupation of its danglingbond Si surface state.
We have performed tight-binding calculations of local
(len si ty-of-st ates (3), wliich allow us to identif' lie bright -ite is involving an oxygen
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atom inserted in an adatom hack-bond, leaving thle d angling-borid intact hUt empty.
The occupied State at -0.8eV in spectrumn E is an enhanced back-bond resonance. The
idlentificat ion (if tle (lark site is more complex and involves UIPS studies aIs a fU nct iof
of temnperature and] theoretical calculationis. .It is concludlcd t hat the domn ant (lairk Site
invlves an oxygen atom tying Lip tice adlatomi dangling-bond andl another atom insertedl
in one of tie back-bonds. A nega t i\'el cliarged nioleCCU ar prccu rsor forni is alIso idlentified by U PS at low temnperatures (4). Comparisoin of the tLIPS spectra of' the prcursor,()
with calculated spectra indicates that tile precur-Sor inl)ves 02 interacting with a9single
a (1aton site, not a bridged configu ration as pre\1MuSlV proposed. Detailed mechan isnis
byv which niolecuila r precursors decay to form thle in itial prodlucts and then Si0 4 Structures are proposedl.
Finally, we consider the issueC of the site-selectivity of the initial stages of the oxidation
process. Ca1lulations (5) indicate that the niolecular precu rsors arec strongly boundl to
the Si Surface so that once formed they will not (liffuSe b-ut will dlecotiipose ait the original site. Thus, the observed Site (listribU tiio
1(11 reflect a site-selective sticking
pr-ocess of 02 to form the molecular precur-sor - nomiin a I 0 y . The faulted half of the
uinit cell and corner-adatomn sites ate both cha1raCteri7eCl hy high electron occupation of
the adatom S, dangling-bond state. We proposec that the sticking is dlominatedl by a 02
harpooning proces, involvinig electrons in the sn surface stt (4). This suggestion is
fUrthTer supporte I'll experiments in whiichi we control t lie da nglitig-bond occupation by
(loping. Thus, hby, forming a (5-(lopel B3layer in thec 3rd atomnic plane we empty by
chartge-transfer from the ada tomn da ngling-hotids (6) a nid we~ find thlat noi 0 is visible
in LIPS and that both thle thermial and phiotochienical oxidation of Si are largely suppressecl. The harpooninig Sticking mechanism also provides ain expla nation for thle fast
growth of (lark islatids. AS we mentionedl above in the periniieter of (lark islands, "gray"
sites (Fig. 2, spctrumi- F) withi inlcreasedl danrgling-bo0nd OCCu pat ion are formed. Thius.
the 02 Stick inig probability at t hose sites Should( b iC
inc taed load(ing to tilie cxpa nsion
o)f the dark islanrds.
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Figure 1. STM topograph of the unloccupiedl states of Si(l I 1)-7x7 after exposure to 0.2
lingrnuir Of 02. A 7x7 unit. cell is outlined. Oxygen-induced bright and dark sites are
indicated by B and D, respectively.
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Figure 2. Atorn-rcsolvcd tunneling spectra obtained over Unreicted rcstatomn (A).
ccnter-adatom (B), and corner-adlatom (C) sites, and o)N'Cr 0 2 -induced (lark (D), bright
(E) and perturbed (gray) adatom sites.
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Oxide Layer Growth on Gallium Arsenide Using a
High Kinetic Energy Atomic Oxygen Beam
M.A. Hoffbauer, J.B. Cross, and J.D. Farr
Chemical and Laser Sciences Division, MS-G738
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545
(505) 667-4878
and
V.M. Bermudez
Electronic Materials Branch, Code 6833
Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, DC 20375-5000
(202) 767-6728
The inherent theoretical advantages of GaAs electronic devices over those employing Si
technology are severely limited in practice by the difficulty of forming passivating oxide layers. 1
Problems encountered with oxide stoichiometry, crystallinity, interface defects, and chemical
stability have been the subjects of numerous studies over the last 15 years. 2-8 One of the major
factors contributing to these problems is the differing rates of oxidation of Ga and As and the
volatility of the As20 3 and As2O5 products at temperatures above -100 oC.
A number of different approaches to the growth of device-quality native oxides at low
temperatures on GaAs have been attempted including: the use of ozone 2; simultaneous 02 and
electron beam exposure 3; photoexcitation of electron-hole pairs in the GaAs 4, 5; the use of more
reactive oxidizers, 4,6 such as N2 0; photochemical excitation of the gas-phase molecular species 6;
addition of H2 0 to the 02 7; excitation of 02 with a hot filament 3 or a Tesla discharge 7; and plasma
excitation 8 of the 02. Although, many of these techniques can greatly increase the rate of formation of the first few monolayers of oxide, they are generally unsuccessful in the growth of >100 A
thick oxide layers. Further, the oxidation reactions do not result in Ga or As in their highest formal
oxidation state, and the resulting oxide is usually deficient in Ga or As.
Recently, we have began investigating the oxidation of GaAs with a high kinetic energy beam of
atomic oxygen and using x-ray photoemission (XPS) and Raman spectroscopies to characterize the
thickness and stoichiometry of the oxide and to probe the oxide/GaAs interface. The energetic
atomic 0 beam source is based on a laser sustained discharge described in detail elsewhere 9. A
2.8 eV O-atom beam (FWHM of -1.0 eV) and a flux of ~1017 atoms/cm 2 -sec (i.e. ~100
monolayers/sec) was used. The GaAs samples were (110)- or (100)-oriented wafers that were Sidoped (-2x10 18/cm 3 ) n-type or semi-insulating and were repolished in a freshly prepared 1%
Br2/methanol solution prior to use. The samples were exposed to the atomic 0 beam over an area of
about 5x7 mm for periods of up to 5 hours, during which time the sample temperature was held
constant. Following atomic 0 exposure, the samples were transferred in air to an ultra-high
vacuum chamber for XPS analysis using Al Kcx excitation (hv = 1487 eV). Ar+-ion sputter
profiling used a 4.5 keV, 6 jiA/cm 2 beam at an estimated sputter rate of-50 A/min. Raman spectra
were obtained in air using the 4880 A line of an Ar-ion laser and a triple monochromator with a
cooled optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) detector array in a backscattering geometry with either
s- or p-polarization of the incident beam and no intentional polarization of the scattered beam.
A representative example of the Ga and As 3d core-level XPS data obtained at three distinct
locations on an atomic 0 exposed sample held at 500C during oxidation are shown in Fig. 1. The
As 3d binding energy (BE) shift, relative to that of the unexposed GaAs area, is about 3.2 eV at the
edge of the O-exposed area and about 4.2 eV at the center. Reference to standard compounds 10,11
shows that a 3.2 eV BE shift corresponds to As20 3 (3.2-3.4 eV), while a shift of 4.2 eV is
approaching that of As205 (4.7-4.9 eV). Oxidation-induced BE shifts are generally smaller 11,12
for Ga than for As 3d. At the center of the O-exposed area, the Ga 3d BE shift of 1.0 eV
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corresponds to that of Ga203 (0.9-1.4 eV), while the smaller shift at the edge indicates that the Ga
is less than fully oxidized. It is worth noting that there is no sign of the "parent" (i.e., unoxidized)
Ga or As 3d peaks at the center of the 0-irradiated area. The attenuation length for 1400 eV photoelectrons in GaAs is estimated 12 to be about 27 A giving an effective sampling depth for the
spectra in Fig. 1 of -50 A. Thus the substrate is completely reacted to at least the depth sampled.
Ar+-ion sputter profiling and XPS analysis were performed to evaluate the thickness and composition of the oxide layer. The raw data were converted to atomic percents and show an apparent
excess of Ga at long sputter times in agreement with the observed preferential sputtering of As
reported for oxide-free GaAs surfaces. 13 However the Ga/As atomic ratio is similar to that of
GaAs and shows only a small variation as sputtering progresses through the oxide and into the
substrate, and there is no observed excess of either Ga or As at the oxide/substrate interface. The
As 3d oxide satellite shows only a slight BE shift (from 4.2 to 4.0 eV) as profiling progressed
through the oxide and the "parent" peak gained intensity. These results indicate that the oxide layer
has a of a nearly uniform chemical composition. We tentatively conclude that the oxide layer is
GaAsO 4 (gallium arsenate) but note that the BE shifts 11 for GaAsO 4 (estimated 4.7-5.0 eV) are not
known with sufficient accuracy to permit a firm identification. From the estimated sputter rate of
-50 A/min, the oxide thickness is - 400 A for samples exposed at 50 OC and is significantly thicker
for exposures at higher substrate temperatures. However, the oxide thicknesses obtained to date
have not been sufficient to permit either x-ray diffraction analysis or detection of oxide lattice modes
in the Raman spectra (see below) that could confirm the chemical composition of the oxide layer.
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For oxidized III-V materials, several groups 14,15 have discussed the use of Raman
spectroscopy to detect oxidation-induced disorder and the accumulation of the elemental column-V
species at the oxide-substrate interface. Raman data for the semi-insulating (100), n-type (110),
and n-type (100) samples with and without exposure to the atomic 0 beam have been measured.
For the (100) samples,the unoxidized area shows a strong GaAs LO phonon peak at about 290 cm-'
with only a very weak, if any, TO phonon at about 270 cm - 1 . The symmetry-forbidden TO mode
can be made observable by the presence of residual strain, roughness or disorder in the substrate.
For the O-exposed surface, there is no significant increase in the TO/LO relative intensity, indicating
that oxidation has not perturbed the crystalline order of the substrate sufficiently to relax the Raman
selection rules. Analogous results were obtained for the (110) samples where the TO mode is
allowed and the LO forbidden. The O-exposed surface shows only a very slight increase in LO/TO
relative intensity. These results contrast with those for thermal oxidation of (100) GaAs which
show a strong "forbidden" TO peak as a result of substrate disorder 14.
Raman spectra of thermal oxides on GaAs also show strong peaks at about 257 and 200 cm- 1
arising from the LO and TO phonons, respectively, of crystalline As at the oxide/GaAs interface.
Amorphous As, if present, produces a broad band from about 200 to 250 cm- 1. For substrates
exposed at 50 °C and 150 OC the O-exposed areas show none of these features. Apparently,
oxidation by high kinetic energy atomic oxygen does not produce metallic As in either the oxide or
at the oxide/GaAs interface. Previous work specifically aimed at detecting free As at nativeoxide/GaAs interfaces is very limited. XPS chemical depth profiling 16 has been used to study 3040 A thick native oxides on n-type (100) samples where a thin layer of free As was found at the
interface but none within the oxide.
In summary, thick, uniform, and fully oxidized layers on GaAs have been formed by exposure
to a high kinetic energy atomic 0 beam. The oxidation process has a minimal effect on the
crystalline order of the substrate and results in no detectable levels of either crystalline or
amorphous elemental As at the oxide-GaAs interface. The influence of surface orientation, carrier
type and concentration, O-atom beam kinetic energy and flux, and sample temperature during
exposure on the oxide layer formation kinetics are under study. Electrical characterizations of the
oxide are in progress to established whether the interface state density is sufficiently low to be
competitive with that attainable in low-temperature chemical vapor deposition of passivating layers.
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Electronically Induced Modifications of a-Si:H(P) Films by
Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
E. Hartmann , F. Koch , and R. J. Behm

Inst. f. Kristallographie und Mineralogie, Universit~t
MUnchen, Theresienstr. 41, D-8000 Minchen 2, F.R.G.
Inst. f. Festk6rper- und Technische Physik E16, Technische
Universitat Minchen, James-Franck-Str., D-8046 Garching,
F.R.G.
We report local electronic modifications of phosphorusdoped, hydrogenated amorphous siiicon fiims [a-Si:ft(P)j, on a
nm-scale, by use of a Scanning Tunneling Microscope.
High-quality a-Si:H(P) layers (5 at.% hydrogen) were deposited by rf glow discharge techniques on heavily doped ptype Si substrate material. The film was doped by adding 1 %
PH3 to the SiH 4 flux, resulting in a layer resistivity of 100
Ohm cm. Film thicknesses ranged between 300 A to 5000 A.
Depending on the tunnel conditions, mainly tunnel current and tunnel voltage, the STM can be operated in an
imaging mode ('read cycle') or in a surface modifying mode
('write cycle'). Under normal tunneling conditions, at + 3 V
applied at the sample and 1 nA tunnel current, STM imaging
does not alter the surface and the same area can be
repeatedly scanned without any changes in the images. Tunneling at high voltages (+ 10 V) and currents (200-600 nA),
however, lead to characteristic modifications of the amorphous film, which can be detected in topography images and/or
in measurements of the effective barrier height. Three different types of modifications are distinguished:
- changes in the effective barrier height without noticible
changes in the apparent topography image
- changes in the effective barrier height together with
creation of shallow depressions in the topography image
- changes in the effective barrier height combined with the
formation of elevations in the apparent topography image.
We explain these modifications in terms of local changes
in the layer conductivity, induced by the current, i. e. by
an electronic rather than topographic modification of the
layer. The conductivity is altered due to changes in the
doping efficiency, e. g. by an autocompensation reaction /l/.
/l/

R. A. Street, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 1187 (1982);
G. Kr6tz, J. Wind, and G. Mbller,
J. Non-Cry5talline Solids 114, 663 (1989).
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Photochemistry at Metal Surfaces

J. M. White
Department of Chemistry
University of Texas
Austin, TX 78712
512-471-3704

Recently, photon-driven processes at adsorbate
substrate interfaces has received considerable attention in
the research community and for both fundamental and
practical reasons.

Among the most recent avenues being

pursued is photochemistry at adsorbate-metal interfaces
where bond breaking within the adsorbate, surface
rearrangement, reaction with coadsorbates, and adsorbate
desorption have all been observed in systems where thermal
effects can be ruled out.

Thus, the quenching of

electronically excited states by metallic substrates does
not always overwhelm, bond breaking processes.
The mechanisms by which these processes occur are of
interest and include direct photon excitation of the
adsorbate or adsorbate-substrate complex and photon
excitation of the substrate followed by charge and/or energy
transfer to the adsorbate.

Examples of the latter include

H 2 0 and 02 on Pd(lll) and CH 3 C1 on Pt(1ll).

An example of
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the former is phosgene, Cl2 CO on Pt(lll), provided the
wavelength is less than 300 nm.
We have gathered experimental evidence regarding the
mechanism in two ways:

(1) measure the rates of

photon-driven processes as a function of the polarization
and incident angle of the light and (2) examine, for cases
where photoelectrons are ejected, the relation between the
photoelectron yield and the chemical rate.
For the case of CH 3 C1 adsorbed either alone or on known
coverages of H2 0 on Pt(ll1), photoelectrons are produced by
5 eV photons and there is significant photon driven C-Cl
bond cleavage even though neither adsorbate absorbs photons
at this energy.

Assuming that the bond cleavage is driven

solely by photoelectrons and is first order in both
electrons and CH3 Cl, we have extracted cross sections for
bond cleavage as a function of the CH 3 Cl coverage, for
methyl chloride adsorbed alone, or as a function of H 2 0
coverage for a monolayer of methyl chloride adsorbed on
water.

In both cases, the cross section becomes independent

of coverage for coverages greater than 2 monolayers, even
though the electron flux through these drops by more than an
order of magnitude.

For CH3 CI on H 2 0 the C-Cl bond cleavage

cross-section increases between 1 and 2 monolayers of water
coverage and the work function also rises.

Detailed kinetic

energy distribution measurements of the photoelectrons
reflects this work function change; the average kinetic
energy drops.

Above 2 monolayers of water, the electron
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yield drops but the energy distribution remains the same.
Thus, the cross section increase is interpreted as the
result of a change in the kinetic energy of the
photoelectrons; just as in the gas phase, electron
attachment to methyl chloride leads to dissociation and the
cross section maximizes below 0.4 eV kinetic energy.
For H 2 0 and 02 on Pd(lll), the polarization
measurements are all consistent with substrate excitation;
the product formation rates for s- and p-polarized light
faithfully track the absorptivity of the metal substrate.
We have time-of-flight adsorbate desorption data,
post-irradiation temperature-programmed desorption data and
high resolution electron energy loss data all confirming
this interpretation.

For phosgene on Pt(lll), polarization

data are consistent with substrate excitation for
wavelengths longer, but not shorter, than 300 nm.

The

latter is a very interesting case since it is the only
polarization data that is inconsistent with substrate
excitation.

We interpret this result in terms of direct

adsorbate excitation, consistent with the known gas phase
absorption of phosgene in this energy region.
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INTERACTION OF LOW-ENERGY ELECTRONS WITH ADSORBED
MECHANISMS OF ENERGY TRANSFER AND DISSOCIATION

MOLECULES:

Leon Sanche.
MRC Group in the Radiation Sciences, University of Sherbrooke, QC, Canada J IH 5N4
I.

INTRODUCTION

The chemical reactivity of molecules physisorbed or chemisorbed on solid surfaces is
a topic of interest in many areas of applied physics and chemistry. A large portion of the
activity in this field of research has been focused on the catalytic action of surfaces; however, the recent discoveries on the possibility to enhance, trigger and even control chemical
reactions with photon and particle beams incident on surfaces are now starting to shift scientific interests toward studies of the dynamics involved in these non-thermal reactions.
Particularly, photon and electron beam methods are expected to surpass present macroscopic
methods (e.g., plasma etching) in the manufacture of microelectronic and micromechanical
devices requiring fine-line lithography [1]. One class of such techniques involves the utilization of laser photons with energies ranging from 0.1 eV in the infrared to 6 eV in the
ultraviolet [2]. Many of the laser-driven surface reactions are expected to be caused by the
photogeneration of low-energy electrons which transfer energy to an adsorbate causing dissociation and desorption [3-7].
Low-energy electrons are also expected to play a dominant role in the basic physical
and chemical mechanisms involved in microlithography techniques utilizing high-energy radiation such as direct writing with an electron beam and etching with laser- or synchrotrongenerated X-rays [8]. In fact, both high-energy electrons and photons transfer most of their
energy to the exposed material by producing a large quantity (- 3xl0 4/MeV) of secondary
low-energy (0-70 eV) electrons having an average energy of about 10 eV [9]. These lowenergy electrons scatter in the irradiated material and at its surface where they can interact
with adsorbate molecules to produce highly reactive species including radicals, cations and
anions. These intermediaries can subsequently react with the irradiated material in the vicinity of the surface and change its chemical nature within the spatial resolution of the instrument.
The interaction of low-energy electrons with molecules condensed on surfaces
must therefore be well understood in order to achieve a truly atomic and molecular description of the mechanisms involved in microlithographic surface modifications induced via particle beams and photons.
Such a comprehension should improve our ability to produce
chemical changes on a nanometer scale on materials of industrial interest.
2.

INTERACTIONS
SURFACES

OF

LOW-ENERGY

ELECTRONS

WITH

MOLECULES

ON

At low energies, the scattering of an electron by a molecule condensed on a surface
can be described in terms of direct or resonant processes [10]. Electron resonances occur
when the scattered electron resides in the neighborhood of the target atom or molecule for a
time much longer than the usual scattering time. From a molecular orbital point of view, a
resonant state may be considered as a transient negative ion formed by an incoming electron
which temporarily occupies an orbital of the target molecule. When the projectile electron
is temporarily captured by the target, it has an increased interaction time. This causes additional distortion of the target, the magnitude of which depends on the lifetime of the resonance. Consequently, the effect of a resonance on the magnitude of the scattering cross sections is dependent on the lifetime. Because of the uncertainty principle the transitory state
has a width F in energy (F - At 2 h where At is the resonance lifetime) which serves to
characterize and identify the process in the energy dependence of the scattering cross sections or excitation functions. Thus, when resonances are short-lived (At << 10" sec.) they
produce broad peaks in their decay channels (i.e., in the specific excitation functions where
they appear). Long-lived resonances (At 2! 10- 11 sec.) in molecules produce sharp peaks in
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vibrational and electronic excitation cross sections. The main characteristics of a resonance
occurring on a surface (i.e.. symmetry, magnitude, lifetime and energy) depend not only on
the nature of the target molecule but also on (1) the change in the symmetry of the scattering problem introduced by the presence of other nearby particles; (2) the polarization of
these targets by the electron and the transient anion: (3) the fixed orientation of the molecule
with respect to the solid surface and (4) the possible distortion and modification of the target
molecule by the solid.
When the time-dependent amplitude of the projectile electron does not increase significantly in the vicinity of a particular molecular site at the surface, the scattering process is
considered direct. In this case, insight into the physical phenomenon may still be gained
from analysis of the interaction potential. In other words, by estimating the magnitude of
the various terms in the expansion of this potential, it may be possible to sort out the dominant ones from which the main scattering mechanism may be deduced. For example, one
possibility is to expand the electron-molecule potential around the equilibrium internuclear
distance Re as [II]
= V(R =R)

+

(R
e)
(R .+- Re) _ R R =R
e

+....

When only these two terms are considered and the molecule is assumed to be a harmonic

oscillator, solving the problem within the Born approximation (which often corresponds to
small momentum transfer) leads to the optical selection rule Av = I for vibrational transitions. Thus, whenever this restrictive approximation applies, the electron behaves like broadband electromagnetic radiation. We can expect the electron-molecule potential described by
equation (1) to be responsible for the magnitude of scattering cross sections which are large
only for the excitation of the first vibrational energy level (v = 1) of the ground state of the
molecule.
Direct and resonant electron scattering has been observed at submonolayer coverages
of physisorbed as well as chemisorbed molecules into the various cross sections leading to
vibrational and electronic excitation as well as molecular dissociation and desorption [10].
Resonance scattering has been found to be particularly effective in causing molecular dissociation in the low-energy range by dissociative attachment (DA). In this case, the transient
anion dissociates into a neutral and a negative fragment (e.g., for a molecule AB: e + AB AB- - A + B-). This decay channel can be observed by measuring a portion of the negative ions produced by electron impact on molecules condensed on a substrate with a mass
spectrometer placed near its surface [12]. The apparatus can be operated in two modes: the
ion-yield mode in which ions of a selected mass are detected as a function of incident electron energy and the ion-energy mode in which the ion current at a selected mass is measured for a fixed electron energy as a function of an ion retarding potential. DA is an
effective mechanism to dissociate molecules with low-energy electrons [13] and induce and
control specific ion-molecule reactions [14]. Examples of this process are given in the next
section.
3.

DISSOCIATIVE ATTACHMENT

Fig. I exhibits the energy dependence of the CI- yield produced by electron impact on a
single layer of Cl 2 (lower curve) deposited on a polycrystalline Pt substrate [12]. The upper
curve was recorded with a four-layer-thick film. The strong maximum which appears in
both curves is due to the reaction e + C12 -. C1 (2flu) -, C- + Cl. Decay of the Cl 2 flg
state into the same dissociation limit is evidenced by the small "hump" around 2 eV shown
in the inset. The structure at 11 eV is due to multiple electron scattering.
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Another example of a
reaction is illustrated by

DA

-/CI2

the two upper curves (a) and
(b) in Fig. 2, which represent
the energy dependence of the
0- current produced by electron impact on a multilayer
film of O [14].
Curve (b)
was recorded
discriminating
anions
having energies
less
than 1.8 eV with a retardation
potential Vr.
The broad pcaks
located around 8 and 13 eV in
curves (a) and (b) have recently
been ascribed to the DA reaction
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Curves (c) to (g) in the
ELECTRON ENERGY (eV)
[14]
represent
the
figure
energy dependence of the OHyields produced by electron
Fig. 1
impact on a 3-layer oxygen film covered by a monolayer of CnH 2n+ 2 molecules (n = 1, 2, 4,
5 and 6). At submonolayer alkane coverages, these OH- yield functions exhibit the same
characteristics but the signal is lower. In fact, in the submonolayer regime the magnitude of
the OH- signal is found to be directly proportional to the number of condensed hydrocarbon
molecules.
Similar results were also obtained for submonolayer coverages of 02 on threelayer hydrocarbon films. Since no compound at the film surface contains both hydrogen and
oxygen, OH- ions cannot be produced by direct electron impact. They must arise from subsequent ion-molecule reactions.
Here, the OH- signal bears the signature of the O- DA
yield function from pure 02 films which make it possible to ascribe the OH- signal to the
reaction
0- + C n H2n + 2 -* CnH 2n+ 2 0-

OH- + C n H 2n +
where the O- ions are generated by DA of 02. This observation indicates the possibility of
inducing with a low-energy electron beam a specific ion-molecule reaction.
-
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The widespread application of lasers in semiconductor processing has produced a voluminous
literature on the mechanisms of laser desorption and ablation. There are significant disagreements,
however, about the extraordinarily complex physical mechanisms underlying laser desorption and
ablation. Here we discuss recent experiments and a model of a particularly simple case:
desorption of Ga and Ga o by selective excitation of a surface electronic state on GaP (110). By
choosing the electronic channel leading to desorption, and by monitoring the condition of the
surface, one can determine accurately the threshold fluence above which the surface electronic
structure is irreversibly altered by laser ablation. Below this threshold, desorption occurs at
isolated defect sites and at perfect three-fold coordinated surface sites. This two-hole laser-induced
desorption and ablation can be described by a bond-orbital model of electronic structure.
Pure crystalline n-type (S-doped) GaP (110) surfaces lOx 15 mm 2 were polished and etched
according to a standard protocol, then sputter-cleaned and annealed to 5000 C in ultrahigh vacuum
(10-10 torr). The existence of a contamination-free lxl surface was verified by LEED and Auger
spectroscopies. This surface of GaP, shown schematically in Fig. 1, has an unoccupied surface
state about 2 eV above the valence-band edge. 1 This surface state was excited by an excimerpumped dye laser tuned to 600 nm. A second dye laser tuned to the 2 P1 /2 - 2 D3/2 transition of Ga0
and the second harmonic of the 600 nm pump beam were used to excite and ionize, respectively,
Ga 0 atoms desorbed by the pump for resonance ionization mass spectrometry (RIMS). Ga+ ions
were detected in the mass spectrometer by turning off the RIMS laser beams.

oP

o

(a)o,

Ga

1ooo

(A)

Figure 1. GaP (110) surface, showing the
three-fold coordination of the Ga ions at
perfect lattice sites. From Reference [1].

In our experiments, desorbed or ablated
Ga ions and atoms were observed at pump
laser fluences between 0.2 and 0.5 J.cm-1 .
Figures 2 and 3 show selected points along
smooth curves drawn through hundreds of
ion and neutral data at fluences below and
above the ablation threshold, respectively.
The trends shown in these curves are typical
of results obtained under a variety of
conditions and for several wavelengths below
the photoionization threshold. Below the
ablation threshold, the yield of Ga ions and
atoms dropped sharply as a function of the
number of laser shots to a plateau which was
maintained for up to ten thousand shots.
Under these conditions, LEED measurements
following laser irradiation showed that the
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GaP surface remained intact, suggesting laser-induced desorption from isolated defect or perfect
lattice sites, rather than laser ablation of the surface. Above laser fluences of 0.4 J.cm -2 , on the
other hand, the yield of neutral Ga atoms increased rapidly with the number of laser shots, while
the yield of Ga decreased. Moreover, the ratio of neutral-to-ion yields inverts when one passes
the ablation threshold: below threshold, ions predominate, while neutrals are the dominant ejected
species above the ablation threshold. Above threshold, the surface sometimes showed significant
damage - such as gross metallization - after only a few laser pulses.
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Figure 2. Smooth curves drawn through
the measured yields of Ga0 and Ga+ from
the GaP (110) surface at a laser fluence of
0.35 J.cm - 2 .
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Figure 3. Smooth curves drawn through
the measured yields of Ga ° and Ga + from
the GaP (110) surface at a laser fluence of
0.42 J.cm-2 .

Several models have been proposed to describe nanosecond laser-induced sputtering of
semiconductors, including desorption induced by creation of hole pairs, 2 bond softening followed
by hole-stimulated desorption, 3 and desorption induced by a phase change following the
destabilization of the tetrahedral lattice. 4 Of these models, only that of Ref. [2] relates desorption
yields to microscopic parameters. However, none of the models takes into account the distinctive
relaxation processes involved when semiconductors assimilate photo-excited electron-hole pairs.
Moreover, all of these models are attempts to explain ablation, rather than desorption; thus they
furnish little guidance about the connection between the desorption and ablation regimes.
We would thus like to find a model for the surface structure and dynamics of desorption from a
defect site or a perfect lattice site which can be extrapolated to the ablation regime in a consistent
way. We can assume that the desorption process is initiated by photon absorption and the creation
of electron-hole pairs, the detailed properties of which depend on both the optical properties of the
material and the laser wavelength. Desorption from individual lattice or defect sites occurs via a
localized structural deformation that generates instability. There is a significant body of evidence
suggesting that this localized lattice instability in compound semiconductors occurs by two-hole
localization on a single lattice site. 5 For specificity, we also assume that the laser photons have
energies above the bandgap energy, but below the threshold for photoionization.
Below the threshold for laser ablation, the experimental data require that the model exhibit a
mechanism with energetics favorable to desorption from a single site. We have calculated the
available lattice relaxation energy from two-hole localization following the bond-orbital theory of
Harrison. 6 In spirit, the bond-orbital model is closely related to the bond-charge model of
Phillips. 7 The energy per bond in the perfect crystal is computed from the moment distribution of
the density of states using linear combinations of atomic orbitals, and is given by8
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Epair

M

n-V) + Epro

-M2

2

(n1
)

where n is the coordination number; M2 and M4 are, respectively, the second and fourth moments
of the electronic density of states (DOS); Vo is the repulsive screening potential; and Epro
represents the energy required to create the appropriately hybridized sp3 bonds for the covalent
solid. The fourth moment is a function of the tetrahedral bond angle 15, and will, of course, be
influenced by the dangling bonds and back-bonding required by surface reconstruction.
For GaP, the energy per pair in the surface bond can be calculated in first approximation
assuming three-fold coordination. Computation of the energy per atom pair as a function of
distance approximates one cut through the configuration coordinate space on a potential energy
surface. Figure 4 shows how the radial dependence of the pair energy changes when first one hole
and then two holes are produced in a semiconductor bond. In our computation, we have assumed
that the local electronic excitation simply changes the population of electrons at the site, and does
not significantly change the radial dependence of M2, M4 or the screening potential Vo. We also
neglect changes in the angular dependence of M4 due to the creation of the hole. Assuming that the
creation of the holes is instantaneous in the sense of a Franck-Condon transition, the excess
positive energy is available for lattice relaxation processes, including desorption. The parameters
of the repulsive screening potential Vo in Eq. (1) have been optimized for agreement with observed
equilibrium inter-atomic spacing and bulk modulus for a three-fold-coordinated site, as in Ref. [8].
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Figure 4. Bond-orbital model calculation of the
energy per pair as a function of distance for
GaP, for the unperturbed bond, one hole and
two holes.
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Figure5. Calculation of the angular rigidity in
the bond-orbital model for one-hole excitations
in Si, GaAs, GaP and ZnSe, as a function of
the calculated effective potential Ueff.

However, the existence of a large relaxation energy does not in itself guarantee that two-hole
localization and desorption will occur. First of all, lattice relaxation must be energetically favorable
over delocalization in a band; this implies that ELR > W, where the bandwidth W is calculated from
the second term in brackets in Eq. (1). The quantity which then determines the possibility of
desorption is the effective potential
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Ueff =

Uscreen

-

(2)

ELR

where Uscreen is the Coulomb barrier reduced by the Anderson "negative-U" screening potential. 9
Desorption due to two-hole localization is energetically possible if the effective potential energy is
negative. The desorption probability, at either a perfect lattice site or a defect, can thus be
approached by computing the capture cross section for the second hole, using reasonable
assumptions about the density of the laser-initiated electron-hole plasma in the near-surface
absorption zone. We have discussed the details of this approach elsewhere (Reference [51).
This same bond-orbital model also yields an Ansatz for laser ablation. Laser ablation is at least
in part a collective phenomenon, as noted in Refs. 2-4; it is characterized by wholesale destruction
of the surface, with a preponderant yield of neutrals and a smaller yield of ions created mostly by
photoionization of the desorbing neutrals. For laser pulse energies or wavelengths which result in
significant photoelectron production, there is also evidence 1 ° that the surface undergoes an orderdisorder transition prior to reconstruction. Here the bond-orbital model may provide significant
clues to the structural precursors of the hydrodynamical behavior observed in the catastrophic
phase of laser-induced sputtering.
This suggests that, at high laser fluence (high excitation densities), a bond-softening picture
may be appropriate. With this in mind, we have used the bond-orbital model to calculate the
angular rigidity parameter for a tetrahedral bond in a three-fold-coordinated site as defined in Ref.
[61 for Si, GaAs, GaP and ZnSe, for the special case of a single electron-hole pair in a bond.
Figure 5 shows the calculated rigidity parameter as a function of Ueff for these materials. It will be
observed that the variation in the rigidity parameter for these materials roughly follows the trends in
laser ablation thresholds for Group IV, III-V and I-VI semiconductors. Interestingly, these trends
are not reproduced for the four-fold-coordinated bulk tetrahedron. Thus the bond-orbital approach
appears to be effective in distinguishing surface from bulk phenomena as well as for predicting the
general trends fpr laser ablation among the differing families of semiconductor materials.
This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation Division of International
Programs, Grant Number 89-16097, and by the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.
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Recently, photoemitted electrons have been considered as a possible source of lightinitiated surface reactions'. In particular, for example, the photon energy, 6.4 eV, from an ArF
laser, is known to exceed the work function of many materials used in laser processing, such as
Si, GaAs, and Cu. In fact, space-charge limited photoemission has been reported by several
groups doing illumination of surfaces of these materials 2 .
In this talk we describe recent experiments which demonstrate that substantial
photoelectron yields can be obtained even from UV illuminated semiconductor surfaces which
are covered with thick insulating overlayers. Further, we show that by wavelength tuning of the
UV source information about the relative band structure of the interfacial region can be obtained.
Our experiments were focused on Si(l 11) surfaces covered with thick epitaxial CaF 2
films. The CaF 2 /Si(I 11) materials system was selected because of the quality of the overlying
film and interface which can be achieved, its technological importance, and the amount of
information already available on this system for its structure and its energy levels. Some
measurements were also made on amorphous Si0 2 layers grown on Si(1 11) substrates.
For our experiments, CaF 2 layers were epitaxially deposited, in a MBE chamber, on ntype clean reconstructed Si(l 11) substrates with resistivities in the 5-25 n.cm range. During
evaporation, the substrates temperatures were maintained at about 7000 C. Further details on
the growth of the CaF 2 layers are found in Ref. 3.
For the photoemission experiments, the samples were loaded in a separate UHV chamber
equipped with standard surface preparation techniques and electron spectroscopies instruments.
The photoelectron detection system consisted of an electrostatic energy analyzer with an energy
resolution of 100 meV, a microchannel plate electron multiplier and a collecting electrode.
Electrons emitted in a small solid angle normal to the surface of the samples were detected. The
samples were biased at -5 volts relative to the spectrometer. Photons were provided by the
frequency-doubled output of an excimer pumped dye laser. The focused laser beam was sent into
the UHV chamber onto the sample, with an incidence angle of 67.50 and a spot size of 10 -4
cm 2 , and was allowed to exit the chamber without further reflection.
Before being studied the samples were heated up to 700' C for one hour and allowed to
cool down. This heat treatment leaves the CaF 2 surface free of contaminants (C,O), as
demonstrated by a separate XPS study, and is moderate enough to prevent the sublimation of
CaF2 molecules or the loss of F surface atoms. It also allows reproducible and stable results to
be obtained. Although the previously described heat treatment is also believed to yield
reproducible surface and bulk charge and defect rearrangement, the electrostatic charging of the
insulator surface results in an ill-defined vacuum energy level at the surface of the CaF 2 layers.
We detected copious amounts of electrons photoemitted from our CaF2 /Si(I 11) when
excited with laser radiation in the mid-UV range, typically 4.5 eV. We established that this
emission phenomenum is observed for photons with energies above a threshold value. For all
samples with CaF 2 layer thicknesses ranging from 30 to 800 nm, for photon energies above the
threshold value and for sufficiently low laser intensities the total photoemission signal was found
to exhibit an initial linear variation with the laser intensity and then saturation. Saturation at
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higher laser intensities is ascribed to electronic space charge density formation in the insulator,
which limits the emission in vacuum.
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Inthe linear regime, the photoemission yield was determined and found to increase with
photon energies. Fig. I shows a plot of the yield against the photon energy in the case of a
CaF 2 (d=300 A)/Si( 11) sample. The near threshold data was fitted to a third power law to
yield a threshold value of 4.15 eV. The energy distribution curves, for electrons emitted in the
vacuum from the insulator were obtained and analyzed. A typical energy distribution curve,
showing the photoemission signal versus the photoelectron energies, is given in Fig. 2 for a CaF 2
(d=300 A)/Si(l 11) sample and a photon wavelength X=280 nm. For low laser intensities, we
see photoelectrons emitted from energy levels up to about 0.2 eV below the Fermi level, which
agrees with the position of the top of the valence energy band at the interface, as determined by
Rieger et al4, who evaluated the band bending at the CaF 2 /Si(1 11) interface (for similar growth
conditions) as a consequence of Fermi level pinning. At higher laser intensities, photoelectrons
appear to originate from energy levels above the Fermi level, in other words, the width of the
electron energy distribution curves increases. This effect is believed to be caused by space
charge effects.
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Finally, together with the threshold behavior, the energy distribution curves are consistent
with a picture in which electrons are excited by internal photoemission from the Si valence band
to the CaF 2 conduction band. Emitted electrons are then able to travel in the CaF 2 layer with
characteristic energy losses or scattering mechanisms. A comparative study of samples with
different overlayer thicknesses has allowed us to determine a characteristic travel length for
electrons in the insulating CaF 2 ; it was found to be approximately 2000 A. This relatively high
value is supported by the high electronic mobility of CaF 2 , the epitaxial quality of our overlayers
as well as the low initial energy of the emitted electrons which screens them from most of the
scattering mechanisms. Fig. 3 shows the photoemission yield at I =280 nm plotted against the
CaF 2 layer thickness. A similar long "untrapped length" for electrons in amorphous SiO 2 grown
on Si(l 11) indicating that the phenomena is more general than just the CaF2 /Si(1 11) system.
This work is supported by the Joint Services Electronics Program (JSEP), the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) and the Army Research Office (ARO).
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Abstract
Saturated monomolecular adsorption of Si 2 H 6 on a silicon
surface held at temperatures around -60'C and subsequent
irradiation of a single shot of ArF excimer laser fully
decomposes
the adsorbed layer to promote the atomic layer
growth of Si. TEA CO 2 laser irradiation at 1OP6 line, which
selectively excites the
surface SiH 3
bond, significantly
reduces the content of the bonded hydrogen in the silicon
layer. Possible mechanisms for the silicon atomic layer growth
and the hydrogen reduction are also discussed.

1.Experimental
The Si 2 H 6 partial pressure, the substrate temperature, the
excimer laser power and
ts repetition rate were maintained at
O.OlTorr, -80'C, 2lmJcm- /shot and 0.67Hz, respectively. In a
previous work[ 1 ] , the Si growth kinetics has been
systematically studied to achieve the atomic layer growth, and
the deposition parameters have been optimized. TEA CO 2 laser
beam from 1OP6, 1OP14 or 1OP26 line was irradiated on the
growth surface at a laser power of 22v42mJcm-2/shot and a
repetition rate of 3.6Hz. Note that 1OP6 line(956.1cm -1 ) can
excite the Si-SiH 3 bond-bending mode at 959cm -1 . 1OP14 or 1OP26
excites the asymmetric deformation mode of Si 2 H 6 molecule. The
experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig.1.

2.Results and Discussion
The silicon growth rate per laser pulse measured as function of
reciprocal temperature(Fig.2) clearly
shows a plateau which
corresponds to the atomic layer thickness between Si(100) and
Si(111) spacing since the deposited film is polycrystalline. To
reveal the influence of the CO 2 laser irradiation, the growth
rate and the hydrogen content were measured for 1OP6, 1OP14 and
1OP26 lines as shown in Fig.3, where 1OP6(956cm -1 ) coincides
with thy absorption band of the bond-bending mode of Si-SiH 3 at
959cm
[2], and 1OP14 and 1OP26 lines are close to tqe
absorption bands of Si 2 H 6 molecule at 948cm and 937.5cm- ,
respectively. A little enhancement of the growth rate by 1OP14
and 1OP26 irradiation could be attributed to the disilane
decomposition on the surface, while the 1OP6 line causes the
vibrationally excited desorption of hydrogen from the Si-SiH
surface bond, in consistence with the significant reduction o
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hydrogen content in the 1OP6 sample. The desorption of SiH 3
radicals from the surface is unlikely because the growth rate
is nearly equal to the case without C02 laser irradiation. It
is also interesting to note that the hydrogen content for the
10P14 sample is lower than the 1OP26 one probably because the
SiH 3 absorption band tail overlaps with 1OP14 line.
To examine the thermal effect of the C02 laser irradiation, the
laser power dependence of hydrogen content was measured as
shown in Fig.4. The hydrogen content is almost unchanged above
20mJcm- 2 /shot, indicating that the C02 laser irradiation
primarily induces the photochemical effect on the surface.

3.

Possible Mechanism

The atomic layer growth must involve the self-limiting process
in the reaction kinetics. It is shown in the previous paperfl]
that the first monolayer of adsorbed Si 2 H 6 on an Si surface is
completely
photodissociated
by the ArF excimer laser
irradiation in the power range of 20x50mJcm- 2 /shot. The selflimiting process arises from an extremely high dissociation
rate of the monolayer Si 2 H 6 . This also suggests that the growth
surface is covered with hydrogen whose bonding configurations
could be Si or SiH 3 for Si(111) plane and SiH 2 for Si(100). The
vibrational frequency of Si-SiH 3 unit on the surface is
calculated to be 959cm- [2], that is very close to the 1OP6
line. Therefore, the 1OP6 line irradiation promotes the
hydrogen desorption from the growth surface because a
significant fraction of silicon-hydrogen bonds is thought to be
SiH 3.
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Laser-Induced Reactions of Semiconductor Surfaces
with Chlorine

Qi-Zong Qin, Yu-Lin Li, Ping-He Lu, Zhuang-Jian Zhang,
Zhong-Kao Jin and Qi-Ke Zheng

Laser Chemistry Laboratory, Fudan University
Shanghai, P.R. China

Laser-induced chemical reaction of semiconductor with halogen and halogen
compounds has attracted much attention in recent years due to its potential application
in fabrication of microelectronic devices. We have reported UV and visible
laser-induced reactions of Si and GaAs surfaces with chlorine using a CW molecular
beam technique coupled with time-resolved mass spectrometry(1,2,). This paper
will present recent studies in our laboratory on laser-induced reactions of Ge(111),
Si(111), GaAs(100) and InP(100) surfaces with chlorine mo!ecules under 355-,
560-, and 1064-nm laser irradiations. We are particularly interested in the use of
near infiared (1064-nm) laser photons

as well as the promotion of reaction by

raising the incident chlorine molecules' translational energy. The objective is to
achieve a better understanding of the mechanism of laser-induced reaction and its
potential application in the chemical etching of semiconductor.
The details of the experimental setup have been described previously(2). A
three-stage differentially pumped system is used and the monoenergetic chlorine
molecular beam produced by an adiabatic expansion of 5% C12 seeded in He, Ar or
He/Ar mixture are varied from 10 to 60 kJ/mol by changing the seeding gas. The
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laser beam is focused perpendicularly onto the semiconductor surface at the crossing
point of the chlorine molecular beam and the surface. The reaction products desorbed
from the surfaces pass through an orifice to a quadrupole mass spectrometer(QMS)
where ionization is accomplished by 70 eV electron impact. The time of flight (TOF)
spectra are measured with a iransient recorder interfaced to an IBM PC/XT computer
through a modified NIM controller. The data acquisition system is triggered
synchronously with the laser pulse.
The TOF spectra of MCIX (M=Ge, Si, Ga and In, x=1,2,3) ions have been
measured for the reactions of Ge(111), Si(111), GaAs(100) and InP(100) surfaces
with chlorine under 355-, 560-, and 1064-nm laser irradiations. The relative
intensities of the ion signals are determined by integrating the observed TOF spectra.
Results show that the MCI signals are dominant and MCI+ signals are of comparable
4.4
intensities. Very weak MCI +3 signal is observed only for GaAs/CI 2 system. As+, and P+
(n=1,2,3) are also detected, but none of ion signals corresponding to AsCI+ and PCI
(x=1,2,3) is obtained. No obvious dependence of the mass distribution of the
measured ion species on laser fluence and wavelength is observed for all the four
systems, but the ion signal intensities for the 355-nm and 560-nm cases are
stronger than that for the 1064-nm case at the same laser fluence.
Analysis of the shape and peak position of the TOF spectra shows that both
MCI and MCIz are the major neutral products in the Si/CIa, GaAs/Cl 2 and InP/CI2
reaction systems. However, the similarity of the TOF spectra of GaCI+ and GaCI + and
the same values of their flight times at peak intensities(tm) indicate that GeCI4 ion
may originate from the genuine desorbed species GeCI 2 , thus GeCI 2 might be the only
neutral desorbed product for Ge/CIZ reaction system. All the measured TOF spectra
can be fitted with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution fairly satisfactorily when laser
fluence is not very high.
The relative yields of MCI has been examined as a function of laser fluence
at 355-, 560- and 1064-nm. Obviously there exist laser fluence thresholds
dependent on laser wavelength. The measured thresholds for the 1064-nm case is
more higher than that for 560-nm and 355-nm cases. For instance, the threshold
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fluences are 0.15, 0.035 and 0.02 J/cm'

for Si/Cl 2 system at 1064-, 560-, and

355-nm, respectively. Above the thresholds the relative yields of MCI* increase
linearly with increasing laser fluence and saturate in the high laser fluence region.
A noticeable result of this study is the effect of the translational energy of
the incident chlorine molecules on the laser-induced reactions. Experimental result
shows that the yield of MCI* ions increases rapidly with increasing the incident
chlorine molecules' translational energy, and translational energy threshold for
specific reaction system is independent on laser fluence and wavelength. A simplified
dissociative chemisorption model, which is assumed that there is a barrier to
dissociative chemisorprtion of chlorine molecule on the surface and the incident
molecules' translational energy is effective in overcoming it, has been employed to
interpret the enhancement of the chlorine molecules' translational energy on these
laser-induced reactions.
The reaction mechanism can be described by a number of consecutive steps:
(1) The dissociative chemisorption of chlorine molecule on the surface forms two
absorbed Cl atom, when the incident chlorine molecules' translational energy is
higher than its threshold. (2) The reaction of absorbed Cl atom with M(IV) or M(ll1)
forms absorbed MCI and MCL, and the subsequent reactions between the absorbed CI
and chlorides take place on the surfaces.

(3) The pulsed laser irradiation of the

partially chlorinated surface leads the desorption of absorbed species. For the laser
induced desorption with pulsed 355-nm and 560-nm photons the band-gap excitation
is proposed for Si/Cl 2 , GaAs/CIa and InP/Cl

systems, as the energies of 355-nm and

560-nm photons are higher than the band-gap of Si, GaAs, and InP. For 1064-nm
pulsed laser induced reacitions, however, thermal heating process may play an
important role in the desorption of the absorbed products.
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Consideration of product volatility and thermodynamic stability have been central to models

developed for the thermal etching and deposition of GaAs by ('1212 Mass spwctromctric
studies of the etching chemistry have tended to support some of the basic assumptions of
these models: that the thermodynamically most stable product is formed and that product
volatility controls the etch rate. Surface analyses, for example, have revealed the presence
of a (;a-rich scale after etching, to be expected if the As chlorides are more volatile and

(lesorb more readily.

-

Conscqucntly, models of beam modification of' GaAs in the presence

of ('12
have focussed on how energetic particles or light might perturb the thermal reaction.
In this work the validity of the basis for these models has been examined by investigation
of the etching chemistry of"doped GaAs by molecular beam mass spectromnctry and in situ
Auger spectroscopy.

[xperimcnts have been carried out using a spectrometer and experimental methods described
in detail clscwhcre .f' 7 The instrument has been modified to include an ion gun and
diflirentially pumped Auger spectrometer for sample cleaning and analysis. and a heated

-ample stage. GaAs(100) crystals doped n- and p-type (10 16 cc

I)

were etched side-by-side to

flux was in the ra;nIge of
ensure stability of reaction conditions. [he ('12

1'7

2

I

calibrations have been carried out to dctermine cracking patterms of (; and As reaction
prodliCt ';.

!arlier studies have interpreted mass spectrometric data taken under similar conditions to
rshow that (GaCl . AsCl, and (;aCl are the etch products. At high temperature the form of
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As has been reported variously as AsCI and As4.3' 5 Analysis of' file miodullatced waveforms
measured in the present work does not completely support this Interpretation. As shown 11n
Fig I thc etch products include Ga('3 (Ga('12 Ga,

3s('A('2

advrosfrso

elemental As. The branching ratios arc sensitive to both temlperatutre and (doping, as ilidica(d
in Figs I and 2. These dlata indIicate that thle thermodynamically most stable products are
not formed exclusively. Volatility is not a good criterion for predict ing prodluct dlesorption:
thc gallium chlorides form and desorb readily even though thcy are less volatile than As and(
its compoundls, and Auger measurements show the surface of the crystal to be As rich uinder
all condlitions.

These results have important implications for models of GaAs etching in particular and
semiconductor etching in general, whether thermal or beamn-assisted. Although
thermodynanmic driving forces play anl important role, they (10 rot conitrol product formiation.
The doping dependence in particular is most revealing, particularly sv hcn compared to smilar
behavior observed in St. 6 -P We

suggest that microscopic aspctis of- the system such as local

electron density are of critical importance, and must be considered exlicitly, in predicting
reactivity For a particular semiconductor and crystallographic orientation.
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We have studied the UV laser-induced interaction of molecular chlorine with
a GaAs(1 10) surface under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions. Unlike
previous studies of this system [1,2,3], we concentrated on well-defined
surfaces, known coverages and low laser fluences.
The experimental setup included a low energy electron diffraction
apparatus, an Auger electron spectrometer and a differentially pumped mass
spectrometer for thermal desorption spectra (TDS) and time-of-flight (TOF)
measurements. Without illumination, chlorine was found to adsorb molecularly
and dissociatively on n-GaAs(1 10) surfaces at 85 K. The laser experiments
were done with a 193- and 351-nm excimer laser, at fluences below 5 mJ/cm 2 .
Illumination of a molecular chlorine-covered surface at 85 K with 193 nm
excimer laser radiation led to the formation of AsC13, which desorbed at 180 K.
Illumination with 351-nm radiation resulted in the formation of smaller amounts
of arsenic chloride on the surface. Figure 1. presents a typical time-of-flight
distribution of C12 molecules and Cl atoms that were ejected by 193-nm
excimer laser irradiation from condensed chlorine layer on an 85 K sample,
while 351-nm light caused the ejection of Cl atoms exclusively. The desorption
peak for mass 35 (CI atoms, corrected for the C12 dissociation in the mass
spectrometer ionizer) in the 193-nm case was higher by a factor of -20 than
that produced by 351 -nm radiation with twice the laser fluence.
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Fig 1. Time-of-flight distributions for 193-nm (1.1 mJ/cm 2 ) and 351-rim (2.2 mJ/cm

2)

radiation. The TOF

distributions are given for masses 35 (thin line) and 70 (thick line), at a chlorine coverage of 7±1 ML. The mass 35
signal is corrected for the contribution of the mass 70 fragmentation (see text) for the 193 nm irradiation. The timeof-flight is corrected for the time the ions spent in the mass spectrometer.

In

.rderto check for electron-hole pair mechanism, we irradiated the

surface with 535-nm laser light (photon energy of 0.9 eV above the GaAs direct
band gap) at 6-80 mJ/cm 2 . No new species were observed thus ruling out this
mechanism. A thermal mechanism can also be ruled out due to the low fluences
used in the UV laser experiments. At these fluences, the transient temperature
peak was calculated not to exceed 5 K.
Direct absorption of the UV light by the condensed molecular C12 can lead
to dissociation, producing Cl atoms that will react with the substrate or be
ejected into vacuum. A correlation between the amount of chlorine ejected and
the AsCl3 formation rate was indeed observed. Assuming that the UV
absorption spectra of condensed chlorine is not significantly perturbed from that
in the gas phase, one would expect a considerably higher reaction rate for the
351 nm than for the 193-nm radiation. Since we saw the opposite trend in our
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experiment, this mechanism clearly cannot explain the data for the two UV
wavelengths examined.
Fig.2 shows the integrated arsenic chloride TPD peak as a function of the
number of molecular chlorine monolayers on the 85 K GaAs(1 10) surface. Note
that 300 pulses of 351-nm laser light at 2 mJ/cm 2 were required to achieve an
AsCl3 coverage comparable to what 100 pulses of 193 nm at 0.8 mJ/cm 2 have
produced. For the 193 nm case, the first C12 layer contributed to >40% of the
arsenic chloride signal. Additional layers, beyond the 10th layer, did not play any
role in forming more product. On comparison to the 351-nm curve, we propose
that for the 193-nm radiation, chlorine was dissociated next to the GaAs/C12
interface by attachment of photoemitted electrons. Evidence of such a
mechanism was presented by Cowin et al for methyl halides [4,5] and by others
[6,71.
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Fig 2. Integrated TPD spectra at mass 145 (AsCI2) as a function of the number of molecular-chlorine
monolayers at 85 K, after illumination with 100 excimer laser pulses of 193 nm, 0.8 mJ/cm 2 (solid triangles) and
300 pulses of 351 nm, 2 mJ/cm 2 (open squares). The solid lines are for guidance only.

In conclusion, we have studied the mechanisms leading to AsC13 formation
as well as chlorine atom and molecule ejection from a C12-covered 85 K
GaAs(1 10) surface by UV laser. While direct photodissociation of C12 molecules
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may explain the results for the 351-nm laser, dissociative attachment of
photoemitted electrons is proposed to initiate the reaction with 193-nm radiation.
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Pulsed UV Induced Etching of Silicon:
A Time-of-Flight Study

Carlotta Paulsen-Boaz and Thor Rhodin, Department of Chemistry and School of Applied
and Engineering Physics, Clark Hall Cornell University Ithaca, New York 14853, Tel: (607)
255-4068
Introduction:
Understanding the dynamics of the laser-induced chlorine etching of silicon requi.
clarification of the mechanisms by which the photons interact more or lessconcurrentlywith
the reacting gas, the surface adsorbate and the silicon substrate. To clarify the etching
mechanism it is generally recognized that it is desirable to separate the relative, contributions from: excitation and dissociation of the reacting gas, Maxwell-Boltzmann heating of
the substrate, formation of an altered surface, dissociation, formation and desorption of
surface products, generation of electron-hole pairs id the subsurface and the stimulation
of new quantum mechanical channels for reaction. 1 Although much work has been done
on these effects, most of the studies with some exceptions, have not focused on surface
characterization and have been carried out at relatively high laser fluences. Hence, the
microstructure and composition of the target surfaces have not always been adequately
defined. Interpretation of the reaction mechanisms tend to be obscured by thermal effects
and the nature, time and energy features of the emitted products have not always been
completely resolved. The objective of this work is to clarify some of these issues. The
factors of laser fluence and sample doping are specifically addressed. With reference to

our system we have chosen one in which there is no etching in the absence of the photon
beam, and gas-photon interactions are minimized at the pressures used.
Experimental:
These experiments were carried out in an ultra high vacuum chamber (base pressure
1x10 - 10 ton.). The quadrupole mass analyzer was located along the sample normal, while
the laser beam entered and exited at 45 degrees to the normal Time-of-flight scans were
obtained by synchronization of the laser pulse with collection of the mas analyzer output

by a mutic.hainel scaler. A dffuse C12 molecular beam provided efctive surface pressures
of 10- to 10- ' ton'. Samples were cleaned by argon ion bombardment prior to etching.
The samples being etched were single crystal Si (111) of varied doping (n+,n, p,p+). We
have employed both a XeCl and a KrF excimer laser (306 and 248am respectively). Photon
beams are of 10ns pulses operated at a repetition rate of 10 Hertz.
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Results and Discussion:
Our investigations began with a survey of

laser power effects upon time-of-flight (TOF) scans
and product distributions. In all cases the products found were primarily Si, SiC1, and SiCl 2 .
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mJ/cm2 /pulae

0

I
-

001

Very small amounts of SIC13 could be seen, but

no SiCI4 was detected under the conditions stud0
ied. Product ratios were observed to be altered
by changes in both laser power and wavelength.
(Typical results are shown in figure 1.) Under
moderate to low laser powers the Si-TOF data
evidenced two major peaks. Of these, the slower o
peak occurs simultaneous to, and in a constant
ratio with the SiCI-TOF peak. We therefore attribute this peak to cracking of chlorinated species.
2
Unlike the work of Jackman.Ebert, and Foord
on Si (100), under the range of chlorine pressures used, no evidence for spontaneous etching
was found.

We have found that the TOF characteris-

tics of our etching studies can be divided into
three distinct regimes: a high power regime, -
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FIG. 1. Typical signal evolution with time. The
slower of the Si peaks is due to cracking of chlorinated species. Small, fast peaks (marked with ar-

rows) are tentatively attributed to photoejection.
600mJ /cm 2 /pulse, a moderate power regime, 2002 /pulse, and a low power regime. <
SiCI3 signal is not shown as it would be flat on
400mJ/cm
this scale. Laser pulse occurs at time zero.
-/pulse.
5mJ/cm 2
At the high power end, the predominate etch product is Si+ (figure 2). Minor amounts
of the neutrals Si, SiCI, and SiC12 were present as well. The relative lack of chlorinated
products is attributed primarily to the severe depletion of chlorine on the surface produced
by the intense photon fluxes. The Si ions were produced at very short times. Assuming a
Maxwell-Boltzmann energy distribution, their translational temperature would be in excess
of 10,000 Kelvin. (Maxwell-Boltzmann temperatures are given for comparative purposes
only. Curves generated by MB calculations did not in general describe well the leading
edge of the TOF data collected.) This strongly suggests that at this laser power a plasma
has been created over the surface and is the dominate etch mechanism.
At more moderate laser powers (200.400mJ/cm2/pulse), SiCI is the major product.
Its production, as well as that of SiC12 , is linear in C12 pressure. More interestingly, the
TOF data for these two chlorinated species show shifts to shorter times with a rise in
C12 pressure (and hence Cl surface coverage). Maxwell-Boltzmann fits for both SiCl and
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SiC12 yield identical temperatures (typically on
the order of 2-3000K. highly dependent on both
chlorine pressure and laser power), while the Si
peak evidences a distinctly higher temperature.
No shift in the TOF peak positions of the various products was observed between the differently doped samples. These results are generally
consistent with the earlier findings of Bailer, Oostra, de Vries, and van Veen.3 Minor peaks of Si,
SiCi, and SiC 2 at much shorter times may also
be seen in figure 1 . These are likely produced
in a similar manner to the 'photoejection' peaks
observed by Harrison, Polanyi, and Young 4 in
other surface adsorbate systems.
The results at significantly lower laser powers (5 15OmJ/cm 2 /pulse) for which TOF data
has not been previously obtained, contrast markedly
with the above data. While production of chlo.
rinated species is still linear in Cl 2 pressure, the
TOF peaks remain fixed in time with alterations
in pressure. Furthermore, the SiCI and SiCl 2

o

Si

o

z

neutral

200,4W0 mJ/cm3/puLse

0.0

400.0 MICROSE2 OZS

peaks now evidence distinct temperatures. We
additionally have enhanced production of the higher FIG. 2. Signal obtained under high power levels.
chlorinated species relative to SiCl, although SiCI
Very fst, large peak is due to the evolution of Si "
production still dominates. The TOF data are
by a plasma mechanism. Also visible, the neutral
Si peak falls at the same time as the peak seen
characteristic of the dopant type and level of the
in fig.1, which has been superimposed. Note the
samples. This has not previously been recorded
a~nce, on this scale, of the peak resulting from
for the Si/C 2 etch system. Heavily n-doped samthe cracking of chlorinated silicon species. Laser
ples which are known to etch at higher rates propulse occurs at time zero.
duce
TOF-peaks :entered at distinguishably
longer times than the n, p, or p+ samples.
These general results hold for both the 308 and the 248nm excimar lines, though given

similar conditions the 248 ie gave more highly chlorinated products than the 308 line.
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Conclusions:
Under very high laser fluences (:z 600mJ/cm 2 /puse) a plasma mechanism dominates
with Si + being the major product. At more moderate conditions (200-400 mJ/cm 2 /pulse)

TOF data are concluded to be partially thermalized. A photoejection process exists but
produces only minor amounts of products. SiCl is the major product. At low laser powers
(!< 150 mJ/cm 2 /pulse), an electronic process becomes visible. SiCl remains the major product. The results of the moderate laser power when contasted with that of the lower power
indicate that under the former conditions the burst of desorbed products from the crystal
produces a localized high pressure which thermally averages the product energy distributions. Hence to obtain viable mechanistic information on the etching reaction from TOF
data, measurements must be made while laser intensities are below the 150mJ/cm 2 /pulse
threshold: as such insight into the electronic mechanism only becomes accessible at very
low power levels. These interpretations will be discussed in more detail in terms of our
experimental results.
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State-Specific Studies of the Laser-Induced Desorption of NO from Si(lll)
LJ. Richter, S.A. Buntin, D.S. King, and R.R. Cavanagh
Center for Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics
National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD 20899
A wide variety of chemical processes at semiconductor surfaces have been observed to be
promoted by radiation. The possible mechanisms for the transfer of the initial photon energy
to the reaction coordinate are many, including simple substrate heating, substrate carrier driven
reactions, and localized adsorbate photoexcitation. State-resolved studies of laser-induced
reaction products have proven extremely illuminating as they often allow the distinction and
quantification of various competing excitation mechanisms.' We present the results of a stateresolved study of the laser-induced desorption (LID) of NO from Si(1 11) in which the energy
partitioning in the desorbed NO is found to vary dramatically with the initial NO coverage due
to the presence of competing excitation channels.
The experimental apparatus and principle procedures have been described earlier.' The Si
samples were cleaned via Ne ion bombardment followed by thermal annealing at =950 K, a
treatment which produces the 7x7 reconstruction as evidenced by sharp, bright 7 1h order low
energy electron diffraction spots. Both 1.5 Q-cm, B doped p-type and 0.5 9 -cm, P doped ntype substrates were used. NO exposures via a directed array were performed with the
substrate at -100 K. Detailed studies of the desorption were performed for two surface
preparations: low coverage, which corresponds to -0.04 ML (1 ML=7.8xl0 4 cm-2 ) of adsorbed
NO, and saturation coverage, which corresponds to =0.6 ML of molecular adsorbates. The
desorption-laser pulse was derived from a Q-switched Nd+:yttrium-aluminum-garnet (YAG)
laser and was incident normal to the crystal surfaces. Desorption-laser wavelengths, X, of
1907, 1543, 532 and 355 nm were obtained by Raman shifting the fundamental or harmonic
generation. The radiation exposure during an experiment was usually limited to produce no
more than a 10% decrease in the observed NO photodesorption yield. After irradiation the
substrate was subjected to an ion sputter/thermal anneal cycle to restore surface cleanliness and
order. The desorbed NO was detected with quantum-state resolution by laser-inducedfluorescence as described previously.2 Kinetic-energy distributions for a specific internalstate (vibration v; spin-orbit 9 ; rotation J) were extracted from optically detected time-offlight (TOF) spectra obtained by varying the time delay between the firing of the desorptionand probe-lasers.
We will first discuss the results from the low coverage preparation. The flux-weighted
average kinetic energy, <E,>/2k, derived from TOF spectra recorded with X=355 nm were
about 800 K. The kinetic energy distributions varied with the quantum state probed: <E,>/2k
monotonically increased from =500 K to =1000 K as the rotational energy, E,,, of the probed
NO increased from 0 to 800 cm'. In Fig. 1 we present internal-state distributions derived
from time integrals of TOF spectra. The data for the ground spin-orbit state (Q=1/2 - F,)
clearly lie on a common line, indicating that the rotational-level population distribution can
be described by a Boltzmann distribution with a phenomenological rotational temperature, Tr,,,,
of 230±30 K. Additionally, a clear selectivity for desorption into the F, spin-orbit state is
evident: the ratio of spin-orbit state populations: F1/F 2 (9 =3/2 = F2) is -9±1, corresponding
to a spin-orbit temperature of 80 K. A moderate degree of vibrational excitation was
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observed, the v=l/v=0 state population ratio was
0.19±0.08. This would correspond to a vibrational
temperature of 1600 K.
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(V-0 FI)
(v-0. F.)

The various degrees of freedom of the desorbed
-2*
(v- F1 )
NO are clearly not in equilibrium with each other.
-3
Combined with the fact that the calculated laserinduced surface temperature jump due to the 355
+
S -4
rum desorption-laser is less than 1 K and that the
yield is linear with fluence, it is clear that the LID
from low coverages is truly photochemical versus
0'
photothermal.
The qualitative and quantitative
_ a
(
i
aspects of the internal-state distributions for NO
showed remarkably little dependence on either ) or
0
200 400
000 800
substrate doping. All aspects of the NO(v=0)
Et+E (cm-')
distributions for 1064, 532, and 355 nm light on
n- and p-type samples were indistinguishable. For
1907 and 1543 nm radiation onp-type samples, the Figure 1 Boltzmann plot for LID from
qualitative variation of the kinetic energy low coverages on n-type Si with 355 nm
distributions with E., the Boltzmann nature of the photons.
F1 states and the selectivity for the F, states were the same. However, T,, was slightly cooler
at 1543 and 1907 nm, -l15K. The insensitivity of the internal-state distributions to X for the
YAG harmonics establishes that a single desorption mechanism is responsible over the range
1064-355 rim. The qualitative similarity of the internal-state distributions for 1543 and 1907
nm suggests that the same mechanism is responsible for the entire range 1907-355 nm.
,

We have characterized the X dependence of the yield per incident photon for NO(v=0),
arising from this common mechanism. On the p-type sample, the yields for 1907, 1543, 532,
and 355 nrm radiation relative to that at 1064 nrm were 1.4(+0.3)x10-4 , 7(±3)x10 -3 , 9(+3)x10 1,
and 15(±2). The wavelength dependence of the yield (determined from the yields for 532 and
355 nm, relative to that of 1064 nm on n-type material) is independent of substrate doping.
Experimental constraints make it difficult to accurately compare the absolute yields from the
n- and p-type samples; however, they do not differ by more than an order of magnitude.
In earlier work2 , it was proposed that the photodesorption of NO from Si(lll) at high
coverages was driven by photogenerated hot carriers. The indirect gap at 100 K is 1.15 eV,
therefore 1064 nm photons produce bulk carriers with only 15 meV excess energy. The
significant yield we observe for LID of NO with 1064 nm incident light clearly rules out
mechanisms involving hot photogenerated carriers at low initial coverages. Thermalized
photogenerated carriers can also be excluded as important to the low coverage desorption
channel based on the X and doping dependence of the yield. The absorption depth of both
532 and 355 nm radiation is shorter than the thermal diffusion length during the laser pulse,
therefore both the temporal and spatial evolution of the thermalized carriers generated at these
two wavelengths are identical. The relative yields, 532:355 nm, of a photoprocess driven by
thermalized carriers at these two wavelengths would be given by the relative optical
absorption: 0.63:0.42 = 1.5:1; however, the observed relative yield was -0.1:1. Additionally,
the absorption of 1064 rnm light is sufficiently weak that at the fluences used (-5 kW/cm2 ) the
bands are not flattened by the pulse if they are assumed to be bent by their clean surface
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values of =0.5 eV in the dark. Therefore, the yield due to a single band-edge carrier would
be negligible for one of either n- or p-type doping, in contradiction with observation.
We have proposed that the LID from low

.....

coverages arises from photoproduction of a hole in
the rest atom localized, S2, intrinsic surface state of
This is
7x7 reconstruction.'
the Si(l)

V3
Z

qualitatively consistent with the high yield at 1064

0Z

nm, the observable yield at 1907 and 1543 nm, and
the quenching of the low coverage channel with
increasing NO coverage. (During the initial stages
of adsorption, NO preferentially quenches the
adatom localized S, state, however at saturation
coverage, both states are quenched.') The role of
the S2 state is further supported by coadsorption
experiments detailed in Fig. 2. NH 3 exposures
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the internalquenched the yield, but did not alter

state distributions significantly. NH 3 dissociatively
adsorbs as NH 2 and H, preferentially bonding to Figure 2 Yield for NO following
rest atoms at low coverages, quenching the S, coadsorption of either 02 or NH 3,
to the yield with no
state.5 The effects of the coadsorption of 02, also relative
shown in Fig. 2, confirm the role of the S2 state coadsorbates.
and indicate that the S, state is not important. The
adsorption of 02 initially quenches the S, state, and subsequently quenches the S2 state.6
Exposures of 02 initially did not quench the low coverage NO LID; however, higher 02
exposures did result in a decreased yield. Additional evidence that the S, state is not involved
comes from the lack of any observable effect on the NO yield from the coadsorption of N2 0.
N20 interacts only with the adatom localized S,.4
.0

"

0 -(v=0,F1)
v= 1, F11
F=
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However, LID of NO still occurs due to the
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emergence of a second desorption channel. The
<E,>/2k of this second channel at a desorptionlaser wavelength of 355 nm were about 1100 K.
Similar to the low coverage channel, the kinetic
energy distributions varied with the quantum state
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When the NO coverage is increased above 0.04
ML, the NO begins to quench the S2 state and the
low coverage desorption channel shuts down.
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Figure 3 Boltzmann plot for LID from
saturation coverages on n-type Si with
355 nm photons.

to =1400 K as E, of the probed NO increased
from 0 to 1100 cm-.
The internal state
for the high coverage channel (see
Fig. 3) are dramatically different than those
observed at low coverage. The effective T,,) was
590±60 K and there was no spin-orbit selectivity:
the spin-orbit population could be represented by a
'temperature' equal T, ,. Additionally, the degree
of vibrational excitation observed at saturation
coverage was significantly greater than at low
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coverage.
The vibrational-state population ratios were (v=l):(v=0) = 0.57±0.24 and
(v=2):(v=0) = 0.10+0.04. The vibrational-state distribution was not well represented by a
Boltzmann Distribution.
As mentioned above, earlier work implicated photogenerated hot carriers in the desorption
mechanism from NO saturated Si(111) surfaces. 2 This postulate was motivated by the
observation that the photodesorption yield essentially followed the bulk absorption coefficient
for X in the range 550-240 nm. Aspects of our state-resolved work are in qualitative
agreement with the state-integrated studies, specifically the yield decreased by more than two
orders of magnitude as the desorption wavelength was changed from 355 to 1064 nm. It has
proven difficult to characterize the X dependence of the energy partitioning in the LID at high
coverages. However, it is clear that, unlike the observations at low coverage, the energy
partitioning is sensitive to the desorption laser wavelength. At 1064 nm, the <Ek>/ 2 k, T,, and
vibrational excitation were all substantially cooler than observed at 355 nm.
It is interesting to conjecture what implications the observation. of qualitatively different
energy partitioning for desorption driven by the two substrate excitations, surface states and
bulk carriers, may have for nonthermal processing. One aspect of the photogenerated carrier
driven processes is their lack of selectivity. As an example, the photochemistry of NO on Si
at high coverages is complex as at least three reactions occur: desorption of NO, dissociation
of NO, and photosynthesis of N20. The different energy partioning observed for the surface
state and bulk carrier driven desorption reactions suggests that the two excitations may exhibit
different chemistry. Therefore processing with below gap radiation, which will favor excitation
channels due to surface states in cases where surface state and bulk channels compete, may
give different results than with traditional visible and near UV wavelengths. Additionally, the
observation of distinct photochemistry due to excitations of intrinsic surface states suggests that
novel anisotropic surface processing may be possible by exploiting the differences in the
electronic structure of various surface terminations.
This work was partially supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Basic Energy
Sciences (D.E.-AI05-84ER13150).
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Adsorption and Desorption Kinetics for Si(C 2 H5 )2 H2 on Si(lll) 7x7
P.A. Coon, M.L. Wise and S.M. George
Department of Chemistry
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305
(415) 725-0270
Diethylsilane (DES), Si(C 2 H5 )2 H2 , is a promising candidate for the atomic layer
epitaxy of silicon. Alkylsilanes are advantageous because they are less toxic and flammable
than silanes. The reactions of organosilanes with silicon surfaces are also important both
fundamentally and technologically. This study explored the adsorption and desorption kinetics
for Si(C 2 H5 ) 2 H2 on Si(1 11) 7x7 using laser induced thermal desorption (LITD) and
temperature programmed desorption (TPD) techniques.
Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) spectra obtained after DES adsorption on
Si(1 11) 7x7 at 200 K were performed using a linear heating rate of 13 = 9 K/s. The only species
present in the TPD spectra following Si(C H 5 )H adsorption were C2 H4 and H2 at 700 and
810 K, respectively. TPD spectra for C 2 H4 an 2 are shown below in Fig. 1.
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Laser-induced thermal desorption (LITD) yields obtained after Si(C2H,)2H2
adsorption on Si(l 11) 7x7 at 200 K also contained only C H4 and*H2 . Figure shows the
temperature-dependence of the H2 and C2 H4 LITD signals following a saturation
Si(C2H ) 2 H2 exposure. The temperature was ramped linearly at 13 2.1 K/s. The decreases
in the
LITD signal between 600 - 750 K and the H LITD signal between 750 - 810 K
are consistent with the thermal desorption of C2 H4 and ]W2 as observed in Fig. 1.
Ethylene and hydrogen are the stable desorption species observed in both the LITD and
TPD spectra from Si(1 11) 7x7 following Si(C 2 H5 )2 H2 adsorption. The presence of ethylene
in the desorption yield suggests that the ethyl groups on the silicon surface decompose via a 13hydride elimination reaction. Although 13-hydride elimination has been observed in the
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thermal pyrolysis of gas-phase alkylsilanes (1), fl-hydride elimination has not been observed
from silicon atoms on silicon surfaces.
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Eig2 Temperature dependence of the C2 H4 and H2 LITD signals following a saturation
Si(C 2 H5 ) 2 H2 dose on Si( 11) 7x7.
The initial rate of Si(C 2 H5 )2 H2 adsorption on Si(l 11) 7x7 was studied as a function of
surface temperature. In these expenments, the clean Si(1 11) 7x7 surface was maintained at a
constant temperature while being exposed to Si(C 2 H )2 H2 through a capillary array doser.
The capillary array doser was located directly above theionizer of the quadrupole mass
spectrometer. Consequently, adsorption kinetics of DES could be measured in real-time using
LITD techniques.
The C2 H4 LITD signals were proportional to the ethyl coverage on the Si( 111) 7x7
surface. The ethyl coverage was monitored during the Si(C2,H5 )2 H2 exposure by measuring
the C2 H4 LITD signal from different surface positions at different times. The initial
adsorption rate is proportional to the initial slope of the ethyl uptake curves versus time.
Figure 3 shows that the initial rate of ethyl adsorption decreases as a function of increasing
surface temperature.
The initial reactive sticking coefficients, So ,were obtained by dividing the initial
adsorption rate by the Si(C 2 H5 )2 H2 flux. The results for the initial reactive sticking
coefficient versus surface temperature are shown in Fig. 4. As expected from the uptake
measurements, the initial sticking coefficients decrease as a function of surface temperature.
Similar decreases in S as a function of increasing surface temperature have been observed for
02 (2), SiC14 (3) and SiCl 2 H2 (4) on Si(111) 7x7, and 02 on Si(100) (5).
The temperature-dependence of the initial sticking coefficient of Si(C 2 H5 ),H is
consistent with a precursor-mediated adsorption model (6). Inthe precursor mode, the first
stage of adsorption involves the trapping of DES in a precursor state. The precursor species
may either react to form chemisorbed species or desorb into the gas phase. Using this model,
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ratio
the temperature dependence 8 f Il initial reactive sticking coefficient can be fit using the
of preexponential factors, kd /kr , and the difference in the activation barriers, Ed-Er,thlebetween
the ad sorption~nc~de sorption gathways. The solid line in Fig. 4 shows thle fit using
12X 10: and Ed Er- 2.67 kcal/mol.
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Isothermal LITD measurements of the ethyl coverage versus time at three different
surface temperatures. The solid lines represent first-order kinetic fits to the data.
The surface ethyl coverage versus time during P-hydride elimination of ethylene was
monitored using isothermal C2 H4 LITD measurements. LITD results at three surface
temperatures are shown in Fig. 5. The ethyl coverages are all refeyenced to 0s , the saturation
ethyl coverage. First-order rate equations of the form -dO/dt = k0 were used to fit the
isothermal data. An Arrhenius plot of the rate constants obtained from various isothermal
LITD experiments yielded an activation barrier of E = 36 ± 1.5 kcal/mol and a first-order
desorption preexponential of vd = 2.7 X 10s - 1 for he P-hydride elimination of ethylene from
ethyl groups on Si(l11) 7x7.
Recent FTIR studies on high-surface-area porous silicon surfaces have verified the
presence of ethyl groups and hydrogen on porous silicon following DES adsorption (7). These
FTIR studies have confirmed the P-hydride elimination mechanism. There is also excellent
agreement between the FTIR and LITD studies for the kinetics of P3-hydride elimination and
H2 desorption.
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The Absorption of 1.17 eV Photons by A120 3 (1120)
M. A. Schildbach and A. V. Hamza
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, L-357,
Livermore, California 94550
415-422-3073
Recently, it has been proposed that multiphoton absorption by wide band gap
materials is an important mechanism for energy absorption on surfaces ultimately leading to
laser-induced surface damage. Many authors have observed non-thermal, photon-stimulated
desorption of particles with radiation at energies less than the band gap of the solid material
sample. 1 The multiphoton nature of the process was gleaned either from the dependence of
the particle yield on photon fluence or by the fact that the single photon energy was
insufficient to excite electrons across the band gap. In cases where the number of photons
required in the process is large (>3), the assistance of surface or defect states in the band gap
has been proposed as the origin of photon absorption or as states that resonantly enhance the
multiphoton absorption. However, the surfaces studied have not been sufficiently wellcharacterized to confirm the proposed mechanism.
We have attempted to discern the mechanism by which the surfaces of transparent
materials absorb photons with energies significantly less than the band gap. Sapphire
surfaces were chosen for study because of their importance in laser and optics technology,
their large bulk-projected band gap, and the low threshold for secondary electron emission
which allows the use of electron spectroscopies to characterize the surfaces. Our results for
A12 0 3 (1120) irradiated with 1.064 .tm photons show that absorption by the surface is
multiphoton in nature and that there are surface states present in the band gap that may
participate in the photon absorption.
The experimental apparatus was an ultra high vacuum chamber with base pressure of
2 xl 0-10 torr, equipped with reverse view low energy electron diffraction (LEED) optics and
a double-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) for surface structure and composition
determination. Electron energy loss spectra (ELS) were obtained with the double-pass CMA
as well. The 1064 nm, 8 ns output of a Nd:YAG laser was focused to a spot of size of 0.25
mm by 0.75 mm and incident at approximately 700 to the surface normal with the plane of
incidence either parallel to the [1100] or the [0001] directions on the A12 03(1120) surface.
Time-of-flight (TOF) measurements were made with a quadrupole mass spectrometer
using the laser pulse to trigger a transient digitizer with I ts per channel resolution. The
flight distance from the sample to the ionizer was 25 cm. For increased sensitivity the
quadrupole was oriented such that the desorbing flux passed down the centerline of the mass
filter. Therefore, the flight time of the particles through the quadrupole was dependent on the
velocity of the incident particles. The geometry of the mass filter was used to calculate the
flight time of particles in the filter and the calculated flight times were confirmed by TOF
measurements with supersonic expansions of helium, nitrogen and argon gas where the
incident velocity of the particle was know n.
A120 3(1120) samples were 0.5 by 0.5 b, 0.040 inches. Tantalum strips were
mounted between two samples to serve as resistie heaters as described by Chang 2 qnd
Gignac et al.3 The temperature of the surface was monitored by a chromel-alumet
thermocouple that was held in contact with the surface by a high temperature ceramic
adhesive. The Ta strips were arranged so that the incident laser light could pass through the
sapphire. The "as received" samples' only significant surface impurity was carbon.
Cleaning of the surface was accomplished by heating to -1 100K and then sputtering the
surface with Ar + ions to remove the residual carbon contaminant. After sputtering, annealing
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to 1200K produced a (lxI) LEED pattern; further annealing to 1500 K produced a (3xI)
pattern; and heating to 1700 K produced the equilibrium (12x4) pattern. After sputtering and
subsequent annealing the Auger spectra showed no contaminants and a surface stoichometry
of two aluminum atoms to three oxygen atoms.
The (12x4) surface was exposed to a series of laser shots at -3.5 J/cm 2 ; the surface
properties gradual changed such that after 50,000 pulses the LEED pattern had degraded to
the point that fractional order diffraction beams were no longer detectable at any incident
electron energy. Changes in the electronic properties of the surface were also observed after
photon exposure. The clean and well-annealed surface exhibited stable LEED patterns down
to incident electron energies of 80 eV, i.e. surface charging was negligible. Below 80 eV the
sample charging caused deflection and defocussing of the diffracted beams, and at 60 eV the
surface charged to the point that diffracted beams were no longer detected by the LEED
optics. With increasing exposure to 1.064 .tmphotons the threshold electron energy for
stable LEED patterns increased. After 50,000 pulses stable patterns could be observed only
above 115 eV incident electron energy. Annealing of the laser-degraded surface to 1700 K
was sufficient to restore the original (12x4) LEED pattern.
The exposure of the surface to 1.17 eV photons revealed the intimate relationship
between atomic and electronic structure of the surface. The surface conductivity increases as
the surface structure nears its equilibrium structure. Thus, a plausible explanation for the
increased conductivity of the (12x4) surface may be delocalized surface electronic states that
facilitate the removal of surface charge. Gignac et al.3 have observed a surface electronic
state in the bulk band gap at -4 eV below the conduction band minimum for A12 0 3 (1102) and
have suggested that the presence of this delocalized state may enable impinging electrons to
flow rapidly away from the point of impact thereby reducing the charging of the surface.
ELS was performed to probe the surface for electronic states in the band gap. Figure
1 shows the EL spectrum for the A12 0 3 (1120)- (12x4) surface.
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Figure 1. Electron energy loss spectrum for A12 0 3 (1120)-(12x4). The 201.5 eV elastic peak
registered 1.6 x10 6 counts with a full width at half maximum of 0.8eV. CMA pass energy
was 50 eV.
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The prominent loss features appear at 22 eV and 14 eV. The 22 eV loss is assigned to the
excitation of the sapphire bulk plasmon. The observed energy loss agrees well with previous
ELS measurements.3 The 14 eV loss feature is assigned to interband transitions from the
valance band maximum (VBM) to empty states in the conduction band formed from empty
aluminum 3s and 3p orbitals based on calculations by Ciraci and Batra. 5 The enlargement of
the bulk-projected band gap region reveals the presence of a broad loss feature in the band
gap centered at 3.6 eV. This loss feature is assigned to either a transition from an occupied
surface electronic state 3.6 eV below the conduction band ninimum (CBM) to the CBM or a
transition from the VBM to an unoccupied surface electronic state 3.6 eV above the VBM.
Ciraci and Batra 3 have also predicted the presence of a surface electronic state 3 eV above the
VBM in the bulk-projected band gap for the A120 3 (000) surface due to the S+pz dangling
bonds from the surface Al atoms. The surface state observed here may be derived from these
same dangling bonds, since Al atoms on the (1 120)-(12x4) surface may not be fully
coordinated as well. However, since the loss feature is present in the absolute bulk band
gap, surface electronic states are available to participate in a multiphoton absorption and in the
conduction of electrons on the surface.
Desorption of aluminum (atoms and ions) was observed for laser fluences just below
the visible damage threshold of 12 J/cm 2 (-10 J/cm 2 ). Aluminum atoms were detected with
the quadrupole mass spectrometer. Below the visible damage threshold no other desorbing
species were observed. At fluences less than 10 J/cm 2 no desorbing flux was detectable. At
fluences at which visible damage occurred dioxygen and aluminum desorption were
observed. The catastrophic damage event was easily detectable because of the pressure burst
in the UHV chamber. The characteristics of the particles produced during visible damage are
complicated by laser-plume interactions and are not considered further here. Velocity
distributions for the desorbing aluminum atoms during the pre-damage events were measured
by time-of-flight. A typical time-of-flight distribution for neutral aluminum atoms is shown
in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Aluminum time-of-flight distribution. Filled circles represent the quadrupole mass
spectrometer signal at mi/e=27. Filled diamonds represent the non-linear least squares fit to the
data.
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The measured time-of-flight distribution is fit to a density time-of-flight distribution, n(t), of
the following form:
n(t) = A0 tH exp(-A1 [(s/t) -A2121

(eq. 1),

where t is the flight time, s is the flight distance, A0 is a normalization constant, A1 is a
measure of the width of the distribution, and A2 is the stream velocity. If the stream velocity
is zero and AI= (m/2kT), where m is the mass of the particle, the velocity distribution would
be a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at temperature T. The fit function is chosen as a matter
of convenience from which to calculate the average velocity, the average kinetic energy, and
the average variance. The most striking feature of the TOF distributions is the high kinetic
energy of the desorbing aluminum. The second striking feature is the shot-to-shot stability of
the TOF distribution. The average kinetic energy of the desorbing Al is 7.8 ± 0.4 eV for
single laser shot distribution and 10 shot averaged distributions. The high average kinetic
energy is indicative of a non-thermal desorption mechanism and, since the incident photon
energy is only 1.17 eV, is also indicative of a multiphoton absorption process. Clues to the
desorption mechanism can be gleaned from three main observations. First, only aluminum
atoms (or ions) are desorbed; second, the kinetic energy of the desorbing aluminum is -8 eV
and is steady in the narrow range of fluences from 10-12 J/cm 2 ; and third, surface electronic
states in the bulk-projected band gap are observed.
Desorption of particles with -8 eV of energy requires a surface excitation of at least 8
eV. Sapphire exhibits an exciton that is bound by approximately 1 eV 6 ,7 and since the band
gap of sapphire is -9 eV, the exciton lies -8 eV above the valence band maximum. Decay of
the exciton would yield up to 8 eV of energy. In addition the exciton is localized on the
aluminum atom and no oxygen centered excitons have been observed for sapphire 4 ,6 , which
is consistent with the desorption of predominantly aluminum particles. Thus, exciton decay
at aluminum atoms at the surface could lead to the observed desorption energies of -8 eV.
Since the unaided absorption of seven 1.17 eV photons to excite the exciton is unlikely, the
presence of surface electronic states in the band gap to resonantly enhance the absorption of
photons makes the desorption mechanism plausible. If occupied, the surface electronic states
could also be the origin of the photoabsorption, thereby reducing the number of photons
required to produce the exciton.
This work was performed under the auspices of the Division of Material Sciences,
Office of Basic Energy Sciences, U. S. Department of Energy, by Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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Photon-Induced Desorption of Adsorbed Water Clusters
J. Dirks, W. Drachsel, and J.H. Block
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INTRODUCTION
High electric fields of the order of several V/nm influence the adsorption- and
desorption-processes of molecules [1]. Because photons are not effected by an
electric field, they are suitable for investigating the underlying excitation
mechanisms in the presence of such high electric fields. The effect of the external
field on the adsorption and desorption processes should be particularly distinct
if a polar adsorbate (e.g. water) is used. Therefore, experiments with synchrotron
light were carried out with field emitters exposed to water vapor.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The measurements were performed using synchrotron radiation from DESY
storage ring with an energy between 6 and 30 eV. The metal field emitter tips
(Ag, Ni, Rh) were etched electrochemically using standard etching procedures
[1]. Triply distilled water was continiously dosed into the UHV-chamber at a
background pressure of 5"10-11 mbar. The experimental set-up, shown in fig. 1,
consisted of a field ion microscope, where the tip to screen distance also served
as the flight path for the time-of-flight analysis [2].
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Fig. 1: Experimental set-up of the 10 cm time-of-flight field ion microscope
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The light was focused onto the emitter tip. Because of the high repetition
frequency of the synchrotron light, the flight time of the ions was measured
in the reverse mode. The light intensity was monitored via the photo current
of a gold-mirror and the desorption spectra were collected for at least 300 s.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At a water pressure of 10-10 mbar and a surface temperature of 54 K, a
submonolayer coverage of water is established on the emitter surface. In this
case the spectra showed only a small amount of H3 0+ and (H20) 2 .H+ ions.
The occurence of the latter ion indicated that even at this surface coverage
the formation of dimers takes place on the surface. Increasing the dosing
pressure to 10-8 mbar leads to the desorptioa of protonated water clusters
(H2 0)n"H+, n=1,...,15, as can be seen in fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Time-of-flight mass spectrum from a water covered Ag field emitter.
To investigate the underlying excitation, the photon energy was varied. We
found that the desorption yield showed a steep onset at a photon energy of
7.1 eV for a field strength of 2 V/nm. This onset value was found to be independent of substrate material, water dosing pressure, and ion cluster size and shifted
with increasing field strength towards lower threshold energy. The extrapolated
value of 7.4 eV for zero field strength corresponds to the main absorption band
of super-cooled water as discussed in ref. [3] and is attributed to an electronic
excitation in the adsorbate due to a one-photon-excitation. This view was
further confirmed in our experiments by the linear dependence of the desorption
yield on the photon energy. Our experiments showed clearly that an external
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electric field of several V/nm can significantly influence the energy levels of
electronic states similiar to the well known Stark-effect.
The measurements of the cluster distribution as a function of the substrate
temperature showed that with increasing temperature the total ion yield decreased
by nearly three orders of magnitude. This is explained by the enhanced thermal
field desorption rate which results in a depletion of surface coverage at higher
temperatures. However, above a surface temperature of 120 K the formation
of larger clusters is much more favoured. The energy barrier for translational
transport of a water molecule on the surface was found to be 9 meV. This
value is significantly lower than diffusion barriers for the field free case
(100 meV, [41). Above 160 K no cluster ion formation is observed because of
the decrease in the surface coverage.
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The photon-induced desorption of water clusters is a rather complicated
process. A general theory, applicable for this type of reaction was developed
by Rice, Ramsperger, and Kassel (RRK) [5]. In the RRK-theory, the decomposition of the excited complex M* proceeds via an activated state M# according
to the reaction:
M*

M#

products.

In comparing this reaction scheme with our case, the electronic excitation in
the adsorbate delivers the impact energy and leads to the excited complex M*.
After the redistribution of the impact energy into vibrational energy, localized
in a subsystem of water molecules represented by M#, an ion complex is ejected.
One consequence of the RRK-theory is that with increasing impact energy the
yield of fragments in which more bonds have to be broken increases. This
behaviour can be seen from fig. 4. A quantitative analysis of the experimental
data reveals that the average impact energy per hydrogen bond at the threshold
photon energy is 82 meV for a two-dimensional structure and 51 meV for a
three-dimensional structure. As predicted by theory, these values increase with
increasing photon energy. Both values agree well with a value for the H20/Cu
system of 71 meV (2-dim.) obtained by Christiansen et al. [6].
In summary, the photon induced desorption of water clusters (H20)n H+ from
different metal field emitters (Ag, Ni, Rh) exposed to water vapor can be
understood as an emission of protonated water clusters. The clusters occur due
to transfer of the impact energy to vibrational modes of the adsorbate. The
RRK-theory give a good description of the experimental results.
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Laser-Induced Deposition of Amorphous Silicon:
Relations between Chemical Processing and Performance

Peter Hess
Institute of Physical Chemistry, University of Heidelberg
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Hydrogenated, amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is of great interest
for thin film devices used, for example, for the transformation of photon energy and as semiconductor material. Important applications are thin film solar cells, thin film
transistors for liquid crystal displays, photoreceptors for
electrophotography and laser printing and image sensors. To
improve and optimize the properties of the material for
specific applications it is necessary to control the formation of the three dimensional network during the solidification process
("bandgap engineering").
Incorporation
of
hydrogen into the network reduces the density of defects near
the middle of the bandgap ("gap states"). For optimal performance a specific binding configuration should be realized.
Distortions in the metastable silicon network, especially in
the bond angle, are believed to be responsible for the tail
states at the bandgap edges. Since these defect states constitute traps for charge carriers and thus lower their mobilities it is necessary to reduce the density of these states.
To achieve an efficient control of the deposition process in
this direction, detailed molecular information on the dynamic
processes leading to solidification and on the structure-performance relationship is needed.
Information on the processes occurring on the molecular scale
can be obtained by a series of diagnostic techniques. This
includes in situ detection of the gas phase chemistry
employing a mass spectrometer and identification of surface
species using IR spectroscopy. Results obtained for model
systems such as single crystals are of great interest in
elucidating the complicated reaction processes taking place
at the surface. Important contributions can also be expected
from STM and AFM techniques delivering pictures of real sur-
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faces with atomic and molecular resolution. The performance
of the deposited films is studied by measuring the optical,
electrical,
mechanical
and chemical
properties
of the
deposited material. The final goal is the development of a
realistic model describing not only the transport processes,
but also the reaction processes occurring in the gas phase
and at the surface. In fact, such a model and detailed understanding is needed to select the deposition parameters and to
control the deposition process.
The results obtained so far for the laser-induced deposition
of a-Si:H from SiH4 and Si H as precursors employing cw CO2
lasers and pulsed excimer 1asers in parallel laser beam
surface configuration will
be
reviewed. The processes
occurring in the flow reactor under parallel illumination,
where the laser radiation directly excites or heats only the
gase above the surface, are far from equilibrium. Thus, the
processes taking place in the gas phase e.g. the primary and
secondary chemical reactions and the processes occurring at
the surface determining the film structure and composition
may be synergistic. The parallel configuration is ideal for
studying the relationships between chemical pathways and
functional structures. The progress made recently in this
direction will be discussed in detail.
Deposition of a-Si:H with cw CO 2 lasers allows the soft
growth of films via the lowest energy pathways of chemical
transformation. For this simplest case a detailed model is
available describing the gas phase chemistry and the interaction of active species with the surface. Important relations
between laser-induced chemistry, growth rate and film properties can be detected by in situ and ex situ techniques.
Details on the surface chemistry are derived from spectroscopic measurements and the analysis of well
defined
surfaces.
Chemical processing with UV photons gives access to higher
energy channels and a manifold of reactive species. Some of
these species modify the self-organization at the surface
leading to the most stable surface structures and networks.
This means that highly metastable structures near the limit
of thermodynamic instability can be approached. In the case
of a-Si:H the films processed under such energized conditions
possess a superior performance. The chemical principles
underlying these findings will be discussed.
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CW laser induced chemical reactions
with integrated circuits.
Geoffroy AUVERT
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BP 98 - 38243 Meylan, France.

By focussing a CW laser on the surface of an integrated circuit, the
temperature can be locally increased if the laser wavelength is
adsorbed by the silicon of the circuit (11. This is the case when using
visible or UV wavelengths. When turning on the laser beam power,
the laser induced temperature increases and reaches an equilibrium
temperature in less than a tenth of a microsecond for a one micron
laser spot diameter [2]. The equilibrium temperature strongly
depends on the optical and thermal properties of the irradiated area
and is lower when irradiating a metal, which has high lateral heat
losses and high reflectivity, than a semiconductor, which has low
thermal conductivity and low reflectivity.
Moreover, by using high power CW lasers, this temperature can
be sufficiently high to induce a chemical reaction at or around the
irradiated area. For example, at 1000 0 C, the silicon-silicon dioxide
interface is unstable and volatile silicon mono-oxide molecules are
produced leading to the cutting of the irradiated poly-silicon line [3].
By irradiating an aluminum line, a chemical reaction occurs at the
aluminum melting temperature between the melt aluminum and the
surrounding silicon oxide. This reaction leads to the formation of
volatile compounds, namely silicon and aluminum mono-oxide, which
evaporate from the hot zone. As aluminum is consumed, this
chemical reaction leads to the cutting of the aluminum
interconnection. In the same way, most interconnections used in
integrated circuits can be cut allowing easy change of the electrical
configuration of the circuit.
Another family of chemical reactions can be induced by a CW laser
beam on an integrated circuit by placing the circuit in a chemical
chamber. A circuit image is produced on a video screen as in a
conventional microscope. The laser beam passing through the high
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magnification objective is focussed on the surface of the circuit and
appears as a bright spot on the video screen. After pumping the
chamber at 10- 3 Torr, it can be filled at a fixed pressure with a
reactive gas. The laser beam power is then adjusted to an appropriate
one and the laser spot is displaced on the surface of the circuit in
order to draw one or several lines. Usually, the chemical reaction
induced by the CW laser beam is a pyrolytic reaction and in the
experimental set-up, the laser induced temperature at the window
level must be kept low enough to avoid a reaction on the window
surface. This is achieved by placing the window of the chemical
chamber as far as possible from the circuit, where the laser beam is
more than ten times wider than on the circuit surface [1].
When the reactive gas interacts in the high temperature area with
the insulator layer of the circuit, an etching of this layer can be
performed allowing the vias to be opened on top of a connection 141.
Using fluoride gas, silicon dioxide has been etched and vias above a
refractory metal such as tungsten have been obtained. The chemical
reactions of this family take place at temperatures above 10000 C and
cannot be used to open vias above aluminum lines. For this
underlying material, an etching reaction will be useful if it can take
place at temperatures below 6000 C.
When using nickel carbonyl molecules, the CW laser interaction
with an integrated circuit leads to the deposition of nickel [5,61. The
thermal decomposition reaction of the molecules leads to the
formation of the volatile CO molecule, leaving nickel atoms in the hot
zone. The reaction takes place when using infrared (10.6 im), visible
(0.5 gm) or UV wavelengths (0.33 gm) and the deposition rate,
which is independent of the gas pressure, is limited by a thermally
activated process of about 12 eV. The limiting step seems to be the
desorption of CO from the nickel surface. At a pressure below 0.4
Torr, a mass transport limited process occurs and the deposition
rate is only determined by the number of carbonyl molecules
impinging on the hot zone with a decomposition yield of 60%. The
feasibility of nickel lines as narrow as 1.3 gm has been demonstrated
and the deposited thickness is inversely proportional to the laser
scan speed which can be as fast as 0.4 mm/s. Theoretically, the
highest deposition rate for this compound is around 2 mm/s.
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By reducing WF6 molecules with hydrogen in the hot zone of a
laser spot, deposition of nearly pure tungsten can be performed [7].
The chemical reaction occurring is complex and the nature of the
limiting step depends on the hydrogen pressure used. At high
pressure, the deposition rate varies as the square root of the
hydrogen pressure and the corresponding

limiting step is the

dissociation reaction of the hydrogen molecules adsorbed on the
tungsten surface. The highest deposition rate at 14000 C is about
2gm/s. At low hydrogen pressure, the tungsten deposition rate varies
linearly with the hydrogen pressure and the limiting step seems to
be the collisions of hydrogen molecules with the adsorbed species on
the tungsten surface.
In order to draw a complex scheme of the interconnects on
integrated circuit, it might be necessary to locally deposit an
insulator. To day, this problem is being seriously studied, but does
not seem to be completely solved. A possible chemical reaction is the
oxidation of silicon when using a mixture of silane and N2 0.
Unfortunately, in the hot zone, only silane mono-oxide molecules are
formed and no deposition occurs in the laser spot area. This
molecule diffuses around the laser spot, redeposits and is reoxidized. Therefore, a silicon dioxide deposit is formed around the
spot and extends as far as 50 gm. In order to use such a wide
deposit, vias have to be opened and complex new interconnections
can be drawn.
By using pyrolytic chemical reactions, induced by a CW laser beam
in integrated circuits, existing connections can be interrupted and
new connections can be performed. This technique allows us to
rapidly change the electrical function and is of great interest for
prototype repair and personalisation of circuits. As CW laser beams
can be focussed just under one micron, this technique can be used in
present day chip fabrication.
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STM studies on the growth and structure of thin metallic films

on metal substrates

R.J.Behm
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The structure and growth of thin, epitaxially grown metal
films vapor-deposited on metallic substrates have been studied
by a variety of integrating techniques over many years [1]. On
the theoretical side detailed predictions exist on both the
structure and growth of these films, which were derived from
considera-tions of the lattice mismatch between the respective
materials and from their thermodynamical properties [2,3]. The
verifica-tion of these predictions, however, requires an exact
knowledge of the local structure and the topography of these
films which was accessible only indirectly from these data.
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies can provide direct
information on these properties due to the local nature of the
measurement which will be demonstrated in different examples.

In the interface region the lattice must transform from the
that of the substrate to the bulk lattice of the deposited
material. This occurs in a more or less gradual transition
between subsequent layers. The misfit between the respective
lattices can lead to the formation of complex superstructures
in the different film layers [2]. This has already been
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verified by diffraction methods [1,2] and by electron
microscopy [4].

STM observations give direct access to

structural details of these 'reconstructions', as was
demonstrated recently for Cu/Ru(0001) [5] and Au/Ru(0001) [6].
In the first case a uni-directional contraction of the second
adlayer leads to a structure very much like that of the reconstructed Au(1ll)

surface [7-9].

In the latter system the

larger Au atoms are accommodated in a uni-directionally expanded structure. In this case, the transition occurs already
in the first adlayer. The STM measurements could also resolve
characteristic local defects in the periodic struc-ture of the
film, which are formed due to kinetic limitations and dissolve
upon annealing. These metastable structures can hardly be
detected by integrating methods because of their very low
density [5].

The characterization of the two- and three-dimensional film
growth by STM is particularly informative and allows direct
comparision with theoretical predictions [3,10]. This is
demonstrated for the growth of a thin Au film on a Ru(0001)
substrate [11]. Upon deposition at room temperature Au atoms
are prefentially condensed at step edges, i.e. heterogeneous
nucleation at step edges prevails. On sufficiently large
terraces Au islands of one monolayer thickness are also
nucleated in the middle of the terraces. Both types of islands
exhibit a strongly dendritic shape which is consistent with
the diffusion limited aggregation model of Witten and Sander
and implies a reduced mobility of Au atoms along the edges of
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the islands [12). The two-dimensional growth of these islands
with increasing coverage and the collapse of their dendritic
shape upon annealing could also be observed by STM.

The transition from two-dimensional to three-dimensional
growth is initiated by the nucleation of second layer islands
on top of first-layer Au areas. STM measurements on
Au/Ru(0001) show that in this case the onset of second and
high layer nucleation depends strongly on the deposition
temperature and that higher layers can be removed by annealing
[11]. These observations demonstrate that the coexistence of
several Au layers at nominal coverages of 1-2 monolayers
results from kinetic effects and that under thermodynamically
controlled conditions Au films grow layer by layer at least up
to two layers on this substrate.

These and other already published examples demonstrate that
STM studies provide detailed information on the microscopic
structures and processes that occur during deposition of thin
metal films on metallic substrates.
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PHOTOCHEMICAL PRODUCTION OF METALLIC GALLIUM ON CLEAVED GaAs
SURFACES: TIME-RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS USING LASER AND SYNCHROTRON
RADIATION
S. S. Goldenberg, J. P. Long, M. N. Kabler
Code 4686
Naval Research Laboratory
20375
Washington, D. C.
Phone:

(202) 767-4654

1. Introduction
In the course of investigations of electronic processes on
laser excited semiconductor surfaces cleaved in ultrahigh vacuum,
we have discovered the accumulation of Ga islands on GaAs (110)
induced by laser pulse fluences far below those previously reported
We have characterized
for irreversible surface modification.'
these islands by core and valence photoelectron spectroscopy and by
The photoemission spectra show a
scanning electron microscopy.
satellite of lower binding energy in the Ga 3d spectra which grows
the Ga islands
along with a metallic edge in the band gap. Because
2 , for which the
mJ/cm
1
as
low
as
can be produced at fluences
lattice temperature rise is insignificant, as described below, it
is evident that a photochemical decomposition of the GaAs surface
is occurring.
2. Experiment
The experiments were performed at the National Synchrotron
Light Source on the NRL soft x-ray beam line. Full instrumental
details appear elsewhere2 . A copper vapor laser was operated at
510 nm and 6 kHz, a repetition rate which facilitated the
accumulation of measurable Ga in relatively short times at low
intensities. For this work, optical feedback added to the laser
cavity3 produced 5-ns pulses, and a dichroic splitter suppressed
Degenerately doped n- and p-type GaAs
the 578-nm laser line.
single-crystal bars were potted with indium into a water cooled
block and were cleaved in situ. Angle integrated photoelectron
spectra were obtained with a commercial double-pass cylindrical
mirror analyzer. Selected laser exposed samples were examined in
a standard scanning electron microscope (SEM) after transfer in
air.
3. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows photoelectron energy distribution curves
(EDC's) of the Ga 3d core level from an n-type sample just after
cleavage and the growth of the low-binding-energy satellite for
2
progressively larger laser doses at a constant fluence of 3 mJ/cM .
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Associated with the satellite are new states in the band gap which
appear in the valence band spectrum, taken with hv=10.5 eV, seen in
Fig. 2. As seen in Fig. 1, an increase in band bending accompanies
laser exposure.
Also evident is a characteristic decrease of
growth rate of the island signal with exposure.
Detailed
measurements show that even though the growth rate decreases,
the
area occupied by Ga islands does not appear to saturate.
Metallic Ga on GaAs, whether created directly by evaporation4
or indirectly through either a replacement reaction with evaporated
Al, 5 or thermal decomposition,6 is known to form islands on the
surface. The binding energy of the satellite in Fig. 1, which we
measure explicitly as the energy difference between the satellite
and the gold Fermi level, is 18.4 eV. This agrees well with the
value of 18.4 ± 0.2 eV inferred by Skeath for metallic Ga
evaporated on GaAs.5
The presence of islands at least several
monolayers thick is inferred from escape depth arguments applied
to
core spectra. A quantitative analysis of Fig. 3, which compares Ga
3d EDC's spectra taken with -6 A and > 20 A escape depths, 7 yields
an island thickness slightly larger than the escape depth of the 6eV photoelectrons. Because the islands are thick, it follows that
their fractional areal coverage may be determined from the relative
intensities of satellite and substrate lines. Thus exposure to -107
laser pulses at 3 mJ/cm 2 typically yields several percent areal
coverage by islands.
An order-of-magnitude estimate of the efficiency with which
laser exposure creates free Ga can be made by comparing our spectra
to those of Cao, taken from surfaces on which calibrated amounts of
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Ga were evaporated.4 The similarity of our spectra to Cao's
for a
0.3 monolayer deposition gives a yield of 1 Ga atom
per 108
incident laser photons.
Note that this represents an initial
yield, since as mentioned above, the rate of island growth
falls
off with laser exposure.
The presence of thick islands containing a total volume
of
metallic Ga consistent with the above yield (to within an
order of
magnitude) is supported by an initial analysis of SEM micrographs
of a region exposed to 6 mJ/cm 2 . The Ga metal is organized
linear chains comprised of hemispheres several hundred angstroms in
in
diameter.
The chains are reminiscent of the 'ripples' widely
reported in laser damage studies of metals and semiconductors
conducted at much larger laser fluences.'
Indeed, the chains are
aligned parallel to the optical electric field and the interchain
spacing distribution function peaks near X/(l+sin0), 8 where
X and
0 are the laser wavelength and angle of incidence, respectively,
for the one angle so far studied.
The pattern which the Ga
hemispheres assume on the surface evidently depends on a variety
of
factors, since exposures at normal incidence to 15 mJ/cm2
created
a more uniform distribution, without obvious chains.
The creation of free Ga must occur through a process in which
temperature plays, at most, an assisting role. The heating
of
GaAs rods due to the average power of the laser pulse train the
has
been measured with thermocouples.
3 mJ/cm2 f luence gives a 10 'C
rise.
At this fluence the instantaneous rise during the laser
pulse is 30 0 C, determined with a numerical code which includes
the
temperature dependence of the material parameters.9
Scaling
2
linearly to -1 mJ/cm , the smallest fluence for which islands
have
been observed, gives a maximum total temperature rise of
only 13
0 C.
This is small enough to rule out a thermal process.
For
comparison, total photoyield
spectroscopy with hv scanned
through
threshold,
a
45
Go 3d
technique
especially
sensitive to defect states,
detects no spectral changes
until temperatures reach 325
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inhomogeneities.
Ga islands also form on p-type, but they are more difficult to
observe. This is because both the metallic gap signal and the
metallic Ga core level tend to be obscured by substrate valence and
core emission, respectively, due to Fermi-level position and laser
creation and filling of charged slow states which take up to 20
minutes to decay. However, by temporally overlapping synchrotron
and laser pulses and recording time resolved spectra, we were able
to observe metallic Ga on p-type.
During the laser pulse,
photoexcited carriers reduce band bending," and in particular even
out inhomogeneously bent bands. This has the effect of moving the
metallic features, beneath which the band bending is larger than
the substrate regions, out to greater kinetic energies relative to
the substrate, where they are more easily observed. The effect is
demonstrated in Fig. 2, where metallic emission in the gap is
observed during the laser pulse for a laser exposed p-type surface.
Similar results are observed in the Ga 3d spectra. The duty-factor
mismatch between laser and synchrotron pulse rates precludes such
experiments except when the ring is operated in single bunch mode.
Quantitative comparison between n- and p-type island growth
kinetics
await
detailed
line
fitting,
which
is
underway.
Preliminary comparisons suggest roughly comparable growth rates.
Since the bands are nearly flat during the laser pulse, electrons
and holes produced in the bulk by the laser have roughly equivalent
access to the surface for n- and p-type.
Thus the comparable
growth rates for n- and p-type cannot be used to rule out a
photochemical process involving bulk carriers.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Fast In-Situ Metallization: A Comparison of Several Methods
with Possible Applications in High Density Multichip Interconnects
Marcel Widmer, Patrik Hoffmann, Baudouin Lecohier,
Herbert Solka, Jean-Michel Philippoz, Hubert van den Bergh
Laboratoire de Chimie Technique
Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne
CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

Some recent results obtained using three quite different experimental approaches to fast
in-situ surface metallization are presented. One of the goals is to make high density
interconnects for multichip modules with metal contact width, height and pitch
respectively of the order of 10, 5 and 25 pm. Direct writing speeds should be in excess
of 1 cm/s. The first approach tried is to push classical pyrolytic laser chemical vapor
deposition of copper from its bis-hexafluoroacetylacetonate Cu(hfa)2 to its limits. This
is done by increasing the Cu(hfa) 2 vapor pressure and by seeding the transparent surface
of our substrate with a thin layer of a strongly light-absorbing substance. Speeds in the
order of a few mm/s have already been obtained with good electrical properties and
adhesion.

The second approach tested implies metallization by thermal in-situ

decomposition of a metal complex layer on a surface with a laser beam. The precursors
used in this work are metal cluster coordination complexes, in particular Au5 5 (P, 3)1 2C 6
(0 stands for phenyl group -C6H.). Such molecules have a high metal content and
advantageous thermal decomposition properties which enable writing speeds in excess
of 1 cm/s while maintaining acceptable electrical properties of the metal lines. Finally,
in a third approach, the fast in-situ step is limited to deposition of a thin metal line on
the surface. These lines of only a few A height are then "developed" in a second step
to much high (of the order of one pm) and better conducting metal lines. This second
step may be relatively slow, as many devices which have been patterned on their surface
with the thin metal "prenucleation" lines can subsequently be developed simultaneously
in a parallel processing step. An example of this approach is surface seeding using
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metals like Pt, W or Ir, followed by development by either selective low pressure CVD
of copper from Cu(hfa) 2, selective decomposition of a copper formate solid surface film,
or selective electroless deposition from a copper bath. Possibilities of processing with
much higher resolution using focussed charged particle beams are also briefly discussed.
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Metal-Semiconductor Contacts: Surface Morphology and BFEM
R. Ludeke, M. Prietsch and A. Samsavar
IBM ]'J.. Watson Research (Gmter,
P.O. Box 218, Yorktown I leights. N.Y. 10598. (914,945-2591)
Ballistic Electron lEmission Spectroscopy (BI NI) is a promising new variant of SIM
spectroscopy that allows tile determination of Schottky barrier heights with high lateral resolution for relatively thick (_1( A) metal overlavers." '[he technique encompasses the injection
of electrons or holes with an STM, which then reach the interfac: without scattering
(ballistically). At the interface they will be reflected unless sufficient bias is applied between the
tunneling tip and the metal overlayer to overcome the Schottky barrier height (see Fig. I). Once
the electrons reach the conduction hand of the semiconductor they will be detected as a collector current Ic. Representative 1(;
vs Vi, where V, is the tip-to-metal bias, are shown in Fig. 2
for Ag and Au films on GaP(l 10). 'lhe Schottky barrier height is associated with the voltage
threshold V,, beyond which a current can be detected. Because of the "soft" turn on of 1,, V) is
poorly defined unless the appropriate shape of the I-V curve is known from theoretical considerations. 'The imaging of the variations in 1,asa function of lateral position is referred to as a
BiM image, and has been associated with variations in Schottky barrier heights across the
interface." We will show here that another and perhaps more dominant source of contrast in
BFIFM images is the surface topography, as surfitce gradients may result in current injections
that reach the interface at angles substantially ofi-normal, a condition which drastically reduces
the collector current intensities. 'Ihe current variations in Fig. 2 are attributed to such variations in the injection angles. In order to quantify this notion we have also developed a model
for the interface transport that includes non-classical transmission across the metalsemiconductor interface, as well as off-normal angles of incidence. An outline ofthese concepts
will be presented here, as well as a quantitative comparison of the the model with topographic
and BEENIM data For several metals on (IaP( 110).
We have recently developed an UIlTV STM system with BI-E!M capability that includes provisions for cleavage, metal depositions and transfer to the S'M chamber in (11
IV.4 Virgin n-type
(;aP( 110) surfaces were prepared by cleaving a pre-notched - I 0 ,- oriented bar. Metal dots,
2 mm in diameter, were evaporated through a mask. [heir thickness ranged from 30-200 A.
'T'hus far we have investigated Au, Ag, Cu, Ni, Mg and Bi. After transfer to the S'IM, a Au
contact wire was positioned with Burleigh lnchworms. onto the metal (lot in order to apply the
tip bias for BEfEM I-V spectroscopy. I-V spectra were typically taken over a predetermined
rectangular grid pattern consisting of 4x4 points across the surface. 'The following general observation were made: 1. threshold voltages varied negligibly (±0.01 V) across the sample surface for any given metal, although they varied by as much as 0.39 V between Mg and Au; 2.
strong intensity variations were observed at difl'erent locations across the surface for all metals
except Mg and Bi (Fig. 2); 3. current intensity fluctuations were frequently observed, as shown
in Fig. 2a. and 4. intensity variations were correlated with topographic siirflhce gradients, the
steeper the gradient the smaller the observed collector current.
i'he physical origin of these current variations may be understood from an appropriate
model of the injected current transport from the tunneling tip through the metal film and across
the metal-semiconductor interface. [he collector current density can be expressed by the following integral:
- KJ

dl, i)(l,)
•

[:mv

dl IIQIll
" '0

,)'1(I,. !) l"0 (lm,, 1E,) A(I:,, iE)

(1)
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The integration is over the energy variables with momentum vectors normal (F.) and transverse
(F,) to the metal surface.
The integration limits are given by !min= Ii[- e(V -V),
and F.I= !(eV + F) sinO , where V represents the applied tip-to-metal
-mx = rm(E. - F..,m)
voltage, Vo the conduction threshold voltage (barrier height), 1F, tile Fermi energy of the metal
tip relative to the bottom of its free-electron-like conduction band, and r., the reduced electron
mass ratio: rm = mf(m - m,). l)(E.) is the transmission factor for tunneling through the vacuum
barrier and is assumed to be represented by planar tunneling theory over a rectangular
barrier.' [(F,, F,) is the Fermi function and A(E,.l,) is the probability that an electron traverses
the metal film without scattering; we assume here that A is energy independent near threshold,
and that any current reduction in the metal film is included in the scaling factor K.
Fe(E..., E,)
(Em. - E,)' 2/El/F
and represents a coordinate transformation for off-normal angles of incidence.' T(E,, F,) is the quantum mechanical transmission across a one-dimensional
potential step, and is proportional to (I - Vo/V)'," above V.. Integration of eq. (I) leads to a
power series, which in the vicinity of the threshold and to lowest order terms is:
(eV

-

eV 0 )5 /2
o)/2

1 0C
(li+I

sin 101 (eV
1/2 (V-

eV,2
e~

(2)

E:quation (2) predicts a 5/2 power law dependence of the current near threshold, which differs
from the previously proposed "square" law dependence' by the I/2 power contained in the
transmission coefficient '(F,, F,). Values of Schottky barrier heights from fits of eq. (2) to the
experimental data are: 1.02 (Mg), 1.06 (Ni), I.I (Bi), 1.22 (Cu), 1.26 (Ag) and 1.41 eV (Au).
Eq. (2) furthermore predicts a reduction of 1, for offl-normal angles of incidence 0>0.. Finite
values of 0 could arise during tunnel current injection as the tip scans over an area of the surface
that is inclined relative to tile interface plane. The injected electrons traverse the metal film
ballistically and approach the interface at an angle that deviates on average from normal incidence by the inclination angle of the surface arm, ' the point of injection. From our
topographic images we have determined that for ' 'i, Cu, Ag and Au films grown on GaP(! 10),
surface gradients corresponding to angl- i, tile 5-10' range are commonplace. Examples of fits
of BEEM I-V spectra with eq. (2) are shown in Fig. 2 as solid lines. For the Au case, the 8'
fitted value corresponds well with the "-l10 value determined from tile topographic images at
the point of measurement. Such a reduCL(iI in j. would manifest itself as a change of contrast
in a BEf.M image. These observations imply a new and dominant mechanism of image contrast
due to surface topography for metals on GaP, as the variations in Schottky barrier heights, the
previously acclaimed source of image contrastA ' is negligible for the six metals on n-type
GaP(l 10) studied thus far by us. A clear manifestation of this contrast mechanism is shown in
Fig. 3 for a 60 A Mg film on GaP(] 10). All three images correspond to a 600 x 400 A2 area.
The top image is the standard topography, with a contrast scale of 12 A (white corresponds to
high points). Image (b) is the computed gradient image of(a) with a contrast scale of 0-30%,
with white representing the highest gradients observed at the grain boundaries. Curve (c) is the
simultaneously acquired BEEM image, with a contrast scale based on collector current variations of 8-24 pA. Clearly there is an exact pattern match between the white regions of highest
gradient in (b), and the (lark areas of lowest collector current in (c). Finally, we would like to
comment on the frequently observed current fluctuations, such as those shown in Fig. 2a. Their
origin we attribute to drift during data acquisition (typically 30 sec) as the tip either samples
different surface gradients, or changes its injection geometry, that is, different tip protrusions
assume the tunneling process. It should be mentioned that the fluctuations can both increase
and decrease in intensity, sometimes returning to the I-V trajectory followed prior to the fluctuations. In all cases the individual segments of a fluctuating I-V curve can be fitted by just
varying 0 in eq. (2), as was done for the fit of curve (a) in Fig. 2.
In conclusion, BEIN image contrast is largely drived from the surface topography of the
metal, which may be the sole source for metal-seniconductor systems that do not exhibit posi-
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tion dependent Schottky barriers, such as the metals on GaP( 110) discussed here. Another
potential image contrast source is roughness at the metal-semiconductor interface, which may
arise from strongly reacting and intermixing components. Such a source has not yet been
identified. I-V curves calculated with a new model that assumes an energy dependent transmission coefficient across the metal-semiconductor interface, as well as average off-normal angles of incidence of the injected electrons reaching the interface, agree well with experimental
observations for several metals on n-type GaP(I 0) surfaces.
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Chemical Imaging of Surfaces Using the Surface Analysis by Laser Ionization
(SALI) Technique
Lorenza Moro, Instituto per la Ricerca Scientifica e Tecnologica, I 38050
Trento/Povo, Italy
Simon P. Mouncey, Dept. of Physics, Queens University of Belfast, Belfast,
Northern Ireland BT6 ODG
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Park, CA 94025, USA, telephone (415) 859-5130

The determination of the lateral distributions of chemical species on
surfaces is of constantly increasing technological importance in many
applications, such as integrated circuit manufacturing. The only two tools
which have been available are scanning Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) (in scanning or microscope modes). The
AES technique is the most widespread but generally is considered to be of
lesser sensitivity than SIMS, at least for spatial resolutions (defined by the
primary beam diameter, d) of approximately z 0.1 Am. Nominal sensitivities
for AES are -2 to 3% concentrations for d -el Am, and 3 to 10 % for d ranging
from 1.0 Am to 0.1 pm, respectively. 1 Also, scanning AES can be very
problematic for insulators and electron sensitive materials, although it
undoubtedly will continue to be a major tool.
The sensitivities for SIMS are extremely variable, depending on both the
species of interest and the local chemical matrix (so-called matrix effects).
Quantitation is very problematic because of matrix effects and because on the
microchemical scale associated with chemical imaging the notion of closely
matched reference materials is essentially irrelevant. In the microscope
mode, SIMS spatial resolutions are generally limited to about lm. In the
scanning mode, liquid metal ion guns (notably Ga+ ) have been used with some
success but are somewhat unsatisfactory because these guns are not effective
for increasing secondary ion yields. The sensitivity for scanning SIMS can
range, for example, from 0.01% to 10% at d = lpm, and 1% to undetectable at d
1
- 0.1pm.
By examining the sputtered neutral particles (the majority channel) using
nonselective photoionization and time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS),
SALI generates a relatively uniform sensitivity with semiquantitative raw
data. 2 Estimates for sensitivites as a function of lateral spatial resolution
for a commercial liquid metal (Ga+) ion gun range, for example, from
approximately 5% for d-0.lpm to 0.4% for d-l.0pm. These numbers, as above,
are nominal values assuming reasonable data acquisition times.
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The main criticism SALI has faced concerns data acquisition times.
Because pulsed lasers are used and these have limited repetition rates the
data acquisition rates are likewise limited.

Below it is shown that this is

not an overriding concern because even with the 100 Hz laser used, reasonable
data acquisition times are achieved, and of course, data is recorded for all
masses simultaneously owing to the mass multiplex advantage of TOF-MS.
Several laser manufacturers now sell excimer lasers operating above 500 Hz.
These initial experiments were performed on an existing SALI apparatus
using a FEI Co. Ga+ ion gun for sputtering and an excimer laser operating at
248 run focused to approximately 1010 W/cm 2 running at 100 Hz.
The Ga + ion gun
has a changeable internal aperture which for this initial work was chosen to
give d - 1.0 pm.

The ion beam was at 20 keV at 600

incidence from normal.

The Ga+ beam can be pulsed with pulse widths well below 1 ps, but for the
initial imaging work the beam was operated in a dc mode.

Data was collected

in analog fashion using a transient digitizer operating at 100 MHz.

Future

work will use a Ga + beam diameters : 0.2pm and digital data collection with a
multistop time-to-digital converter.
Figure 1 shows images taken of a TEM grid made of Ni with 6pm wide bars.
The color scale is linear with normalization for each mass.

The skewing of

the grid pattern in this figure is due to the angle of mounting of the grid
and the angle of incidence of the Ga+ beam.

The data was taken in

approximately 20 minutes, with 50 mass spectra (50 laser pulses) summed for
each picture element, or "pixel."
recorded, and the

6 1

All of the Ni isotopes of course were

Ni isotope (1.2% abundance) shown demonstrates the dynamic

range in the measurement.

The sensitivity for this SALI measurement would be

equivalent if the grid were made, for example, from Al, Cu, or Au--unlike for
a SIMS measurement.
Figure 2 is an image taken from a test integrated circuit (IC) in the
vicinity of an Al contact pad that is 140 pm across, showing a larger field of
view than for Figure 1.

The acquisition time was also about 20 minutes.

The

IC was earlier briefly dipped in HF acid to remove a passivation layer over
the entire circuit.
SiO 2 .

This resulted in partial fluorination of the surrounding

Note that the detection of small molecules

in addition to elements

provides additional chemical bonding information.
Further work beyond these initial experiments will be required to define
the limits of sensitivity, lateral and depth resolutions, and degree of
quantitation.

However, this initial work clearly demonstrates the viability

of using SALI for chemical imaging on a fine scale.
I D. G. Welkie, S. Daiser, and C. H. Becker, Vacuum (1990),
2 C. H. Becker, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A5, 1181 (1987).

in press.
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Figure I. Chemical images of a Ni TEM grid with 6 tim wide bars using Ga+ sputtering
and photoionization of the emitted neutrals at 248 nm.
Acquisition time approximately 20 minutes.
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Figure 2.

Chemical images from a test integrated circuit showing a 140 lim-wide
aluminum contact pad.
The sample had been etched in HF acid resulting in partial silicon fluorination.
Sputtering with Ga* and 248 nm photaionization.
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Rotationally Anisotropic Second-Harmonic Generation Studies of the Structure
and Thermal Stability of Cu(110)
Mark A. Hoffbauer, Victoria J. McVeigh, and Michael J. Zuerlein
Chemical and Laser Sciences Division, MS-G738
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
(505) 667-4878
The microscopic structure and thermal stability of interfaces are of fundamental importance in
determining a variety of materials properties. Order-disorder transitions on surfaces have recently
received considerable attention in the scientific literature since the dynamics of such processes can
impose fundamental limits on material performance at elevated temperatures. Many high-index
(11 n) faces (where n>2) of single-crystal metal surfaces are known to undergo this type of phasetransition. By definition, roughening of an atomically clean surface consists of the proliferation of
atomic steps by thermal means at a roughening temperature, TR, where the surface free energy for
creation of a step becomes zero. An unresolved question of fundamental importance is whether the
roughening temperature of a low-index (110) surface can be lower than the bulk crystal melting
temperature. For high index faces, a less stringent definition of roughening involving the
proliferation of kinks on the already present step rows that can meander randomly has been
suggested. The energy required for creation of a kink atom is lower than that required for
generation of a step atom, thus roughening at temperatures lower than the bulk melting temperature
can occur for stepped surfaces as opposed to low-index surfaces. Indeed, it has been shown
shown both theoretically and experimentally that high-index faces of Cu, Ni, and other metals
undergo roughening transitions well below the bulk melting temperatures. 1
Recent x-ray scattering data 2 suggest that the Cu(1 10) surface undergoes a distinct thermal
roughening transition at temperatures above -600 K. A sharp decrease in the scattered x-ray
intensity above -600 K was attributed to the migration of steps on the surface that form randomly
shaped islands. However, an energy-resolved He-atom scattering experiment 3 very recently
found no evidence for the proliferation of steps up to 900 K. While the He-scattered intensity falls
rapidly above -550 K as in the x-ray scattering experiments, an increase in the number of surface
steps that would be manifest by a broadening in the angular distribution of the He-atom beam was
not observed. The results suggest that, rather than Cu( 110) undergoing an order-disorder
transition, the surface has an increased vibrational anharmonicity above -550 K due to an
anomalous increase in the mean-square displacement of the surface atoms.
Our experiments have examined the thermal behavior of Cu( 110) using rotationally azimuthal
surface second-harmonic generation (SHG). Owing to the inherent surface specificity of SHG,
details regarding the tempcrature dependent surface structure and symmetry can be measured and
changes in surface structure that occur on the picosecond time scale as a result of laser induced
melting and recrystallization can be followed. 4 5 It was anticipated from theoretical 6
considerations that the rotational anisotropy from a Cu(l 10) surface with C2v symmetry should
have contributions predominantly from two-fold symmetry elements in the surface second-order
nonlinear susceptibility tensor. However, it was not known if changes in the rotationally
anisotropic surface SH intensity would be observed as the surface temperature increased that could
be correlated with presumed thermally induced changes in the surface structure. 1-3
A UHV surface science chamber (base pressure <2x 10-10 torr) equipped with instruments for
making AES, LEED, and surface SHG measurements was used. A Cu(1 10) single crystal was
mounted on a manipulator system that allowed heating to 1000 K and cooling to -170 K. The Cu
surface was cleaned by Ar + sputtering followed by annealing in UHV at 875 K. The surface was
always checked for impurities using AES prior to SHG measurements and a sharp LEED pattern
was confirmed. LEED measurements allowed a direct determination of the absolute surface
azimuthal orientation to within ± 30. SHG measurements were made using a 10 Hz pulsed
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Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm that provided -10 nsec wide pulses with energies on the Cu surface of
-10 mJ. The laser was focussed to a spot size of -3 mm in diameter at an incident angle of -680.
The calculated laser-induced surface heating 7 was <300C. Either p- or s-laser input polarization
was selected and no polarization selection of the SH output signal was performed since the spolarized signal is a factor of -30 smaller than the predominantly p-polarized SH signal. 8 The
532 nm SH output was separated from the fundamental with filters and detected using a
photomultiplier tube. Typically, the SH signal was detected as the substrate was rotated over a
fixed range of azimuthal angles (approximately 1100 to 1000 with respect to the rows of Cu
surface atoms) with the substrate temperature held constant. Prior to measurements of the
rotationally anisotropic SH intensity, the linear reflectivity at 532 nm was measured over the same
range of angles and found to be constant to within 2%.
The SH intensity at fixed azimuthal angles of 00 and -750 was measured as a function of the
surface temperature. The projections of the input laser polarization relative to the azimuthal angles
of the Cu( 110) substrate correspond to 00 for p-polarization along the rows of Cu surface atoms in
the [ 110] direction and ±900 for p-polarization across the rows in the [0011 direction. A smooth
nearly linear decrease in the SH intensity is observed at 00 azimuthal angle up to -500 K after
which the SH intensity starts to decrease rapidly with increasing temperature. This behavior very
closely matches both the x-ray scattered intensity 2 and the He-scattered intensity 3 as functions of
surface temperature. At an azimuthal angle of -750 a linear decrease in the SH intensity is
observed up to -700 K above which the SH intensity stops decreasing and remains constant. The
observed temperature dependent behavior is completely reversible as the surface temperature is
ramped up and down. Extensive checks were performed to see if the possibility of impurities
segregating from the bulk could affect the SH signals and none were found.
In Figure 1 the rotationall, anisotropic SH intensity as a function of substrate azimuthal angle
at eight different fixed - . e temperatures is shown. At the lower temperatures a large degree of
anisotropy in the SP i, ,asity is observed with a distinct minimum near 00 and a maximum at
+900. The solid lic, in Figure 1 are theoretical fits 6 to the data using an expression for the SH
intensity as a function of the azimuthal angle, 0, of the form ISH=(A+B cos(20)+C cos (40))2
where the coefficients A, B, and C represent the isotropic, 2-fold anisotropic, and 4-fold
anisotropic susceptibility elements for the Cu(1 10) surface. The rotationally azimuthal SH
intensity shown in Figure 1 undergoes a rather dramatic decrease with increasing surface
temperature. For the 177 K surface a very pronounced anisotropic two-fold SH response is
observed superimposed on an isotropic background where B/A=-0.32 and C-0. At 765 K, the
anisotropy has nearly vanished (B/A=-0.085). Such a pronounced decrease in the anisotropic
coefficients would be expected if the two-fold symmetry of the Cu(1 10) surface disappeared due to
thermally induced "roughening" effects.
In a separate experiment, the clean Cu(1 10) surface held at 300 K was sputtered using 3.0 keV
Ar+ (five minutes at -20 mA). LEED measurements performed following sputtering indicated a
very diffuse background with almost no evidence of surface order. The rotationally anisotropic
SH response at 300 K was measured under identical conditions to those described above and
found to be nearly identical to the data shown in Figure 1 at 765 K (i.e. B/A = -0.071). This result
implies that the deliberately disordered sputtered Cu surface and the Cu(1 10) surface at 765 K have
a similar overall SH response. This would be expected if a thermally induced surface phase
transition occurred resulting in a significant degree of surface disorder.
To understand these results it is worth noting some differences intrinsic in the experimental
techniques employed. First, consider the interaction times inherent in surface structural probes
based on x-ray scattering 2, He-atom scattering 3, and the present study using surface SHG. Xray scattering predominantly involves the interaction of incident x-rays with the core electrons of
near surface atoms. Such an interaction can be viewed as an instantaneous event involving an
interaction time of <10-15 sec. Optical SHG involves the scattering of an incident photon from
either the free or interband electrons of the surface atoms. The interaction time involved can again
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Figure 1. Rotationally azimuthal SH intensity as a function of Cu(1 10) surface azimuthal angle at
the fixed surface temperatures indicated. The solid lines are fits to the data discussed in the text.
be viewed as instantaneous typically lasting <10-15 sec. In the He-atom scattering experiments
reported above 3 the He-atom incident energy was -18 meV which corresponds to an incident
velocity of -105 cm/sec. At such low collision energies the incident He-atom can be expected to

interact with the electron density of the Cu surface atoms over a distance of -5 A on the incoming
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and outgoing trajectory. The He-atom interaction time with the surface atoms is then -10 - 12 sec or
approximately three orders of magnitude longer than that characteristic of x-ray scattering or optical
SHG. Assuming that the Cu surface atoms at 300 K have a vibrational period of - 10-13 sec, then
it can be conjectured that He-atom scattering as an experimental probe measures the time averaged
structure of the Cu(1 10) surface and, in a time averaged picture, the Cu surface atom positions are
confined to the [110] rows over the temperature range of <900 K. However, due to a large
anharmonicity in the vibrational motion of the Cu surface atoms as a function of temperature, the
instantaneous positions at elevated temperatures appear disordered. One can then envision a "I-D"
type of disorder where the instantaneous Cu surface atom positions in the [110] rows appear to be
highly kinked. It is this instantaneous position that is probed by both the x-ray scattering and the
rotationally anisotropic SHG experiments reported in this study.
Over the temperature range of -900 K a picture of the thermally induced changes in the surface
structure that is consistent with all three experimental techniques is one where, on the time average,
the surface looks like an ideal corrugated Cu(1 10) surface. However, an instantaneous snapshot
of the surface would reveal a large amount of 1-D disorder where the rows of Cu atoms are highly
kinked. This disorder increases sharply with increasing temperature. Support for this picture
comes from the fixed azimuthal angle temperature dependence data measured at -750. The smooth
linear decrease with increasing temperature may be due to the increasing 1-D disorder in the rows
of Cu atoms. The fact that the data appears to level off above -700 K might suggest that either the
anharmonicity associated with the 1-D disorder cannot increase further or that above this
temperature the surface can be viewed as having truly disordered in a 2-D sense.
In summary, rotationally anisotropic SHG has been used to study the surface structure and
thermal stability of a clean Cu( 110) surface. The results show clear evidence of the surface
structural sensitivity of the optical SHG diagnostic technique. The temperature dependence of the
rotational anisotropy from Cu(1 10) is in agreement with other experiments performed using very
different surface probes that indicate a temperature induced change in the Cu(1 10) surface structure
and symmetry above -600 K. 2,3 We propose that a thermally induce 1-D disordering phenomena
accounts for all of the experimental observations.
Experiments currently in progress using a tunable laser source will make it possible to
determine the relative contributions of surface interband and free-electron transitions to the SH
response and their possible temperature dependances. Theoretical lattice dynamics calculations
should be very useful in understanding the thermally induced vibrational anharmonicity and the
microscopic origins of the differences observed in the x-ray, He-atom, and surface SHG
experiments. An extension of this work to the Cu(100) and Cu(1 11) surfaces which have very
different thermal behavior will be useful in testing the generality of the conclusions drawn from
this work.
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Optical IR-Visible sum-frequency generation (SFG), a surface vibrational spectroscopy,
has been used to study competitive adsorption at a hydroxylated ZrO 2 surface in contact with a
number of binary solutions. This technique is similar to surface second harmonic generation
(SHG) in that it is forbidden (in the dipole approximation) in spatial regions possessing inversion
symmetry. Therefore, systems consisting of an interface bound by centrosymmetric media give
rise to a nonlinear response which is dominated by that of the interfacial region. In addition to
being surface specific, the SFG signal from the liquid/solid interface can be resonantly enhanced
when the incident IR laser source used in the generation process is tuned through a vibrational
mode in the adsorbed species, provided the mode is both Raman and IR active. This vibrational
information allows identification of the adsorbed molecule as well as measurements of surface
coverage, molecular orientation, and adsorbate interactions for a number of the two-component
liquid systems.
The present investigations are, to our knowledge, the first studies of competitive adsorption
at a liquid/solid interface using SFG. The optical setup for the studies has been described
elsewhere [11. The ZrO2 sample, transparent to both the IR (2000-4000 cm-1) and visible laser
sources, was designed so as to allow the incident excitation sources and the SFG signal to be
internally reflected when the incident beams were transmitted through the ZrO 2 side of the
interface. This allowed the use of a simple detection arrangement as well as providing a
significant enhancement in the SFG signal with respect to an external reflection excitation
geometry. In this optical configuration, typical signal levels at resonance (see Figure 1), were 500-1000 photons/laser pulse. The ZrO 2 sample was prepared with a cleaning procedure so as to
leave the surface hydroxylated. This was confirmed by the SFG response in the 3400-4000 cm-1
region, which showed vibrational resonances characteristic of surface hydroxyl groups (35003800 cm- 1 region).
Examples of the adsorbate information that can be obtained with SFG from the liquid/solid
interface are shown in Figures 1-3. Figure 1 shows a series of SFG spectra from the
ethanol:water/ZrO2 interface. As is evident from these results, the decrease in the peak intensities
for the C-H stretches in the methyl group of the ethanol is due to the displacement of this molecule
by the adsorbed water. At lower ethanol coverages, i.e., higher water concentrations, there is an
apparent shift of the C-H symmetric stretch in the methyl group to lower frequencies. Although
the origin of the shift is unknown at this time, it may be due to a change in the dipole-dipole
coupling in the adsorbed layer. The integration of the SFG intensity for the C-H symmetric peak
of the methyl group C2930 cm-I) allows a determination of the relative surface coverage of ethanol
since this intensity is proportional to the square of the surface coverage [2]. Figure 2 shows a plot
of the square root of the SFG signal for the C-H symmetric stretch (data from Figure 1) versus the
water concentration in the binary solution. The data is in good agreement to a simple Langmuir
equilibrium adsorption isotherm for competitive adsorption [3] as shown by the solid line through
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the data points in Figure 2.
In addition to determining adsorption isotherms, SFG is also capable of obtaining
orientational information about the adsorbed layer. Figure 3 shows the SFG optical polarization
dependence from the ethanolVZrO 2 interface in the C-H stretching region. The variation in the
intensity versus the input polarization of the excitation sources results from the averge polar angle
tilt of the surface dipole with respect to the surface normal. As shown by Shen's group [4], the
ratio of the intensities for the C-H symmetric stretch in the methyl group allows a determination of
this average tilt angle. For the example in Figure 3, the ratio of the SFG intensites (Figure 3b and
d) showed the C-C bond direction in the ethanol to be tilted at 44o +/- 5o with respect to the
surface normal.
In addition to the this two-component liquid system, results of CH 3 CN (acetonitrile)
displacement by CH3 OH and CD 3OD at the ZrO2 surface has also been investigated. Unlike the
ethanol:water system, however, there appear to be inter-adsorbate interactions between the
methanol and acetonitrile due to the similar vibrational frequencies of the two molecules in the C-H
stretching region. A discussion of these interactions will be presented.
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Introduction
In order to grow silicon films with good crystal quality, it is important to remove oxygen
and carbon contaminants on the surface and to obtain clean substrate surface immediately
before growth. In conventional surface cleaning process, silicon substrate is heated up to
about 1000°C and the surface contaminants are evaporated or gas-etched from the
substrate surface. However, such high temperature treatment causes the redistribution of
impurity atoms in the substrates and it makes difficult to fabricate fine structures.
Recently, synchrotron radiation (SR) stimulated evaporation of S10

2

film and its

application to surface cleaning at 6501C have been reported 1 ), and the usefulness of SR
induced reactions for low-temperature process is being recognized.
In this paper, we report on new S102 etching technique by the irradiation of SR in H 2
atmosphere and on the application of this process to the pretreatment of Si film
deposition. It is revealed that the addition of H 2 gas during SR exposure is effective to
increase the Si0

2

etching rate and to reduce the carbon contamination on the Si substrate

at low-temperature of 500'C.

Experiment
We used the SR beam line 17B (BL- 17B) at the Photon Factory in the National Laboratory
for High Energy Physics. In this beam line, SR light from 2.5 GeV storage ring is reflected by
Pt coated toroidal mirror which accepts 8 mrad horizontal and I mrad vertical divergence
of SR_ The incident angle of the toroidal mirror is fixed at 850, so vacuum ultraviolet light
with wavelength from I to 100 nm is utilized. The total photon flux of about 1016
photons/cm2/s is irradiated .o the substrate surface at the storage current of 200 mA.
The schematic diagram of reaction chamber, which is located at the end of the beam line,
is shown in Fig. 1. For allowing the use of reaction gases at the reaction chamber, the
differential pumping system is set between the beam line and the reaction chamber. This
system allows a pressure of 103 Pa in the reaction chamber while the pressure in the beam
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line is maintained on the order of 10- 7 Pa.
The silicon substrate is set on a sample holder whose temperature is controlled up to
6000C. The base pressure of the reaction chamber is about 10-4 Pa. H2 and Sill4 (5% diluted
in He) was introduced to the reaction chamber through a variable leak valve. SR is
perpendicularly irradiated to the substrate.
Results and discussions
1. Etching characteristics of thermally grown silicon dioxide
Figure 2 shows the etching characteristics of thermally oxidized SiO2 with the thickness
of about 14Ohm. Etched S102 thickness at the SR irradiated region, which is normalized by
the SR exposure of 1000 A-s, is plotted against the substrate temperature with various H2
pressure. In the low-temperature of 480-500°C, Si0 2 film is removed by only the SR
irradiation and its etching rate is increased by the factor of more than 2 by the addition of
H2 . Since the substrate temperature increase by SR irradiation at around 5000C is
estimated negligibly small, the etching reaction proceeds purely by the photochemical
reaction. The effect of adding H2 is found for the first time by our experiment.
Figure 3 shows the Si 2 thickness distribution after 1 h SR exposure at 5600C. Etching Is
observed only the SR irradiated region with and without H2 . This means the surface
reaction such as photo stimulated desorption plays an important role in the etching
reaction. The possible etching mechanism is as follows. Vacuum ultraviolet light in SR
excites electronic states of Si and 0 at the SiO2 substrate and the Si-O bonds are weakened.
As a result, SiO and 0 desorb from the surface. Weakened Si-O bond by SR irradiation is
also observed in the increase of etching rate of Si0 2 film by 10% HF solution by a factor of
2.7. By introducing H2 gas, H radicals and/or ions are photochemically generated. Since
these reactive species and the excited SiO 2 interact to produce volatile SiHx (x= 1-4) in
addition to SiO and 0 generation, the etching rate is increased.
2. ADDlication to the Dretreatment of Si denosition
Possibility of the application of this new SiO 2 removal process to the low-temperature
pretreatment for Si film deposition was examined. The silicon substrate with about Inm
native oxide was irradiated by SR at 5600C in 133 Pa H2 ambient for 30 min. Immediately
after this treatment, SiH4 gas (partial pressure of 20 Pa) was introduced and the amorphous
silicon film was deposited by SR irradiation at 1600C. The amount of the interface
contaminants of oxygen and carbon was investigated by the secondary ion mass
spectroscopy. The depth profiles of oxygen and carbon contaminants with and without SR
irradiation are shown in Fig.4 (oxygen) and Fg.5 (carbon). Peaks in the secondary ion
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signal are the interfaces between the deposited Si films and the Si substrates. The peak
intensities of oxygen and carbon atoms has smaller values at the SR irradiated region than
at the non-irradiated region. The effect of SR Irradiation for contaminant removal is
summarized in Table 1. The amount of interface oxygen is decreased to half value at the
irradiated region compared with the non-irradiated region.

Interface carbon, which is

0

usually removed from silicon surface at 1200 C by the conventional heating treatment, is
reduced to less than one-third at the SR irradiated region at 5600 C. This means that SR
irradiation in H 2 atmosphere is more effective for removing interface carbon than for
oxygen. This is probably because the volatile CH. (x= 1-4) is efficiently produced by the
excitation of substrate surface and hydrogen when SR is irradiated to the substrate.

Conclusion
It is experimentally demonstrated that the SiO 2 film is removed at relatively lowtemperature of 5000 C by irradiating SR to the substrate and that the etching rate increases
when H 2 gas is added in this process. This process is applicable to the low-temperature
surface cleaning prior to the epitaxial growth on the Si substrate because the interfacial
contaminants such as oxygen and carbon are reduced.
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Electronic energy transfer in surface adlayers is a mechanism of fundamental
importance to surface photochemical processes. In this study, the electronic energy
transfer from a donor p-terphenyl (TP) adlayer to an acceptor 9,10-diphenylanthracene
(DPA) adlayer was studied using quantum yield measurements at 30 K and 85 K. These
investigations employed an A12 0 3 (0001) crystal surface as a two-dimensional support on
which donor, spacer and acceptor adlayers could be sequentially adsorbed. The quantum
yield measurements were performed in ultra high vacuum (UHV) utilizing laser induced
fluorescence techniques.
To determine the distance dependence of electronic energy transfer, a butane
adlayer was employed as a variable spacer to separate the donor and acceptor adlayers.
Relative donor and acceptor fluorescence quantum yields were determined for a e = 10 A
coverage of TP donor separated by butane spacers from a E - 25 A coverage of DPA
acceptor on A12 0 3 (0001). Butane spacers were varied from d = 5 - 130 A. The experimental
arrangement of the donor, spacer and acceptor adlayers is shown below in Figure 1.

hv
hvl
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d
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Surface
Figure 1. Arrangement of donor, spacer and acceptor adlayers.
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The relative donor fluorescence quantum yield, QD' was defined as QD = D(D + A)
where D is the donor fluorescence signal and A is the acceptor fluorescence signal.
Fluorescence spectral measurements for various butane spacer thicknesses are shown in
Fig. 2. The upper trace shown in each spectrum is the total fluorescence emitted by the TP
and DPA at the given separation distance. The lower trace in each spectrum corresponds
to the portion of the spectrum derived from TP donor fluorescence. Figure 2 reveals that
the relative fraction of fluorescence from the donor increases as the butane spacer
thickness is increased. This increase in the donor fluorescence signal is caused by the
decreasing electronic energy transfer as a function of donor/acceptor separation distance.
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Figure 2. Fluorescence measurements versus butane spacer thickness.
The relative quantum yield results were fit to l/d 3 and 1/d4 functional forms
corresponding with Forster energy transfer [ 1] to volume and surface acceptor arrays.
These functional fits to the donor quantum yield are shown in Fig. 3. The results show that
the 1/d3 functional fit is in excellent agreement with the data. The 1/d 3 dependence
suggests that electronic energy transfer is occurring from the excited donor adlayer to a
three-dimensional acceptor array.
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Figure 3. Relqtive donjr quantum yield versus butane spacer thickness. Solid lines show
I/d' and I/d fits to quantum yield.
The critical energy transfer distance, do , is defined as the donor/acceptor separation
distance at which the donor -- acceptor electronic energy transfer rate is equal to the donor
radiative relaxation rate. A critical energy transfer distance of do =38 ±4 A was observed at
30K. In comparison, a critical energy transfer distance of do = 27 ± 5 A was obtained at 85 K.
The change in do with temperature was attributed to the red-shift in the TP donor
fluorescence spectrum at higher temperatures. This red-shift reduces the overlap between
the TP donor fluorescence and the DPA acceptor absorption spectra. Because this spectral
overlap determines the efficiency of electronic energy transfer [1], the decreased spectral
overlap at 85 K lowers the critical energy transfer distance.
The critical energy transfer distance can be calculated theoretically using the
classical analysis developed by Kuhn [21. This classical description is analogous to the
quantum mechanical theory for electronic energy transfer described by Ftrster [1].
Theoretical values for the critical energy transfer distance of do = 39 A at 30 K and do = 25 A
at 85 K were obtained employing the relevant spectral parameters. These theoretical values
are in excellent agreement with the experimental observations.
To investigate electronic energy transfer within the donor adlayer, experiments
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were performed in which the TP donor adlayer coverage was varied on the DPA acceptor
adlayer. Relative donor and acceptor fluorescence quantum yields were measured for TP
donor coverages between E = 5 - 250 A. The electronic energy transfer predicted by a simple
summation model was then calculated from the results of the butane spacer experiments.
The summation model assumed that no electronic energy migration occurred within the
donor adlayer. The summation model results were then compared with the results versus
donor coverage.
Figure 4 displays the results of the summation model compared with the relative
quantum yield results obtained from experiments versus donor coverage. The summation
model was in excellent agreement with the observed quantum yield versus donor coverage.
This agreement indicates that there is no electronic energy migration within the donor
adlayer. This absence of electronic energy transfer within the TP adlayer is also predicted
from F6rster theory because the spectral overlap between the TP fluorescence spectrum
and TP absorption spectrum is negligible.
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Figure 4. Relative donor quantum yield versus donor coverage. Solid line shows
prediction from summation model.
1. Th. Forster, Naturwissenschaften 33, 166 (1946)
2. H. Kuhn, J. Chem. Phys. 53, 101 (1970)
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Arsenic Passivation of Silicon by Photo-assisted Metalorganic Vapour Phase Epitaxy
D C Rodway, K J Mackey, P C Smith and A W Vere
Royal Signals & Radar Establishment, St Andrews Rd, Malvern, Worcs WR14 3PS, UK
The MOVPE deposition of semiconductors requires effective substrate surface
preparation, especially where low temperature, photo-assisted growth is involved.
Ideally this process should be achieved in situ in the growth reactor immediately prior
to deposition. In a previous paper (1 ) we reported the in situ rer-.zvei of carbon from Si
and GaAs substrate surfaces using 193nm radiation in a 1 Torr 02 ambient. This process
generates a thin oxide which can then be removed by annealing at 850'C, although the
process does not always go to completion. To protect the cleaned surface and to
passivate the silicon substrate prior to deposition of GaAs we have explored the arsenic
passivation techniques developed by Bringans et al(2 ,3). The oxidation resistance of
surfaces prepared this way is also sufficient to permit transfer between laboratories for
collaborative studies.
In the work reported here an amorphous arsenic film is deposited on the pre-cleaned Si
( 11) surface ( 4 ) of a 3" diameter substrate after loading into the photo-MOVPE reactor.
This is achieved by using excimer laser radiation to decompose AsH3 in the temperature
range 25°C-350°C. When ArF* (193nm) radiation is used the decomposition occurs
primarily in the gas phase leading to poor spatial delineation of the deposited area and
a combination of layer deposition and physi-sorbed dust. The latter exhibits marked
electrophoretic effects in the presence of the laser beam. By careful control of AsH 3
and hydrogen carrier gas flows and the total pressure in the reactor (typically 200500mb) the gas phase reaction can be reduced to acceptable levels. Nishiwara et al
have shown that at 248nm wavelength heterogeneous decomposition occurs on silicon
surfaces but that gas-phase absorption does not occur 5 ). We have found that superior
quality layers can be produced at this wavelength due to the absorption-curve
broadening associated with AsH 3 adsorption on the Si (111) surface. This heterogeneous
reaction gives good spatial definition at acceptable deposition rates of 0.5pm hr--1
XPS data for As films grown at 193nm show that the directly irradiated area is covered
by a thick film of elemental arsenic. Downstream from this directly illuminated area
there is a distinct 'plume' of material deposited from the gas phase which is found to
comprise particles of up to 2pm in diameter. XPS examination of this area shows that
coverage is incomplete, the silicon substrate being clearly visible. The As 2p 3/2 peak
at 1323.4eV BE is still present but a small secondary peak, shifted up approximately
3.5eV in energy is also observed. This energy shift is consistent with the binding of
some of the As to residual oxygen on the substrate surface. The elemental As peak
observed is probably attributable to the particles produced in the gas phase, whilst the
shifted peak results from sub-monolayer growth at low illumination levels produced by
multiple internal reflections of the primary beam in the chamber.
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When 248nm radiation is used for the growth the downstream plume is absent. Again
the directly illuminated area is covered by a thick film of elemental As whilst the
weakly illuminated areas up and downstream show XPS peaks consistent with a mixture
of elemental As and As oxide.
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Reflection Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy during Molecular Beam
Epitaxy
H.A. Atwater, C.C. Ahn and S. Nikzad
Thomas J. Watson Laboratory of Applied Physics
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91125
Introduction
Modern epitaxial crystal growth techniques have made it possible to tailor compositionally
modulated thin films on an atomic level. However, further progress in control of epitaxial growth is limited by a relative lack of useful in situ techniques for surface analysis
(luring growth. The most widely used in situ structural analysis technique for molecular
beam epitaxial (MBE) growth is reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED).
Its long working distance and high data rate have prompted investigations of RHEED
oscillations and other RHEED dynamic features by many groups. However, there is currently no widely employed in situ chemical analysis technique that has the advantages of
RHEED[1]. Hence, for example, the ability to perform real-time control of alloy composition in epitaxial films is limited.
Because of the availability of commercial instruments, electron energy loss spectroscopy
at, has only been done previously at typical RHEED energies in transmission electron microscopes. Extensive work has established electron energy loss as a viable analytical tool
at high energies in transmission mode, but very little work has been done using the reflection mode2]. However, until two years ago, it was not clear that core loss information
could even be extracted from reflection measurements[3].
In this paper we describe a promising new method for chemical analysis during epitaxial growth using core loss analysis by energy loss spectrometry of high energy electrons
reflected from the surface, which we term reflection high energy electron diffraction with
energy loss spectroscopy (RHEED/REELS)[4]. Since reflected electrons at RHEED energies are strongly forward scattered, the technique is compatible with much longer sample
working distances than for competing techniques (e.g. Auger spectroscopy) and also with
high data rates, both of which suggest that RHEED/REELS may have considerable potential as a in situ surface spectroscopy during molecular beam epitaxy.
Reflection Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy during Ge Heteroepitaxy on Si
We have modified a RHEED-equipped Si MBE system in order to accomodate an electron
energy loss spectrometer (typically used in an electron microscope) behind a 3 mm apertuire in the RI|EED screen. Structural analysis by RHEED at 30 keV with an emission
current of 30 /LA was performed simultaneously with the REELS measurements. The
spectrometer is a Gatan 607 second order corrected sector identical to that normally used
iii a transmission electron microscope. The object point of the spectrometer is the sample
itself, located approximately 33 cm from the spectrometer entrance, giving a collectionl
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Figure 1: In (a) Normalized Ge L 2,3 intensity as a function of average layer coverage.
Of special note is the fact that the presence of Ge can be adequately discerned after a
monolayer of coverage, and that the much less intense Ge L1 edge can be seen after several
monolayers. In (b) normalized intensity variation with coverage for Ge and Si L 2 ,3 core
losses. The solid lines are theoretical predictions from a simple model of grazing incidence
electron scattering based on tabulated mean free path data for total electron scattering
at 30 keV.
semi-angle of 5 mrad. The spectrometer energy resolution, calculated at 25 keV using
the first order matrix coefficients[5] for this sector and an assumed 90 jim beam waist,
is approximately 5 eV. Assuming an incident thermal beam spread of 1.5 eV, and high
voltage power supply resolution of 3 eV, the energy resolution of the system is expected to
be approximately 6 eV. Experimental measurements of the energy width of the through
beam (i.e., the beam which does not strike the sample) indicated a system resolution of
approximately 7 eV. While this is not a high energy resolution, it is more than adequate
for quantitative analysis of core losses.

Initial experiments concentrated on characterizing the optimum scattering geometry
for observation of core loss edge intensities for Si and Ge substrates. Several diffraction
conditions were investigated: (i) specular reflection coincident with a Bragg peak of the
substrate (in-phase), (ii) specular reflection not coincident with a substrate Bragg peak
(out-of-phase), and (iii) a surface resonance condition, where the out-of-phase specular
reflection intensity was enhanced by coincidence of an oblique Kikuchi line with the specilar beam spot[6,7]. For Ge substrates, the Ge L2 ,3 edge was observable in all three
conditions, however better ratios of edge intensity to inelastic background intensity were
obt.ained for conditions (ii) and (iii). It has been reported by Wang, et. al., that condition
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(iii) scattering, corresponding to surface resonance is required to obtain acceptable ratios
of core loss intensity to inelastic background intensity[8]. Little difference was observed in
the ratio of edge intensity to inelastic background between conditions (ii) and (iii) above
in the present work. However, it was determined qualitatively that surface sensitivity is
strongly enhanced by adoption of surface resonant scattering conditions. For example,
after growth of 0.3-0.5 nm of Si on a Ge (001) substrate, the Ge L 2 ,3 core loss intensity
from the substrate was not observable. For nonresonant conditions, the substrate core
loss intensity is still observable after growth of a 2.0-3.0 nm thick overlayer, as discussed
below.
Following growth of a 300 nm Si buffer layer on a Si (001) substrate by molecular beam
epitaxy, a streaked RHEED pattern with the Si 100-(2xl) reconstruction characteristic of
clean surfaces was observed. Ge was grown at a rate of 0.84 nm/min on (001) Si substrates
at a temperature of 410 *.Film thickness was measured using quartz crystal sensors which
had been previously calibrated using Rutherford backscattering spectrometry. Growth
was briefly interrupted to collect electron energy loss spectra. Energy loss spectra taken
in scattering condition (ii) are shown in Figure 2(a) as a function of Ge thickness. The
collection time for each spectrum was 40 sec. The appearance of the Ge L2 ,3 edge is
clearly visible in the electron energy loss spectrum at Ge thicknesses as small as 0.15 ni.
For Ge thicknesses d > 0.3 nm, the Ge L. edge is also visible. It should be emphasized
that the results in Fig. 2(a) are data from single spectra, and have not been averaged or
otherwise processed, except to normalize the pre-edge background intensity, We expect
the pre-edge intensity to remain constant, since the scattering geometry was unchanged
dtring film growth. Figure 2(a) shows the Ge L 2, 3 intensities for growth of 0.15 - 3.2
nm of Ge on Si(001), and Fig. 2(b) shows the dependence of normalized Si and Ge L 2,3
intensities as a function of nominal Ge overlayer thickness. The solid and dashed lines in
Fig. 2(b) represent the predictions of a transmission model for grazing incidence electron
scattering.
The normalized Ge L 2,3 and Si L2 ,3 intensities shown in Fig. 2 were determined froml
power law background fits for 200 eV windows. These intensities vary gradually and inI
a complementary manner with coverage in the range 0 < d < 3.2 nm. For nonresonant
conditions, it is possible to interpret the changes in intensities with coverage as being
clue to electron energy loss at grazing incidence angle 0 from thin uniform overlayer of
thickness d, which is in most respects very similar to transmission electron energy loss,
with a core loss scattering yield I, from an elemental overlayer given by

I,= I(AE)a(Q, AE)N[A(

- e-d/sinOA)]

(I)

where J(AE) is the integrated low-loss intensity, and Nei is the elemental concentration
of a given species in the overlayer. The integrated elemental scattering cross section.
a(Q, AE) is dependent on the collection semi-angle Q, and the energy loss window for
data collection AE. The effective thickness for electron scattering is equal to the projected o,'erlayer thickness dl sin 0 for very thin overlayers of uniform thickness. In thicker
overlayers, the effective thickness is limited by A, the mean free path for total electron
scattering. The solid line and dashed line in Fig. 2(b) are the intensities predicted using
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this simple transmission model for Si and Ge respectively, assuming a uniform film thickness, and an electron mean free path at an energy of 30 keV of A 20 nm[9]. Excellent
agreement is obtained between the theoretical and experimental intensities for the Ge
L 2,3 edge. The agreement between theoretical and experimental intensities for the Si L 2,3
edge is not as good, possibly due to multiple inelastic scattering in the low loss region,
resulting in less accurate background fits. At an incidence angle of 0 = 37 mrad, the
actual film thickness at which the projected thickness is equal to the total mean free path
is d = 0.74 nm.
Considerable work remains to be done in assessing the resonance enhancement of
surface sensitivity, absolute and relative chemical sensitivity, and effects due to multiple
scattering in order to develop reflection electron energy loss spectroscopy for more general
growth conditions. Considerable gains in data rate for deep core losses could also be realized by use of an electron energy loss spectrometer with parallel detection. Nonetheless,
these initial experiments have demonstrated that the surface sensitivity, data rate and
energy resolution are sufficiently high to suggest that reflection electron energy loss spectroscopy has great potential as a practical real time, in-situ probe of surface composition
during epitaxial growth.
This work was supported by the National Science Foundation P.Y.I.A. program (DMR8958070) and the Materials Research Group program (DMR-8811795).
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XPS Studies of Halogen Atom Beam Interactions
with Electronic Materials

Andrew Freedman, Charter D. Stinespring
Aerodyne Research, INc.

XPS studies of halogen atom beam (fluorine and chlorine) interactions with
diamond (100) and GaAs (100) surfaces will be presented.
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Oriented Aluminum Films on Silicon by Direct Ion Beam Deposition
R. A. Zuhr and T. E. Haynes
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
P.O. Box 2008
MS 6057, Bldg. 3137
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-6057
Phone: 615-576-6722
The formation of metal films on Si at low temperatures is of fundamental interest in thin film
physics, as well as a key step in the processing of integrated circuits for microelectronics. If
grain size and uniformity could be controlled in the Al metallization used in semiconductor
manufacturing, the reliability of such conductors, particularly during thermal cycling, could be
greatly improved. One possible way to achieve such control is through the introduction of energy
in the form of energetic ions during film growth. [1] The Al on Si system is especially
interesting, not only because Al is presently the conductor of choice for microelectronics
fabrication, but also because the system exhibits unusual interface properties. 12] It has been
demonstrated that oriented crystalline Al films can be grown on Si(l 11) and Si(100) surfaces at
room temperature by the technique of ionized cluster beam deposition (ICB), even though there is
a large mismatch in the size of the respective lattices (25%). [3,41 It is important to determine
whether similar oriented growth can be achieved by other thin film deposition techniques and to
understand the significant deposition parameters. In this paper we will study the formation of
oriented Al films on Si by direct deposition from a low-energy mass-analyzed ion beam.
Thin Al films were grown on Si substrates by the direct ion beam deposition (IBD) technique
using the system developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). This IBD system has
been described previously. [5] The ions were extracted from the source at 35 keV and
magnetically mass analyzed to provide beams of a single isotope of a single element. The
analyzed beam was then passed through a trap to eliminate charge exchange neutrals, and through
three stages of differential pumping to a UHV target chamber where it was decelerated to
deposition energy immediately in front of the substrate by a four element electrostatic lens
assembly. Ion current density was dependent on energy, but was typically on the order of
5 uA/cm 2 over the 3 cm 2 deposition area for energies in the range from 30 to 120 eV. The
chamber was baked before deposition to give a base pressure of 2 x 10-9 Torr and pressures
during deposition of 1 x 10-9 Torr.
Substrates cut from semiconductor grade single crystal Si were chemically cleaned immediately
prior to introduction into the vacuum system. The final removal of the protective oxide was done
in vacuum just before the deposition by reactive ion beam cleaning using 0 and Cl ions at 500°C.
Temperatures were monitored during the cleaning procedure with an infrared pyrometer, and
surface cleanliness was checked by in situ Auger spectroscopy before deposition. The
characteristics of the completed samples were studied by 1.5 MeV He ion backscattering,
scanning electron microscopy, optical microscopy, and x-ray diffraction using standard analysis
techniques.
The quality of Al films formed on cleaned Si( 111) substrates has been investigated as a function
of ion energy, substrate temperature, and surface cleanliness. Initial investigations showed that
cleanliness of the substrate and contamination from background gasses had a significant effect on
film growth. Even in the low 10-9 Torr range where the ORNL deposition chamber operates
during active beam deposition, bombardment by residual gasses, primarily water and hydrogen,
can result in film contamination at a level which is sufficient to alter the growth properties.
Improvements in the in situ sample cleaning procedure and baking of the chamber prior to each
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deposition were necessary to achieve the formation of shiny, oriented Al films. Use of the
reactive ion cleaning technique reduced the substrate surface contamination to less than 1%of C
and 0 as measured by Auger spectroscopy, while baking decreased the total pressure enough to
eliminate measurable effects of contamination in the films.
Scanning electron micrographs of three AI(1 11) films grown by IBD on ion beam cleaned
Si(1 11) under these improved conditions are shown in Fig. 1. The films were grown with an ion
energy of 120 eV at temperatures of 30 (left), 150 (center), and 300'C (right). The effects of
elevated temperature are clear, the morphology of the surface roughens with increasing
temperature, forming at 300'C a collection of micron size islands separated by a network of deep
canyons. For the sample deposited at 150'C, the islands coalesce into a relatively smooth
surface, with a network of depressions remaining where the deep canyons had been observed at
300'C. For room temperature deposition, the surface is smooth and featureless to the limit of
resolution of the SEM. This can be understood in terms of the surface properties of Al on Si.
The interface energy of Al/Si is high due to the large lattice mismatch, and the mobility of Al on
Si is also quite high (surface diffusion energy = 0.3-0.6 eV depending on orientation). This
results in conditions that are energetically favorable for the formation of clusters of Al. At
temperatures above ambient, the surface diffusion increases and three-dimensional island growth
predominates, resulting in the coarsely textured surface observed for t! - sample formed at 300'C.
The degree of crystallinity and orientation in these films can be determined from the 1.5 MeV He
ion channeling spectra of Fig. 2. Interestingly, the minimum yield in the Al film, which is a
direct measure of crystal quality and orientation, improves from 0.80 at room temperature to 0.40
at 150'C, and to 0.35 at 300'C. This would be expected if the primary driving force for crystal
formation was thermal. X-ray scattering analysis confirms the improvement in crystal quality
with temperature, indicating that the amount of twinning decreases from 25% in the 150'C sample
to 10% in the 300'C sample. Thus, increased deposition temperature results in better crystalline
quality, but rougher surface morphology in these ion beam deposited Al films.
The best Al films formed on Si(1 11) by IBD have been deposited at 30 eV and show a channeling
minimum yield of 28%, [6] which is comparable to the best minimum yields achieved on this
surface by ICB (22%). 171 It is thus clear that good quality epitaxial Al films can be formed on Si
by methods other than ICB deposition, ,nd that the quality of such films is a function of both
incident energy and substrate temperature.

IW
Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrographs of oriented Al films formed on Si( 111) by IBD at 120 eV
illustrate the changes in surface morphology that occur as a function of temperature. The surface
changes from smooth at 30'C (left), through an intermediate stage at 150'C (center), to rough and
islanded at 300'C (right).
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A Study of Structural Properties of Non-stoichiometric
Zinc Oxide Films Deposited by e-Beam Evaporation Technique
Rui--yu Chen, Chang-sheng Yuan and Qi-he Wang
Department of Physics, Nanjing University, Nanjing 210008
P.R.China. Telephone Number, 637651-2753 (Nanjing)
In this paper, we discuss the effects of various temperatures of substrates and annealings on the structural properties of non--stoichiometrie zinc oxide films.

LINTRODUCTION
Non-stoichiometric ZnOx (0.5<x<l) films with different O/Zn composition ratios have been
successfully deposited by e--beam evaporation technique under different conditions. Such zinc oxide films
were analyzed using XPS method 14- 51.X-ray diffraction was used to detect the crystallite orientation of
ZnOx films with various temperatures of the substrates ll . The thicknesses of the films were measured by
an interferential Microscope. Van der Pauw method was used to measure the electrical resistivity of the
films j. Zinc oxide films have been widely studied recently. As one of the functional films, they take much
more advantages over other similar films [ ' . The (002) line for zinc oxide films is more stronger than every
line observed for indium oxide films and some other films.Zinc oxide has extremely low vapor pressure,
and zinc oxide films seem to be more stable than other similar filmsm.
H. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Here the samples of non-stoichiometric ZnOx films were manufactured by e-beam evaporation
technique. The substrates of K9 glass were accepted .The samples with the purity of 99.99% are powdery
ZnO , and they were sintered in order to prevent the sputters of ZnO particles during the evaporation procedure.
ZnO is a sublimate material ( > 1975t . It disintergrated into atoms of zinc and oxygen during the
preparations, then the atoms of zinc and oxygen are combined into zinc oxide films on the surfaces of the
substrates. Non-stolchiometric ZnOx films were always obtained beacuse of the loss of oxygen atoms , so
extra oxygen atoms should be given in order that ZnO of approximate stoichiometry should be produced
during the preparations. At first , we pumped the vaccum system to the pressure of magnitude about
10-s Towr, then 03 were ntroduced into the vaccum system to the pressure of magnitude about
10-3 Toor, and pumped it to 10- 2 Toor again . The temperatures of the substrates were controlled at
70-350C. The zinc oxide films under such conditions were to be colded in vaccum room for a period of
time , and post-deposition beat treatment in air at temperature 200r -350r was used to remove the
stress of the filmnsl.
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III. RESULTS AND ANALYSES
Stoichiometric zinc oxide materials (0/

Zn composition ratio is 1:1 ) are nearly insulated , whereas

the prepared zinc oxide films are n-type semiconductors. Non-stoichiometric zinc oxide films with a
heavy number of zinc atoms are always produced because of the lost of oxygen atoms . It cause a defect
energy level ED between the forbidden bands, and IR-reflecting properties of the films exhibitting. It's
known that there are two facts that affect IR-reflecting properties of zinc oxide films, the free carrier concentration N and the carrier mobility 1P-31. While carrier concentration N declining, IR-reflecting properties of ZnOx films turn bad. The enhancement of carrier concentration N just means the production of a
heavy number of zinc atoms, thus causing the decreasing of carrier mobility p and the increasing of the
number of the scattering centres in the films and boundaries. Just for this reason, IR-reflecting properties
of zinc oxide films become worse. 0 / Zn composition ratios seemed to play an important role during our
preparation1 3 , and bore relations to oxygen flow, substrate temperature , annealing time and evaporation rate. Table 1. shows the properties of ZnOx films prepared by e-beam evaporation technique.

Sample

Technical condition
Temperture of
Annealing

O / Zn composition
Thickness(A)

ratio analyzed by XPS

substrate (M)

time (h)

ZI

350

5

3700

0.90

Z2

300

5

4000

0.86

Z3

240

5

4500

0.78

Z4

190

5

4900

0.75

Z5

ISO

5

5400

0.66

Z6

70

5

7000

0.52

TABLB I. Properties of ZnOx films prepared by e-beam evaporation technique
A typical X-ray photoelectron spectrum of the oxgen IS,/ 2 peak is shown in Fig.!. Fig.I(l). Shows
the XPS analysis of oxygen of sample ZI without annealing, and Fig.1(2). shows the XPS analysis of
oxgen ISI 2 of post-annealing sample ZI at 3507C.
It's found that the absorbed oxygen was shown by XPS to be in two states, one corresponding to
0 3 in zinc oxide films, the other being chemisorbed oxygen . The effect of temperature was also determined in the range of 707 -3501C . The fraction of zinc in the Zno2 valence state after five hours was
found to increase nearly linerly with temperature with ZnOx formation at 3501C.
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Fi.I. (1) shows the XPS analysis of Os3/2 of sample ZI without annealing.
(2) shows the XPS analysis of 01s3/2 of post-annealing sample ZI at 3501C
As shown in Fig.2. it was noted that various temperatures of substrates have effects on the structural
properties of non-stoichiometric zinc oxide films. By using XRD method , we found that XRD pattern
strongly correlated with the deposition temperature . At relatively low deposition temperature , from
701 -240C, the (002) peak was always strongly dominant, exhibitting a strongly preferred orientation of
the c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface , while the (101) peak , the dominant line for the powder
diffraction pattern of ZnO , could not be found . It's explained that the grains with (002) orientation diminish in size while the grains with (101) orientation increase in size with the deposition temperture.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
The influence of the temperatures of substrates on the structural properties of non-stoichiometric
zine oxide fims prepared by cr-beam evaporation technique has been investigated. The microstructure of
films observed by using XPS and XRD methods suggest that the improvement of these properties of the
ZnOx films is related to the improvment of the crystallinity. The orientations of tbe films are determined
by the deposition temperature. A highly preferred orientation with c-axis perpendicular to the substrate is
always observed for low temperature deposition

.

Post-deposition heat treatment was found to remove

the stress of the films .
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Scanning Scattering Microscope:

A Novel Optical

Technique for Imaging Surface Microtopography

Denes Marton+ and Joseph Fine
Surface Science Division
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Gaithersburg, MD 20899
+Now at the Chemistry Department, University of Houston
Telephone:

301-975-2545

The Scanning Scattering Microscope (SSM) [i] can produce twodimensional, high resolution micrographs of very small surface features and
surface microtopography; this optical technique is very sensitive to surface
roughness, surface and near-surface damage, and individual surface defects.
Its present lateral resolution of about 5 um is augmented by an extremely high
sensitivity to surface roughness of about 2 nm.
This microscope is based on the concept that rougher surfaces scatter
more light into off-specular directions than do smoother surfaces [2,3).

This

concept has previously been applied in the so-called total integrated
scattering (TIS) method where it is used to obtain average surface roughness
measurements of relatively large surface regions (-1mm2). With this TIS
method almost all of the off-specularly scattered light is collected by means
of a hemispherical mirror and detected.

The information content of the off-

specularly scattered light is quite different from that of other surface
profiling and imaging techniques such as stylus techniques, scanning
tunnelling microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and numerous scanning
optical microscopies.
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Scattered light is characterized by the r.m.s. roughness of the surface,
subject to certain limitations associated with the wavelength of the probe
light beam.

The SSM not only takes advantage of the sensitivity of the total

integrated scattered light measurement but combines it with a microfocused,
scanned light beam.

The light intensity detected at each point of the surface

being scanned is used to construct a two-dimensional point-by-point micrograph
of surface features.

An enhanced sensitivity to very subtle roughness

features is obtained by collecting virtually all of the scattered light while
high lateral resolution of surface features results from using a scanned,
microfocused light beam.

The SSM image is one of surface microroughness

rather than of the actual height of surface features.

Since light scattering

is related also to the reflectivity of the surface, the SSM micrograph can be
affected by changes in surface composition and therefore results in a
technique capable of providing materials contrast, as well as topographic
contrast.
The SSM micrograph can be quantified using light scattering theory in
the smooth surface limit.

To a first approximation, the rms surface

roughness, Rq, can be obtained [3] so:
Rq -

A

I/I

where A is the wavelength of the light, I is the intensity of the offspecularly scattered light, and Io is the intensity of the specularly
reflected light.

Standards can also be used to quantify the roughness scale

associated with these micrographs.
In addition to having a very high sensitivity for surface
microroughness, the large working distance (many cm) of the SSM is one of its
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major advantages.

A properly configured instrument could be used, in-situ, to

monitor the progress of thin-film fabrication procedures a: well as various
types of surface processing.

The SSM has been used, for instance, to

determine microtopography changes during the initial stages of ion-beam
sputter erosion of metal surfaces under ultra-high vacuum conditions [4].
Micrographs have been obtained of what appear

to be very smooth Ge

surfaces (microroughness of about 5 rum); on such surfaces it has been possible
to observe lateral differences in roughness structure with the SSM.

Images of

this type of microroughness will be presented as well as images obtained of
polished Si wafers, integrated circuit line-width patterns, abrasive scratches
on thin-film layers, and surface roughness produced by ion beam sputtering of
multilayered thin-film materials.
This Scanning Scattering Microscope represents a new type of optical
surface imaging technique.

It combines a very high sensitivity for surface

roughness with high lateral resolution in an instrument whose working distance
from the specimen is many cm.

This combination of large working distance with

a non-contacting probe may give the SSM a unique capability for in-situ
process monitoring of nanometer scale surface micro-topography.
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Formation of Submicrometer Carbonaceous Islands During SEM
Examination of Thin GaAs Layers on Si Substrates
G.W. Turner and P.M. Nitishin
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173-9108
Abstract
Carbonaceous islands with controllable diameters up to - 2500 A have been formed during
SEM examination of very thin GaAs layers deposited by molecular beam epitaxy on Si substrates.

Summary
In the course of investigating the initial stages of GaAs growth on Si substrates by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), we have discovered an electron-beam-induced growth process that
can occur during scanning electron microscope (SEM) examination of samples with a sufficiently
thin deposit of GaAs. When such a sample is transferred from the MBE system to the SEM with
only a brief exposure to air, a circular island forms at any location on the surface where the SEM
electron beam is allowed to dwell. The diameter of such islands increases from about 500 to
2500 A as the dwell time is increased from about 1 min to over 10 min. Carbon was the only
element detected when the islands were analyzed by an Auger microprobe after surface
contamination was removed by sputtering.
The GaAs-on-Si growth runs were performed in a Varian GEN II modular MBE system
equipped with a load-lock and ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) buffer chamber. The Si substrates were
commercial 75-mm wafers, misoriented

-

4' from (100) toward <110>. The substrates were

prepared in the standard fashion for GaAs-on-Si growth, with an RCA-style ex situ clean followed
by an in situ thermal oxide desorption step performed in the growth chamber at 800'C. The
temperature was then reduced to 600'C, and an As prelayer was deposited for - I min from an As4
source with a beam-equivalent pressure of 5 x 10-6 Tort. The Ga shutter was then opened for
either 1 or 12 rin while maintaining the same As4 flux. The GaAs deposition rate was - 40 A/min

(- 0.25 monolayer/s). A typical island-like RHEED pattern was observed soon after the Ga shutter
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was opened. After growth was terminated, the sample was annealed for 5 minutes at

-

650°C

under an As 4 ambient. The growth temperature of 600*C, which is much higher than the value of 400'C typically used for the initial stages of GaAs-on-Si growth by MBE, was chosen in order to
permit comparison of our results with the SEM observations of Akiyama [1] on GaAs-on-Si
islands formed during growth by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition at - 600°C.
The GaAs-on-Si wafers were kept under vacuum in the MBE buffer chamber until just
before being transferred to the SEM. After being removed from the MBE system, they were
cleaved in air to the desired size, then immediately loaded into the SEM chamber without
deposition of contrast enhancement layers. The SEM, an AMRAY 1400 instrument, was operated
with a chamber vacuum of - 2 x 10-7 Torr, voltages of 20 to 30 kV, and sample currents ranging
from 0.08 to 1.08 nA. A variety of magnifications and sample tilt angles were employed in order to
optimize the contrast in the SEM micrographs.
The first SEM observations were made on a sample with a GaAs deposit, obtained by
growth for I min, that had an average thickness of approximately 40 A and consisted of islands
with diameters on the order of 200 A. After initially focusing the SEM, we found that the regions
of the surface that had received a large electron dose during focusing showed enhanced secondary
electron emission when the sample was imaged at reduced magnification. In contrast, exposure to
the electron beam of an SEM often reduces the secondary electron emission as a result of the
decomposition and redeposition of background hydrocarbons [2]. Even more strikingly, imaging
the sample after the beam had been allowed to dwell in spot mode at one point on the Si surface
revealed the presence of a new island in addition to the GaAs islands. Figure 1 shows two
micrographs of the same region, taken before and after three circular islands had been formed by
allowing the electron beam to dwell at three different locations for 5 min each at a current of 0.4
nA. (Islands were not formed at substantially higher or lower beam currents.) A denuded zone is
clearly visible around each island, indicating that some type of beam/surface interaction has
occurred. Figure 2 is a micrograph showing islands increasing in diameter from 500 to 2500 A that
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were formed by allowing the electron beam to dwell at six locations for times increasing from 0.5
to 12 min.
In some cases when the SEM was operated in spot mode to cause island formation,
elongated "wires" rather than circular islands were formed because the electron beam drifted due to
the instability of the SEM. Figure 3 shows several of these wires, which are about 1 gtm long and a
few hundred angstroms wide. By intentionally moving the beam during an exposure, we have
formed similar wires up to 4 .m long. From the width of these wires as a function of scan rate,
together with the diameter of the islands formed when the electron beam was stationary, it appears
that the islands form very quickly upon exposure to the beam but do not grow beyond about 2500
A in diameter.
To investigate the chemical composition of the islands, a dense array was formed on one
region of the Si surface, as shown in Fig. 4. The sample was then removed from the SEM and
transferred as rapidly as possible to a scanning Auger microprobe with a lateral spatial resolution of
- 0.1 um. After the sample was sputtered with Ar ions to remove surface contamination, C was the
only element detected in the region of the islands, while Ga, As, and Si (but not C) were detected
away from the islands.
We also observed the formation of electron-beam-grown islands on another GaAs-on-Si
wafer that was subjected to the same procedures for GaAs deposition (including exposure to the
Ga flux for I min), transfer from the MBE system to the SEM, and treatment in the SEM. In
contrast, islands were not formed on a wafer that was similarly treated, except that the GaAs layer
was deposited by exposure to the Ga flux for 12 min, for an average thickness of 480 A.
Furthermore, island formation was not observed when the original wafer with the thin GaAs layer
was returned to the SEM after it had been stored in a dry box for several weeks.
In conclusion, we have observed a novel electron-beam-induced process that results in the
formation of carbonaceous islands during SEM examination of Si substrates on which GaAs has
been deposited by MBE at

-

600*C. A similar phenomenon might influence the results obtained

when SEM examination is used to study the initial stages of GaAs growth on Si by MBE at the
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usual temperature of - 400C. Additional experiments are needed to obtain a better understanding
of the mechanism of island formation and the properties of the islands.
We would like to thank M.K. Connors for his assistance in sample preparation, M.C. Finn
for the Auger analysis, and A.J. Strauss and B-Y. Tsaur for helpful discussions. This work was
sponsored by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Department of the Air
Force.
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Excitonic Mechanism of Photon-Stimulated Desorption
of Excited Alkali Atoms from Alkali Halides
Patrick H. Bunton

Department of Physics, Box 4608
Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN 37044
Telephone 615-648-6241, Telefax 615-648-7475
Richard F. Haglund, Jr.,(1) Dengfa Liu( 2 ) and Norman H. Tolk(1 )
(1)Department of Physics and Astronomy and (2)Department of Chemistry
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37235
615-322-2828, Telefax 615-343-7623

The mechanism leading to photon-stimulated desorption (PSD) of excited atoms from
the surfaces of alkali halides has been a subject of controversy since it was first discussed a
decade ago [1]. We have recently carried out a systematic experimental study of PSD from
alkali halides under both valence-band [2] and core-level [3] excitation. Our data demonstrate
that the desorption yields for excited alkali atoms track the excitonic optical response of these
crystals even at photon energies below the bulk band gap. Secondary electron measurements,
taken simultaneously, implicate the formation of excess metal in the time and dose dependence
of PSD yields. These results suggest a unified picture of PSD in which the ion motion
initiating desorption is pictured as the decay of a localized, highly deformed vibrational mode
of the crystal. Plausible mechanisms for creation of the excited atomic state include relaxation
of excited F-centers and resonant neutralization into the excited state on metallic microclusters.
The photon source for these experiments was the Aladdin facility of the Synchrotron
Radiation Center (SRC) at the University of Wisconsin. Bending-magnet radiation from the
800-MeV electron storage ring was dispersed by a six-meter toroidal-grating monochromator
(TGM) or a Seya-Namioka (SN) monochromator and focused onto a sample at normal
incidence. Useable photon flux - in the range of 1010 photons.s -1 - was available from 5 eV to
30 eV on the Seya, while the TGM has significant flux from 40 to 150 eV. Al and Sn filters
were used to block visible light and higher-order light transmitted by the gratings.
Samples were single alkali halide crystals cleaved in air and inserted immediately into an
ultra-high vacuum chamber with a base pressure generally in the range of -10-10 Torr. The
samples were typically under vacuum within about an hour after after being cleaved in air. The
vacuum system was baked for several hours after sample insertion at 2000 C; samples were
then cleaned by heating the target assembly for a few hours at 300 to 4000 C. A number of
studies, cited in Ref. [3], have shown that this procedure yields a stable, reproducible surface.
The experimental apparatus is described in detail in Reference [3]. Fluorescence from
excited desorbing alkali atoms was detected in an 0.3 meter Czerny-Turner monochromator
with a photomultiplier (PMT) operated in pulse counting mode. Amplified PMT pulses
exceeding the threshold of a discriminator were counted and stored in an Apple microcomputer.
Secondary electrons were collected by a biassed rectangular stainless-steel collector plate
positioned close to the target. The collector current monitored by a picoammeter was fed to the
analog-to-digital converter channel of a Hewlett-Packard 7090A plotter and the data likewise
stored in the computer.
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Figure 1 shows an excitation function of excited sodium desorption yield from NaCI
taken with an aluminum filter transmitting photons of energies up to about 85 eV with a
significant roll-off in flux above about 73 eV. The sharp peak in the NaCl spectrum at 33.5 eV
is due to the Na (2p) core exciton (31. The data have an apparent threshold near the 2p core
level; however, the signal does not vanish below the 2p core exciton formation energy, either
because of higher order light or absorption by the Cl (3s) band.
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Figure 2 shows the Na 2p core-exciton lineshapes of the Na* and the electron yields from
NaC1. Evidently the electronic environment that yields the excited sodium atoms is similar to
that which yields the electrons, if it differs at all. The total electron yield has the Fano
lineshape characteristic of interfering processes. In the L(exciton)-V process the electron and
hole recombine and an electron is ejected from the valence band; in the L(exciton)-VV process
the core hole is filled by an electron from the valence band and a second electron is ejected from
the valence band. The L(exciton)-V decay has initial and final states indistinguishable from
those of direct valence-band photoemission; this results in an asymmetric (Fano) lineshape due
to interference between these two processes.
The lack of interference structure in the exciton lineshape in the Na* yield shows that the
interatomic L(exciton)-VV decay is more likely to cause desorption while the electron yield has
contributions due to interatomic Auger decay, recombination of the exciton, and direct
photoemission from the valence band. This is usually taken as evidence that a localized twohole state is necessary for desorption. However, it may also mean that if a single hole were
sufficient for desorption, the interatomic L(exciton)-VV process would still produce two holes
per excitation thereby potentially doubling its contribution to the desorption yield.
These excited atom and secondary electron excitation functions generally follow the
excitonic features of the optical response of alkali halides [4 1. This characteristic has been paid
relatively little attention until now; the desorption mechanism has generally been held to result
from the specific character of the core-level excitation in maximally co,,alent insulators, and in
particular from the tendency for two holes localized on a single anion to have a relatively long
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lifetime. That interpretation must now be re-examined in light of our recent observation of
valence-band PSD of excited atoms from both LiF and KCI surfaces.
Figure 3 shows an excitation function for LiF from the band-gap to about 25 eV, still
well below the lowest core level - the F(2p) - identified in earlier studies. The general excitonic
character of the spectrum bears a striking resemblance both to uv absorption and reflection
spectra in this same energy range, as discussed in detail in Ref. [2].
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Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the Li* yield and the total electron yield from LiF for
an incident photon energy of 61.9 eV for a sample at room temperature. The steady-state
secondary electron yield is significantly smaller than that for the bare LiF surface, indicating the
onset of metallization. Similar data were acquired for different temperatures at energies below
the lowest core level for LiF. These data clearly implicate the formation of excess metal in PSD
of excited alkali atoms through the formation of thin patches and eventually three-dimensional
islands of metal on the surfaces. Our data indicate that there is apparently both an optimum
metal concentration and an optimum patch size for desorption of excited alkalis.
Any proposed model for PSD of excited atoms must deal with two questions: (1) What
is the driving force for ion motion? and (2) What is the origin of the excited electronic state in
desorbing atoms? In studies of PSD by core-level excitation, the source of ion motion has
been identified as inter-atomic Auger decay into the core holes created by the absorption of the
ultraviolet photon. In this Knotek-Feibelman (K-F) [5] or Auger-stimulated desorption (ASD)
process [6], ion motion is driven by Coulomb distortion of the lattice following reversal of the
Madelung potential. The model makes no prediction about excited atoms.
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Both core-level excitation and valence-band excitation produce valence holes, the former
through the L(exciton)-VV process. In fact, the valence holes may be the immediate precursors
to desorption of excited atoms. Support for this idea comes from recent calculations by
Bickham and Sievers [71 showing that excitations with energies of the same order as those
required to create F-centers in alkali halides can produce long-lived vibrational states at
surfaces. In this model, localization of vibrational energy occurs because of the anharmonicity
caused both by the creation of an exciton and by the asymmetric interatomic surface potentials.
An F-center created by valence-band light could be excited due to scattering of secondary
electrons or fluorescence. The strong coupling of an excited F-center to the lattice could initiate
ion motion and also provide the electron needed for neutralization of a departing ion. Since
excited F-center lifetimes decrease with increasing temperature, this would also be consistent
with the observed change in excited alkali-atom yields. Of course, changes in the surface
metallization with temperature might still affect the time and temperature dependence of the
excited atom yield by changing the Fermi level relative to the energy of the excited atomic state.
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These methods are approximate, of course,
since both the lattice distortion and the surface
will alter the band structure dynamically.
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SCANNING TUNNELING MICROSCOPY STUDIES OF SILICON
MOLECULAR BEAM EPITAXY
M. G. Lagally and Y.-W. Mo
University of Wisconsin-Madison
Madison, WI 53706
608-263-2078

Introduction
It has been recognized since the beginning of serious studies in surface science that
kinetic processes underpin a whole range of surface phenomena, including, for example,
phase transformations and ordering, epitaxial growth, and surface chemical behavior.
However, with few exceptions, available techniques have not lent themselves well to
obtaining a truly microscopic view of such kinetic processes. Because of its atomic
resolution on the one hand, and the achievable wide field of view on the other (i.e., large
dynamic range in resolution) scanning tunneling microcopy (STM) does afford this
opportunity. In this talk, we briefly review the types of surface kinetics measurements that
can be made using STM. It should be pointed out that the use of STM for studies of
kinetics is one of the more recent applications of what is itself still a very young field; hence
much remains to be accomplished. We have concentrated our investigations on the initial
stages of molecular beam epitaxy of Si and Ge on Si(001) and will use this surface in our
examples.
The theoretical framework for investigating surface kinetic processes has been in
hand for a long time, and has, in some cases, been developed to a considerable degree.
Consider the simplest case: the homoepitaxial growth of a material in itself (A-on-A).
Atoms arrive from the vapor phase at a surface. To remain on the surface ("accommodate")
they must give up their heat of condensation through one or a series of inelastic collisions.
Once bound in the holding potential of the surface, an atom will migrate (surface
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self-diffusion) until it finds another of its kind, either at the edge of a terrace or another
freely diffusing atom. If it becomes incorporated into the edge of an existing island or
terrace, we speak of "lateral accommodation" with a certain probability (the "lateral
accommodation coefficient"). If it finds another freely migrating atom, a stable nucleus may
form, which will grow with the addition of another atom. (In some situations, a stable
nucleus may require more atoms). Nucleation is thus the first stage, followed subsequently
by 2-D growth, and eventually by "coarsening" (or "ripening"). Two-dimensional growth
involves the lateral sticking coefficient of an atom at an edge. This kinetic parameter is
quite important but is often assumed, by implication, to equal one for all situations. The
two-dimensional coarsening process, the elimination of small islands at the expense of large
ones, driven by a desire of the system to eliminate boundary energy to reduce its total free
energy, involves, in addition to migration, a "lateral desorption" process, in which diffusable
species are created at the edges of islands. As more than one layer become involved in the
growth, additional processes involving transport over steps, both up and down, become
important in the growth kinetics. We thus have a series of kinetic parameters that can be
categorized in two groups: those that involve adatoms interacting with a bare terrace and
those that involve adatom interactions with steps. The latter category is obviously much
larger.
The most important microscopic quantity involved in the formation of stable nuclei
and their growth is the diffusion coefficient for monomers on the surface at the surface
temperature, consisting of an activation energy, Emigr, and a preexponential factor, Do,
that involves the usual quantities of attempt frequency, geometric factors, and an entropy
term. The transfer of the heat of condensation of the arriving atom to the lattice may
influence the measurement of Emigr over a particular (low) temperature range. The
diffusion may be anisotropic if the symmetry of the substrate is low. In addition, there may
be a separate diffusion coefficient for dimers and for large clusters. Examples of the
measurement of the diffusion coefficient for Si/Si(001) and its anisotropy will be shown.()
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While there is a flux of atoms onto the surface from the source, the shape of 2-D
ordered structures (islands) that form depends on the competition between kinetic
parameters (sticking coefficient for adatoms at edges) and thermodynamic parameters
(desire to minimize the free energy by forming an equilibrium shape). Thus in general,
there may be "growth shapes" that differ from equilibrium shapes because of kinetic
constraints. These are easily observed in STM of Si and Ge deposited on Si(001).(2,3)
When the flux of atoms arriving from the source is turned off, islands will grow until
the mean supersaturation is eliminated. The net flux to and from each island reaches zero
as the island establishes its local lateral equilibrium vapor pressure. Because of fluctuations
in their initial formation and growth, there will be a size distribution of islands. The free
energy of an island determines its local vapor pressure; smaller islands will have a greater
boundary free energy (more unsaturated edge bonds relative to the island perimeter),
therefore be less stable, and hence have a larger lateral vapor pressure. The difference in
concentrations due to differing vapor pressures at large and small islands leads to a further
ordering mechanism, "coarsening" or "ripening", which is driven by the difference in
boundary free energy of islands of different sizes. Annealing to allow the system to coarsen
results in an island shape change. Differences in growth shapes and equilibrium shapes can
be investigated by studying the coarsening process using STM. The growth law for
coarsening and a measure of the activation energy for lateral desorption off the edges of
islands have been obtained for Si/Si(001).
On a stepped surface, a similar desire to reach equilibrium produces steps that have a
characteristic density of kinks. By counting these, the edge and kink energies can be
determined.(4)
Finally, transport over steps is an essential ingredient in epitaxial growth. Transport
may be both "upward" or "downward", but in order to have "smooth" growth, the latter must
dominate. The conventional assumption is that there is no transport "upward", but this need
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not be true. When the substrate symmetry forces different types of steps on the surface (as
in Si(001)), each step type may behave differently with regard to its effect as a barrier for
transport "up"or "down". This effect is illustrated for Si diffusion on Si(001).
In summary, Si epitaxy on Si(001) is not only technologically important, it is a system
that involves all the major microscopic kinetic mechanisms of growth and, because of its
symmetry, anisotropies in them as well. With the proper design of experiments, STM
allows a disentanglement of these mechanisms and their individual quantitative
investigation.
This research has been supported by ONR, Chemistry Program.
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Nanolithography
R. Fabian Pease
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305-4055
Our ability of fashion patterns with features below 100nm is beginning to be put to good
use for the microfabrication of devices and even circuits.

Achieving economic

throughput along with the precision required for sub 100-nm features is an enormous
challenge.
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